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ABSTRACT

Tornadoes strike the USA very frequently, with an average of 1200 reports per
year, and the average annual tornado-induced property loss has reached $10B. The
devastation from recent tornadoes have prompted a renewed interest in better
understanding tornado dynamics, their interactions with the built environment, and the
performance of civil structures during tornadoes. In the past, the wind effects caused by
single-vortex tornadoes have been widely studied, while the multi-vortex tornadoes were
rarely considered. In fact, many previous deadly, costly tornadoes involved multiple
vortices. Therefore, it is important to understand the wind flow characteristics of multivortex tornadoes in order to understand their actions on civil structures. To achieve this,
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations are adopted to simulate tornadoes and
tornado-structure interaction. First, an approach to derive the vertical velocity of
tornadoes from the tangential and radial velocities (extracted from the radar measured
velocities) is developed in order to simulate tornadoes in a more precise manner. Second,
a multi-vortex tornado is simulated, and its wind flow characteristics are investigated and
compared with a single vortex tornado. Third, a parametric study is conducted to examine
the influence of swirl ratio and radial Reynolds number on multi-vortex tornadoes, to
produce different types of multi-vortex tornadoes. Forth, the wind effects induced by
multi-vortex tornadoes are studied and their unique features are identified. Last, the
understanding of tornado-structure interaction is expanded to manufactured or mobile
homes, which are more vulnerable during tornado striking compared to permanent
homes, to bridge a knowledge gap.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. BACKGROUND
Tornadoes strike the United States (US) frequently, about 1200 tornadoes per year
based on the NOAA statistics (Grazulis 1993). Canada experiences the second most
tornadoes, nearly 100 annually. Other areas of the world that suffer from frequent
tornadoes include significant portions of Europe, South Africa, Philippines, Bangladesh,
Argentina, Uruguay, Brazil, Mexico, New Zealand, and eastern Asia (Encyclopædia
Britannica 2007; Graf et al. 2008). Tornadoes have killed more people than hurricanes in
the past ten years and resulted in significant property loss, with the annual average
tornado-induced property loss of nearly $10B (Changnon, 2009).
In fact, most previous deadly/costly tornadoes involved multiple vortices, no
matter whether they were in the form of multiple subvortices (i.e. “multi-vortex
tornadoes”), multiple sequential tornadoes (i.e. “tornado family”), or several small
tornadoes rotating around a primary tornado (those small tornadoes are called “satellite
tornadoes”), as shown in Figure 1.1. In particular, a multi-vortex tornado is a tornado that
contains two or more subvortices swirling around a central point (Edwards 2017). This
type of tornado has been observed in the past fifty years (Fujita 1970; Agee et at. 1975,
1977; Pauley and Snow 1988) and the direct radar evidence of this type of tornado was
first captured in the Spencer, SD Tornado of 30 May 1998 (Wurman 1999).
The following two tornadoes fall into the category of multi-vortex tornadoes
(Wurman 2002). The first one is the Joplin, MO tornado of 22 May 2011. It killed 161
people, injured 1150 people and led to $2.8B of property loss and was claimed to be the
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costliest tornado on record. Kuligowski et al. (2014) reported that multiple subvortices
were documented at the initial stages of the Joplin Tornado touchdown. And it is
acknowledged that the multiple subvortices may result in some of the highest actual wind
speeds in the Joplin Tornado. The second one is the El Reno, OK tornado of 31 May
2013, which was claimed to be the largest tornado on record with a width of 2.6 miles. It
killed 8 people, injured 151 people and caused $40M of property loss. In this tornado,
swath marks and subvortices visually apparent in photographs were identified as
evidence of existing subvortices (Wakimoto et al. 2016). During this tornado, three welltrained and experienced tornado researchers, Tim Samaras, Paul Samaras and Carl
Young, were tragically killed. Wurman et al. (2014) pointed out that these three
researchers were likely impacted by a subvortex within the larger circulation, which was
almost impossible to be visually identified. This tragedy reflects how dangerous this type
of tornado is.

a)
b)
c)
Figure 1.1 Tornadoes with multiple vortices. (a) A multi-vortex tornado (near Tushka,
Oklahoma on 14 April 2011) (Garfield and Austin 2011), (b) A Tornado family (spawned
from the same supercell in the Great Plains on 28 September 2010) (NOAA Legacy
Photo), (c) A tornado with an associated satellite tornado (small tornado on the left, in
1999 Moore tornado) (National Severe Storms Lab)
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1.2. RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE AND OBJECTIVES
Although the laboratory and numerical simulations have been used to study
tornadic wind flow and their wind effects on civil structures, almost all previous research
focused on single-vortex tornadoes. The characteristics of the multi-vortex tornadoes and
the interaction between this type of tornado and civil structures are still unknown. To
bridge this research gap, to prepare cities for future tornado hazards and improve their
capability of responding to tornadoes, the research objective of this project is to achieve a
full understanding of the wind flow characteristics of multi-vortex tornadoes and their
wind effects on civil structures. To achieve this objective, the following five research
tasks have been planned.
Task 1: Derive vertical velocity based on radar-measured data. A theoretical
approach based on the continuity equation is proposed to derive the vertical velocity of
tornadoes. To validate this approach, Tornado Spencer, rated at EF4, passed through
Spencer, SD in 1998, is introduced as an example. The two-dimension velocity data
(tangential and radial components) collected by a Doppler on Wheels (DOW) mobile
radar are analyzed to get regression equations. Then the vertical component of Tornado
Spencer is derived by the proposed approach. A three-dimension CFD model is built in
ANSYS FLUENT. The achieved vertical velocity and the other two velocity components
(vertical and tangential) are applied as the velocity input. Another case without vertical
velocity included is also developed to identify the influence of vertical velocity.
Task 2: Investigate wind flow characteristics of multi-vortex tornadoes. The CFD
simulation is used to simulate multi-vortex tornadoes and investigate the wind flow
characteristics of this type of tornado, in order to properly determine the most critical
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loading scenario for tornado-resistant design. For comparison, the physical dimensions of
the computational domain are modified to generate a single-cell single-vortex tornado
and a double-cell single-vortex tornado. The streamline, averaged and instantaneous
values of wind flow variables will be achieved to identify the unique flow structure and
critical loading scenario for multi-vortex tornadoes.
Task 3: Investigate the influence of swirl ratio and radial Reynolds number on the
flow structure of multi-vortex tornadoes. In this task, a systematic parametric study will
be conducted to investigate what parameters control the number of subvortices, the
distance between the subvortices and the center of the overall vortex, the core size of
each subvortex, the rotating speed of each subvortex and the rotating speed of the overall
vortex. S, radial Reynolds number and aspect ratio will be the potential controlling
parameters. The different forms of swirl ratio will be reviewed and suitable expressions
will be chosen for this study. The physical dimensions in the CFD model will be
modified to achieve multi-vortex tornadoes, different swirl ratios and the velocity profile
at the velocity inlet will be scaled to achieve different radial Reynolds number. The
following changes in flow structure of multi-vortex tornado will be identified by
extracting the simulation results, such as streamline and contour of different variables.
Task 4: Investigate the wind effects of multi-vortex tornadoes on low-rise
buildings using CFD simulation. The civil structure of interest is placed inside the
tornadic wind field and set up as a rigid body. The translation of a tornado is simulated by
moving civil structures in the opposite direction. To achieve this, the layering dynamic
mesh technique is applied to the zones, which are on the path of the translation. A
stationary analysis is performed at first to generate a stable tornadic wind field while the
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civil structure is placed far away from the tornado core region. After the initial tornadic
wind flow is generated, the civil structure is forced to move until passing through the
tornado core region. Wind-induced pressure on civil structure surface, time history
profile of force coefficient, and moment coefficient will be extracted to analyze the
induced wind effect by multi-vortex tornadoes and the influence of subvortices attacking.
Task 5: Expand the application of CFD simulation in simulating tornado and lowrise buildings interaction to tornado and manufactured or mobile home interaction. The
manufactured or mobile home is simulated in a similar way to the low-rise building, but
with a crawl space underneath the structure. Then a permanent home of the same size but
with no crawl space and the same manufactured or mobile home in a straight-line field is
also simulated, to compare the difference in wind effects induced by tornadoes on the
mobile home and the permanent home, as well as the difference of loads on the mobile
home in the tornadic wind field and straight-line wind field (used by current design code
for wind loads). Both wind pressure on the structure surface and total force
coefficients/moments will be extracted to quantify the influence.

1.3. INTELLECTUAL MERITS OF THE PROPOSED RESEARCH
The proposed research will transform tornado hazard mitigation by revealing the
real wind effects of real-world tornadoes on civil structures and providing an index to
predict structural response. The intellectual merits include: 1) This research provides a
full understanding of the wind effects of multi-vortex tornadoes on civil structures, which
will potentially provide more accurate design wind loads. This has not been explored
before, closing a fundamental knowledge gap; 2) The approach of deriving vertical
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velocity based on radar-measured velocity data provides a fundamental tool to reproduce
tornadic wind flow structure observed in real-world tornado events; and 3) The findings
obtained from the interactions between tornado and mobile homes provide information
on developing mitigation strategies to reduce damage during tornadoes, saving lives and
contributing to achieving tornado-ready, resilient communities.

1.4. DISSERTATION ORGANIZATION
This dissertation has three sections. Section 1 presents an introduction to the
research, as well as the overall objective and scope of this study. Then the results of this
research in the form of five papers are present. The first paper proposes an approach to
derive the vertical velocity of tornadoes and its effect on tornadic wind fields is also
evaluated. The second paper presents the wind flow characteristics of multi-vortex
tornadoes and their unique feature compared to single-vortex tornadoes. The third paper
presents the influence of swirl ratio and radial Reynolds number on the flow structure of
multi-vortex tornadoes and discusses how to generate different types of multi-vortex
tornadoes. The fourth paper discusses the wind effects on a low-rise building induced by
multi-vortex tornadoes using CFD simulation. The last paper presents the vulnerability of
manufactured or mobile homes under tornado attacks. Section 2 summarizes all the work
included in this study and conclusions drawn based on the results. Future work is also
proposed in this section.
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PAPER

I. AN APPROACH TO DERIVE VERTICAL VELOCITY IN TORNADIC WIND
FIELD FROM RADAR-MEASURED DATA

Yi Zhao, Guirong Yan, Ruoqiang Feng, Zhongdong Duan, and Houjun Kang

ABSTRACT

In tornadic wind field, air flow moves up while rotating. Accordingly, the vertical
velocity component in certain regions can be significant, forming one of the major
differences of tornadic wind field from synoptic straight-line wind field. To better
understand the wind characteristics of tornadoes and properly estimate the action of
tornadoes on civil structures, it is important to ensure that all the attributes of tornadoes
are captured. Although Doppler radars have been used to measure tornadic wind field, it
can only provide the information on tangential velocity and radial velocity; it cannot
provide the information on vertical velocity. Therefore, it is necessary to develop an
approach to obtain vertical velocity components in order to get complete information on
velocities in tornadic wind field. To address this research gap, this study is to develop an
approach to derive the vertical velocity component based on the horizontal velocities
extracted from the radar-measured data by mass continuity theorem (kinematic method).
This approach will be illustrated by using the radar-measured data of Spencer Tornado as
an example. In addition, in order to obtain the velocity information in the entire wind
field, CFD simulation is applied to simulate the tornado. The vertical velocity component
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is included in initial inflow condition in the CFD simulation to assess the influence of
including vertical velocity in initial inflow condition on the entire tornadic wind field.

1. INTRODUCTION

Tornadoes strike the USA very frequently, with an average of approximately 1200
reports per year according to the NOAA statistics. The devastation from recent tornadoes
(e.g., Joplin, MO, in 2011; Tuscaloosa, AL, in 2011; and Moore, OK, in 2013) has left no
doubt as to the vulnerability of the Central and Southeastern USA to tornadoes. This has
prompted a renewed interest in better understanding tornadoes (Kuai 2008; Wurman et al.
2014; Refan and Hangan 2018; Zhao et al. 2021), their interactions with civil structures
(Sarkar et al., 2006; Sengupta et al. 2008; Haan et al., 2010), and the performance of civil
structures during tornadoes (Koliou et al. 2017; Li et al. 2019).
Different from synoptic straight-line winds, tornadic winds possess swirling wind
flow and significant atmospheric pressure drop at tornado center. In addition, the vertical
velocity component is significant in the most areas of the tornadic wind field, as
evidenced by the dust cloud close to the ground. To better understand the wind
characteristics of tornadoes and properly estimate the action of tornadoes on civil
structures, it is important to ensure that all these attributes of tornadoes are captured. This
study will focus on how to obtain the vertical velocity component in tornadic wind field.
One way to obtain vertical velocity components is through field measurement.
Currently, field data of tornadoes has been mainly measured by Doppler On Wheels
(DOW) mobile radars since 1995 (Wurman et al. 1997; Wurman 2001; Wurman and
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Kosiba 2013). Most of these measurements were conducted with a single radar, and then
the ground-based velocity track display (GBVTD) technique was applied to retrieve the
information of on tangential velocity and radial velocity (Lee 1999). This approach was
applied to measure and extract the wind field of several tornadoes, such as the Spencer
Tornado of May 30, 1998, the Mulhall Tornado of 3 May 1999 and the Harper Tornado
of May 2004 (Lee and Wurman 2005; Kosiba et al. 2008; Kosiba and Wurman 2010).
However, the GBVTD method assumed that the velocities in vertical direction (including
vertical velocity and terminal velocity) were zero. Accordingly, this method can only
extract the information on tangential velocity and radial velocity; it cannot provide the
information on vertical velocity. Therefore, it is necessary to develop an approach to
obtain vertical velocity components in order to get complete information on velocities in
tornadic wind field.
Another way to obtain vertical velocity components in tornadic wind field is
through CFD simulation. CFD simulation offers a capability to get all velocity
components at any point inside computational domain. In order to produce the expected
tornado vortex in CFD simulation, the proper setup of boundary conditions and initial
inflow conditions are essential. In previous studies, the vertical velocity of inflow was
assumed to be zero due to the lack of the information on velocity. For example, Gallus et
al. (2005) built a CFD simulation model based on the Doppler radar data of the Spencer
Tornado. In this model, the initial inflow only included tangential and radial velocity
components. In fact, vertical velocities do exist in tornadic wind field and it may affect
the flow structure of tornadoes in some situations. However, the lack of vertical velocity
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components from the radar-measured data makes it difficult to include vertical velocity
components in the initial inflow condition.
To address these research gaps, the objective of this study is to propose an
approach to derive vertical velocity components for initial inflow based on the Doppler
radar-measured data to reproduce the 3-D tornadic wind field. For tropical cyclones, the
numerical methods developed to obtain vertical velocity components include the
kinematic method (Bellamy 1949), the MVM (LKM03) and Poisson equations (Lee and
Browning 1994). The kinematic method is more efficient when only limited data are
available. Therefore, the kinetic method will be adopted in the study to develop this
approach. To be specific, the vertical velocity component will be derived based on the
horizontal velocities extracted from the radar-measured data through mass continuity
theorem (Section 2). To validate this approach, Spencer Tornado is taken as an example
to illustrate how to implement the derived equation to obtain the vertical velocity
component (Section 3). To validate the proposed approach to obtain vertical velocity
components, the entire velocity field of the Spencer Tornado is produced (Section 4). In
addition, how including vertical velocity component at the velocity inlet as part of
velocity inlet affects the simulated tornadic wind field is investigated (Section 5). Finally,
conclusions are drawn.
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2. DERIVATION OF VERTICAL VELOCITY COMPONENT

In this study, the vertical velocity component is derived based on the mass
continuity equation in Fluid Dynamics (kinematic method). Considering that a tornado
possesses swirling wind flow, a cylindrical coordinate system (r, , z) is applied to
present the three velocity components in the tornadic wind field on a horizontal plane, as
shown in Figure 1. Herein, r denotes the radial coordinate,

denotes the angular

coordinate, z denotes the vertical coordinate, o denotes the origin, and

denotes the

radius of interest in the tornado circulation; T denotes the tangential velocity component,
R denotes the radial velocity component, and W denotes the vertical velocity component.

Figure 1. Velocity components in tornadic wind field on a horizontal plane.

The mass continuity equation states that local change of air density with time in a
system must be balanced by sum of mass flow rate in and out the same system, which can
be expressed as
=0
where

denotes the air density, and denotes time.

(1)
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Even in the most violent tornado (EF5 tornado), as long as the wind speed is less
than 228 mph, which results in a Mach number that is less than 0.3. When the Mach
number is below 0.3, the fluid can be idealized as an incompressible flow (Anderson and
Meneveau 2010). For incompressible flow (air density does not change), the mass
continuity equation can be simplified to be a volume continuity equation. Therefore, Eq.
(1) can be simplified into the form of volume continuity, as shown in Eq. (2).
=0

(2)

Assuming that this tornado follows an axisymmetric flow structure, the tangential
velocities along circumference with the same radius are equal to each other and thus the
tangential velocity gradient along tangential direction is zero, as expressed in Eq. (3).
=0

(3)

Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) and rearranging the equation yield
=−

(4)

Then, the two sides of Eq. (4) are integrated to obtain the vertical velocity
component, expressed as
=−

(5)

Further simplifying Eq. (5) yields
=−

(6)

According to Eq. (6), the vertical velocity component is only related to the radial
velocity component and the gradient of radial velocity in the radial direction, and it has
nothing to do with the tangential velocity component.
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3. ILLUSTRATION OF IMPLEMENTING EQ. (6) TO OBTAIN THE VERTICAL
VELOCITY COMPONENT

The Spencer Tornado is taken as an example to illustrate how to implement Eq.
(6) to obtain the vertical velocity component. This tornado started west of Spencer, South
Dakota and tore through the heart of the town on the night of May 30, 1998. It was rated
as F4 and maintained a double-celled single-vortex flow structure for most of the
duration. The radar-measured velocity data are collected by Doppler on Wheels
(Wurman, 2001) and the data measured at 0134:23 UTC are used in this illustration, as
shown in Figure 2a). It should be noted that the flow structure of this tornado may have
changed in its life cycle, but the simulation and validation conducted in this study are
only based on this time instant (0134:23 UTC). The radial velocity profiles along height
are extracted from the radar-measured data at the following radii, from 200 m to 900 m
with 100 m as an interval, as shown in Figure 2b). In Figure 2b), each graph represents
the radial velocity profile along height at each radii of interest (from 200 m to 900 m with
an interval of 100 m). The tangential velocity profiles along radial distance are extracted
from the radar-measured data at different heights, as shown in Figure 2c), and each graph
is associated with a different height.
The data at the radius of 800 m are applied to get the vertical velocity profile
along height at this radius (800 m). Based on Eq. (6), the expression of radial velocity
and radial velocity gradient along radial direction should be obtained first. Based on the
data presented in Figure 2b), the regression equation of the radial velocity profile along
height associated with r = 800 m is obtained by curve fitting, as shown in Eqs. (7a) and
(7b).
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= 49.26

. $%&

#

= −32.11

#

− 81.37, ,ℎ./

. 1#2

, ,ℎ./

< 20

≥ 20

(7a)
(7b)

Tangential velocity (m/s)

Height (m)

a)

b)
c)
Figure 2. Velocity field on a vertical plane, radial velocity profile along height and
tangential velocity profile along radial distance extracted from radar-measured data. (a)
Velocity field on a vertical plane (Kosiba and Wurman, 2010), (b) Radial velocity, (c)
Tangential velocity.
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The obtained regression equation, Eq. (7), is a piecewise function and the turning
point is at the height of 20 m. The comparison between the radar-measured data and
regression equations is shown in Figure 3. Note that the lowest point in the regression
equation is associated with the elevation of 0, on the ground, and its velocity is assumed
to be zero. The radial velocity gradient at r = 800 m along radial direction can be
expressed as the averaged value of the change of radial velocity over the radial distance,
as shown in Eq. (8).
= 0.5 5

677 8 977

977 8 ;77

∆

∆

<

(8)

where ∆ denotes the radius difference and equals 100 m. Then by using the same curve
fitting method, the regression equations of the profile of radial velocity gradient along
height can be obtained as
= 0.03474

= 0.01283

#
#

8 .2 2#
.=>1

− 0.02191, ,ℎ./

, ,ℎ./

< 20

≥ 20

(9a)
(9b)

Figure 3. Curve fitting of the radial velocity profile associated with the radius of 800 m.
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Substitute Eq. (7) and Eq. (9) into Eq. (6) then yields

1
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(10a)
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20

A

,
(10b)

To obtain the vertical velocity profile along height at r = 800 m, substituting r =
800 m into Eq. (10) yields
= − ? @0.06158
= − @−0.0401
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(11a)

,
(11b)

Integrating Eq. (11) with respect to z yields the expression o
f the vertical velocity profile along height as
= −7.652

20

= −0.1384

. 2 =

20

− 1.049
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,ℎ./

20

≥ 20
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(12a)

20

. 1#2
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(12b)

To determine these two integration constants (A and B), two boundary conditions
are applied. The first one is

=0D

= 0, which represents the velocity should be

zero on the ground. The second one is limI
→#

J = limK
→#

J , which means that the
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flow is continuous at the height of 20 m (the turning point of the piecewise function).
Finally, the vertical velocity at radius of 800 m is obtained as
= −7.652

20

. 2 =

= −0.1384

− 1.049

,ℎ./

20

.=>1

,ℎ./

20

. $%&

≥ 20

0.7017

< 20

0.1236

6.7923,
(13a)

20

. 1#2

,
(13b)

where W is a function of height z. Eq. (13) provides the vertical velocity profile along
height.

4. VALIDATION OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH

To validate the proposed approach to obtain vertical velocity components, the
velocity field of the Spencer Tornado is produced. First, the vertical velocity profiles
along height are also obtained at the radii of 300 m, 400 m, 500 m, 600 m, and 700 m
using the proposed procedure presented in Section 3; The radial velocity at any height for
a certain radius can be determined from the regression equations of radial velocity along
height based on the radar measurement in Section 3. Then, the resultant velocity of the
radial velocity and the vertical velocity for any radius at any height can be obtained,
producing the velocity vector field on a vertical plane. In this case, only the velocity
vectors below 300 m is presented, as shown in Figure 4a), since only the wind field at
lower elevations is related to the wind loading acting on civil structures. The direction of
an arrow represents the flow direction, and the length of an arrow represents the
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magnitude of the resultant velocity. The obtained velocity vectors are compared with the
velocity field obtained from the radar-measured data (Kosiba and Wurman, 2010, as
shown in Figure 4b).
To be specific, to obtain the vertical velocity profile along height at each radius,
first, the regression equations of radial velocity and radial velocity gradient are obtained
from the radial velocity (from radar-measured data) associated with that radius, and then
the vertical velocity profile along height is obtained, as listed below (Eqs. (14) – (18),
sorted by the radius).
At r = 300 m,
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Figure 4b presents the velocity vectors on the vertical plane (X-Z plane) in the
same region (radii from 300 m to 800 m, heights from 0 m to 300 m) extracted from the
radar measured data. It is noted that the color contour in Figure 4b) represents the
magnitude of tangential velocity, which is not the concern of this research topic. By
comparing Figures. 4a) and 4b), the velocity vectors obtained by the proposed approach
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match the radar-measured data very well. This suggests that the obtained vertical velocity
using the proposed approach matches the radar-measured data very well, verifying the
efficacy of the proposed approach.
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Figure 4. Velocity vectors on a vertical (X-Z) plane. (a) Using the proposed approach, (b)
From the radar-measured data (Enlarged figure of Figure 2a)).

5. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE OBTAINED VERTICAL VELOCITY AS PART
OF VELOCITY INPUT TO INVESTIGATE ITS INFLUENCE ON THE
SIMULATION OF TORNADIC WIND FIELD

To investigate whether including the vertical velocity component as part of the
velocity input affects the simulation of tornadic wind field, two cases are simulated to
model the Spencer Tornado using CFD simulation in this section. In Case 1, the vertical
velocity component obtained using the proposed approach is included at the velocity
inlet; In Case 2, the vertical velocity component is not included at the velocity inlet.
Except this, all other simulation setup is exactly the same in the two simulated cases.
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5.1. SIMULATION SETUP
To simulate swirling wind flow, a cylindrical computational domain is applied, as
shown in Figure 5a). The radius of the computational domain is

height is ℎ

= 800 M and the total

N = 1100 M. The inflow is set up as the velocity inlet on the side; the

outlet is set up as the pressure outlet on the top. Since it is a cylindrical domain,
structured hexahedral grid is adopted for the entire domain, as shown in Figure 5b). In the
region near the ground surface, where boundary layers are present, the grid inflation
technique is applied to generate fine mesh. To be specific, 100 grid layers are applied,
and the thickness of the first grid layer is 0.01 m, with a 1.2 ratio of thickness growth to
avoid any sudden change in grid size. The y plus value is around 20. The total number of
cells in each simulation is approximately 3.5 million.

a)

b)

Figure 5. Geometry and mesh of the cylindrical computational domain. (a) Geometry, (b)
mesh.

In the study, the Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) is applied with the filtered timedependent Navier-Stokes equations as governing equations of the tornadic wind flow. In
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the simulation, the momentum and mass are assumed to be mainly transported by large
eddies, and some eddies are modelled using WALE (Cwale=0.325) subgrid model
(Nicoud and Ducros, 1999). The segregated implicit solver is used to solve the transient,
incompressible flow with a SIMPLEC (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked
Equation-Consistent) method for Pressure-velocity Coupling, as the SIMPLEC scheme
usually has a better convergence than PISO (Pressure–Implicit with Splitting of
Operators) (Van Doormaal and Raithby, 1984; Hangan and Kim 2008). In addition, the
simulation applies the Least Squares Cell Based scheme for Gradient, which is used to
discretize the convection and diffusion terms in the flow conservation equations, the
second-order discretization scheme for the pressure equation, and the bounded central
differencing scheme for momentum convection-diffusion equation (Anderson and
Bonhaus, 1994; Barth and Jespersen, 1989; Leonard, 1991). The bounded second-order
implicit method with a time step of Δt = 0.02s is used for time discretization in all cases
for better stability. Standard sea-level atmospheric conditions (pressure = 101,325 N/m2,
density = 1.225 kg/m3, temperature = 288.15 K, and dynamic viscosity = 1.789×10-5
kg/(s*m)) are adopted at the inlet and outlet and considered as the initial condition for the
entire computational domain. The simulation duration is 500 s and the total number of
calculation steps is 25000.
At the velocity inlet (r=800 m), in Case 1, only the tangential velocity and the radial
velocity are taken as velocity input. In order to obtain the tangential velocity input, the
tangential velocity profile along height associated with r=800m is obtained by applying
the regression technique on the radar-measured data at different heights associated with
r=800m. The obtained regression equation is expressed as Eq. (19). The radial velocity
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profile along height at r=800 m follows the regression equation in Eq. (7). Eqs. (19) and
(7) are taken as the velocity input at the velocity inlet in Case 1. In Case 2, besides Eqs.
(19) and (7), the vertical velocity profile along height, Eq. (13), is also taken as the
velocity input. For Both Cases 1 and 2, the related velocity profiles along height are
imported at the velocity inlet through User Defined Functions.
O = 20.3

#

. = &

(19)

5.2. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figures 6a) and 6b) present the velocity vectors on a vertical (X-Z) plane at the
radii of 300 m to 800 m from the height of 0 m to 300 m for Case 1 and Case 2,
respectively. All the presented velocity data are based on time-averaged values over 40 s.
For comparison, Figure 6c) presents the velocity vectors extracted from the fieldmeasured data using the same approach as described in Section 4, which are based on the
regression equation of the radial velocity and the derivation equation of the vertical
velocity. In each figure, the direction of an arrow represents the flow direction, and the
length of an arrow represents the magnitude of the resultant velocity of vertical and radial
components.
At larger radii (from 600 m to 800 m), the velocity vectors obtained in Case 1
match the field-measured data better than in Case 2. As shown in Figure 6a), when the
vertical velocity components are included at the velocity inlet, the vertical component
exhibits a significant value at higher elevations (relatively to the radial velocity), as
indicated by the upward trend of arrows. This is consistent with the field-measured data,
as shown in Figure 6c). However, when the vertical velocity component is not included in
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the velocity inlet (Case 2), as shown in Figure 6b), the velocity vectors almost point
horizontally toward the tornado center. They start to reflect the presence of the vertical
component at the radius of 600 m. In terms of the magnitude of the resultant velocity
(indicated by the length of arrow), in Case 1, along height, from low to high, it first
increases rapidly and then reaches the maximum value at the height around 20-25 m.
After reaching the maximum value, the magnitude of the resultant velocity starts to
decrease along height, nearly with a constant slope. This change trend is consistent with
the field-measured data. In Case 2, although the magnitude of the resultant velocity also
presents an increase-decrease change along height, at the radii from 500 m to 800 m, the
slope at higher elevations (from 200 m to 250 m) is not a constant value (as in Case 1)
and the length of vectors does not decrease clearly along height. In addition, the values
above 150 m at the radii from 600 m to 800 m in Case 2 are much larger than the other
simulated case (Case 1) and the field-measured data.
At the radii from 300 m to 500 m, both of the simulated cases do not match the
field-measured data well. A major difference lies in the change of the direction of the
radial velocity at higher elevations (inflow becomes outflow). In the numerical
simulation, the boundary conditions on the higher lateral boundary and partial top
boundary are set as no-slip walls, based on the assumption that air does not flow in or out
through these boundary surfaces. However, there may be a small amount of air flowing
through these surfaces in reality. In addition, the pressure-outlet in the simulation forces
the air flowing out through this circular area, but in reality, some air may flow out
through the horizontal surface on top. This may cause the difference between simulation
results and field-measured data. In addition, the difference may also reflect the variance
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of tornadic wind field in realty due to the environment, such as different terrains and

Height(m)

topographies, which was not modelled in the numerical simulation.

b)

Height(m)

a)

c)
Figure 6. Comparison of velocity vectors on the X-Z plane. (a) Case 1: Include vertical
velocity component at velocity inlet, (b) Case 2: Exclude vertical velocity component
at the velocity inlet, (c) Field-measured data.

Figure 7 presents the vectors of the resultant velocity of tangential velocity and
radial velocity on the horizontal (X-Y) plane at the height of 80 m. The vectors obtained
from the two simulated cases are very similar. That is to say, including vertical velocity
component at the velocity inlet has little influence on the horizontal flow pattern. By
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comparing the simulated cases and the case based on the field-measured data, a similar
trend is observed, that is, air flows in in the outer region of the domain, while air flows
out in the inner region of the domain. Despite this similarity, two major differences are
observed between the simulated cases and the case based on the field-measured data. As
shown in Figure 7c), in the case based on the field-measured data, the vectors at the
radius of 400 m form a circle. It suggests that the resultant velocity is dominated by
tangential velocity (the radial velocity is much smaller than the tangential velocity (less
than 10%)), which is true for a certain radius range (the area between the two red dash
circles), forming a thick layer of rotating air flow (wall). On the contrary, as shown in
Figures. 7a) and b), the associated layer of rotating air flow (with significant tangential
velocity and negligible radial velocity) is thinner than the case based on the fieldmeasured data. In addition, in the case based on the field-measured data, the magnitude
of the vectors inside the core is greater than that of the vectors inside the core in the two
simulated cases, which is due to the fact that the tangential velocity in the field-measured
data is greater than that in the numerical simulations and the radial velocity in the fieldmeasured data is smaller than that in the numerical simulations, which shall be shown in
Figure 8 and Figure 9.
The tangential velocity distribution along the radial distance (“the tangential
velocity profile” hereafter) is extracted on the horizontal (X-Y) plane at different heights
and presented in Figure 8. The presented tangential velocity at each radius is spaceaveraged data on the horizontal plane. For comparison, the tangential velocity profiles
extracted from the radar-measured data are also presented in Figure 8. At the heights of
20 m and 50 m, the two simulated cases present almost the same distribution. From the
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radii of 160 m to 800 m, the simulation results match the radar-measured data very well.
However, the radar-measured data are larger than the simulated cases at the radii smaller
than 160 m. Meanwhile, the core radii of the two simulated cases are larger than radarmeasured data, 160 m versus 120 m at the height of 20 m. The observed difference
suggests that the core region is not well simulated, which might due to the complicated
flow of core region in reality near the ground. The adding of roughness on the ground
may improve the simulation results. On the other hand, the measure error also exits in the
radar-measured data, which might also cause the difference between simulation results
and radar-measured data. At the heights of 80 m and 170 m, the case with vertical
velocity excluded in velocity inlet (Case 2) presents slightly larger values than the case
with vertical velocity included (Case 1). The distribution of tangential velocity obtained
from Case 1 is closer to that extracted from the radar-measured data. It is also worth
noting that the core radius slightly increases if the vertical velocity is included at the
velocity inlet. At the heights of 270 m and 320 m, from the radius of 300 m to 800 m, the
tangential velocity obtained from Case 1 is very close to the radar-measured data, while
the tangential velocity extracted from Case 2 is much larger than the radar-measured data.
For the radii smaller than 300 m, the tangential velocity extracted from the two simulated
cases is smaller than that extracted from the radar-measured data. Also, the core radii of
the two simulated cases present larger values than the radar-measured data and smaller
radial velocity is shown near the core radius, which is consistent with the observation in
Figure 7. The smaller tangential velocity might be due to the complex flow in the core
region, such as the gathered debris, broken structure elements, which could lead to
measure error. Based on the above observation, including vertical velocity at velocity
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inlet makes the tangential velocity of the simulated tornado closer to the radar-measured
data. However, in the core region, there is no significant improvement comparing to the
case excluding vertical velocity.

a)

b)

c)
Figure 7. Comparison of vectors of resultant velocity on the X-Y plane at the height of 80
m. (a) Case 1: Include vertical velocity component at velocity inlet, (b) Case 2: Exclude
vertical velocity component at the velocity inlet, (c) Field-measured data.
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Figure 8. Space-averaged tangential velocity profiles extracted from the two simulated
cases and the field-measured data at various heights.

The tangential velocity distribution along the radial distance (“the tangential
velocity profile” hereafter) is extracted on the horizontal (X-Y) plane at different heights
and presented in Figure 8. The presented tangential velocity at each radius is spaceaveraged data on the horizontal plane. For comparison, the tangential velocity profiles
extracted from the radar-measured data are also presented in Figure 8. At the heights of
20 m and 50 m, the two simulated cases present almost the same distribution. From the
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radii of 160 m to 800 m, the simulation results match the radar-measured data very well.
However, the radar-measured data are larger than the simulated cases at the radii smaller
than 160 m. Meanwhile, the core radii of the two simulated cases are larger than radarmeasured data, 160 m versus 120 m at the height of 20 m. The observed difference
suggests that the core region is not well simulated, which might due to the complicated
flow of core region in reality near the ground. The adding of roughness on the ground
may improve the simulation results. On the other hand, the measure error also exits in the
radar-measured data, which might also cause the difference between simulation results
and radar-measured data. At the heights of 80 m and 170 m, the case with vertical
velocity excluded in velocity inlet (Case 2) presents slightly larger values than the case
with vertical velocity included (Case 1). The distribution of tangential velocity obtained
from Case 1 is closer to that extracted from the radar-measured data. It is also worth
noting that the core radius slightly increases if the vertical velocity is included at the
velocity inlet. At the heights of 270 m and 320 m, from the radius of 300 m to 800 m, the
tangential velocity obtained from Case 1 is very close to the radar-measured data, while
the tangential velocity extracted from Case 2 is much larger than the radar-measured data.
For the radii smaller than 300 m, the tangential velocity extracted from the two simulated
cases is smaller than that extracted from the radar-measured data. Also, the core radii of
the two simulated cases present larger values than the radar-measured data and smaller
radial velocity is shown near the core radius, which is consistent with the observation in
Figure 7. The smaller tangential velocity might be due to the complex flow in the core
region, such as the gathered debris, broken structure elements, which could lead to
measure error. Based on the above observation, including vertical velocity at velocity
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inlet makes the tangential velocity of the simulated tornado closer to the radar-measured
data. However, in the core region, there is no significant improvement comparing to the
case excluding vertical velocity.
Figure 9 presents the space-averaged radial velocity profiles along height at
different radii extracted from the two simulated cases and radar-measured data. At
smaller radii (from 100 m to 200 m), the two simulated cases present similar values,
while both deviate from the radar-measured data at several heights. This is due to the
more turbulent flow in the core region in the real-world tornadoes. From the radius of 300
m to 600 m, below the height of 300 m, the radial velocity extracted from Case 1 is
smaller than that extracted from Case 2, and the radial velocity extracted from Case 1 is
closer to the radar-measured data. Above 300 m, the radial velocity extracted from both
simulated cases are smaller than that extracted from the radar-measured data. From the
radius of 700 m to 800 m, the radial velocity extracted from the two simulated cases
match the radar-measured data very well below 400 m. However, above 400 m, both
simulated cases present smaller values than the radar-measured data, and neither of the
simulated cases can capture the outflow at higher elevations, due to the no-slip wall setup
at higher lateral boundaries, which restricts the air flowing inside and outside. In
summary, the including of vertical velocity at velocity inlet has improved radial velocity
in the simulation at lower elevations (below 400 m). However, at higher height (above
400 m), both simulated cases cannot match radar-measured data.
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Figure 9. Space-averaged radial velocity extracted from the two simulated cases and
radar-measured data.

To further investigate how including vertical velocity component at the velocity
inlet affects the simulated tornadic wind field, the streamline and the contour of the mean
tangential velocity on a vertical plane are extracted and presented in Figure 10. The color
represents the magnitude of mean tangential velocity; a positive value represents the
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velocity pointing outward, while a negative value represents the velocity pointing inward,
verifying the production of a counterclockwise vortex. As shown in Figure 10b), when
the vertical velocity component is not included in the velocity inlet (Case 2), at larger
radii, the flow points horizontally to the tornado center due to the absence of vertical
velocity at the velocity inlet. The flow starts to make a turn and point upward in the
middle range of radius. Two vortices are formed near the velocity inlet, which suggests
that the air in this region may not easily flow out of the domain through the pressure
outlet. On the contrary, when the vertical velocity component is included at the velocity
inlet (Case 1), as shown in Figure 10a), no vortex is formed near the velocity inlet. In this
case, at lower elevations (less than 100 m), the flow points horizontally to the center,
while at higher elevations (higher than 100 m) the flow has a stronger vertical
component, flowing upward to the top of domain. This difference leads to different
airflow near ground at larger radii. Compared to the velocity extracted from the radarmeasured data (Figure 2a)), the streamline in Case 1 is closer to the real-world wind flow
than Case 2, especially around the outer region where vortices are present in Case 2.
Figure 11 shows the contour of angular momentum (the product of air density and mean
tangential velocity) and vertical momentum (the product of air density and mean vertical
velocity) on a vertical plane, with color representing the magnitude of the related
momentum, which indicates the flow strength in different direction. For the angular
momentum, at lower elevations, Case 2 presents significant values in a larger area than
that in Case 1, which is consistent with the fact that the tangential velocity in Case 2 is
slightly greater than Case 1 along the radius, as shown in Figure 8; At higher elevations,
Case 1 has larger angular momentum than Case 2. In addition, along the radius from the
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core radius to the outer region, the angular momentum decays gradually and shows clear
layers in Case 1, which indicates that the rotational energy is layered clearly. On the
contrary, the angular momentum in Case 2 presents more complicated distribution, which
means the rotational energy is more disordered. The above observation indicates that
including vertical velocity at velocity inlet would result in lower energy at lower
elevations but more uniform energy distribution along height and radius. For the vertical
momentum, Case 2 has larger value in a larger area near the core radius, but Case 1
presents greater values at larger core radii. From streamlines, including vertical velocity
will produce more uniform wind flow.

a)
b)
Figure 10. Streamline and contour of mean tangential velocity on a vertical plane. (a)
Case 1: Include vertical velocity component at velocity inlet, (b) Case 2: Exclude vertical
velocity component at velocity inlet.
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a)

b)

c)
d)
Figure 11. Streamline and contour of angular/vertical momentum on a vertical plane
(Case 1: Include vertical velocity component at velocity inlet; Case 2: Exclude vertical
velocity component at velocity inlet). (a) Angular momentum in Case 1, (b) Angular
momentum in Case 2, (c) Vertical momentum in Case 1, (d) Vertical momentum in Case
2.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, an approach to derive the vertical velocity component from the
Doppler radar-measured velocity data is proposed. The Spencer Tornado is taken as an
example to demonstrate how to implement the proposed approach to obtain the vertical
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velocity component. This approach, combined with the GBVTD) technique, can be used
to produce a three-dimensional tornadic wind field, including the complete velocity
information, while the radar-measured velocity data can only provide radial and
tangential velocity components.
This study also investigates how including the vertical velocity component at the
velocity inlet affects the simulated tornadic wind field. For the distribution of tangential
velocity along the radial distance in the tornadic wind field, including vertical velocity
component makes the results closer to the real-world situation at higher elevations
outside the core region. For the distribution of radial velocity along height, including
vertical velocity makes the results closer to the real-world situation at lower elevations
outside the core region. In addition, the streamline on a vertical plane reveals that some
vortices are formed near the velocity inlet, which were not observed in the real-world
situation, if the vertical velocity component is not included at the velocity inlet.
As indicated by the comparison on the results between the two simulated cases
and the case based on radar-measured data, including the vertical velocity component as
part of velocity input can improve the simulation in certain regions. However, whether it
is necessary to include the vertical velocity component as part of velocity input depends
on the purpose of simulation. If the goal of simulation is to investigate the impact of
tornadoes on civil buildings with low heights (e.g., below 100 m), the negligence of
vertical velocity component as part of velocity input will not adversely affect the results.
If the goal of simulation is to investigate the impact of tornadoes on higher civil buildings
(above 200 m or on elevated ground) or the flow characteristics of the entire tornado, the
vertical velocity component should be included as part of velocity inlet.
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In the future, to make the numerical simulation closer to the real-world situation,
some boundary conditions can be modified to improve the simulation results in the core
region, such as changing no-slip walls of lateral boundary into a boundary that allows air
flowing in and out, and combining CM1 and CFD to achieve real-time velocity input by
simulating the environment outside tornado using CM1 and simulating tornado using
CFD nested in CM1. In addition, a more realistic ground roughness setup/model by
simulating the terrain of the location can be applied to improve the accuracy of the
simulated wind flow near the ground, as well as introducing realistic topographic
condition of the location.
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II. WIND FLOW CHARACTERISTICS OF MULTI-VORTEX TORNADOES

Yi Zhao, Guirong (Grace) Yan and Ruoqiang Feng

ABSTRACT

A multi-vortex tornado refers to a tornado that contains two or more small
subvortices in the wind field. Due to the presence of multiple vortices, this type of
tornado is likely to be more dangerous and destructive than single-vortex tornadoes. To
understand the action of the multi-vortex tornado on civil structures, the wind flow
characteristics are investigated and compared with those of single-vortex tornadoes, by
using CFD simulations. The results show that the inner flow structure of a multi-vortex
tornado is completely different from a single-vortex tornado. First, a multi-vortex tornado
possesses more than one subvortex in the domain around the core radius of the main
vortex, and each subvortex flows together with the main vortex while rotating around its
own center. Second, the wind flow of a multi-vortex tornado is more turbulent than a
single-vortex tornado, which may lead to significant dynamic responses in some types of
civil structures. Third, the maximum negative pressure occurs at the center of each
subvortex instead of the center of the main vortex, which means that the largest negative
pressure and highest wind speed occur at the same location. This unique feature in the
multi-vortex tornado leads to different worst loading scenarios from single-vortex
tornadoes and the worst-case scenario might be the combination of high tangential
velocity and high negative pressure around the core radius. Forth, for a multi-vortex
tornado, the difference between instantaneous values and space-averaged values of
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parameters is remarkable. Thus, the space-averaged values should be carefully used for
determining design tornadic wind loads for civil structures.

1. INTRODUCTION

Tornadoes strike the United States (US) frequently, about 1200 tornadoes per year
based on the NOAA statistics (Grazulis 1993). Canada experiences the second most
tornadoes, nearly 100 annually. Other areas of the world that suffer from frequent
tornadoes include significant portions of Europe, South Africa, Philippines, Bangladesh,
Argentina, Uruguay, Brazil, Mexico, New Zealand and eastern Asia (Encyclopædia
Britannica 2007; Graf et al. 2008). Tornadoes have killed more people than hurricanes
and resulted in significant property loss each year. Tornadoes have killed more people
than hurricanes in the past ten years and resulted in significant property loss. According
to the statistical data from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA),
over the past ten years (2010-2019), the average annual fatalities caused by tornadoes is
91 in the U.S., compared to 5 fatalities caused by hurricanes; over the past thirty years
(1990-2019), this number is 68 compared to 45. Meanwhile, the annual average tornadoinduced property loss nearly reached $10B (Changnon, 2009). In fact, many previous
deadly/costly tornadoes involved multiple vortices, no matter whether they were in the
form of multiple subvortices (i.e. “multi-vortex tornadoes”), multiple sequential
tornadoes (“tornado family”), or several small tornadoes rotating around a primary
tornado (those small tornadoes are called “satellite tornadoes”. The Joplin, MO tornado
of 22 May 2011 is classified as a multi-vortex tornado. It is rated as EF5 and resulted in
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$2.8 billion of property loss. The Hesston-Goessel, KS tornadoes of 13 March 1990 are
classified as a tornado family and rated as F5. The Tri-State tornado of 18 March 1925,
which killed 695 people, was accompanied by satellite tornadoes (Grazulis, 1993; Davies
et al., 1994; Lieb, 2012; Kuligowski et al., 2014; NOAA, 2020). In particular, this study
is focused on multi-vortex tornadoes.
A multi-vortex tornado is a tornado that contains two or more subvortices swirling
around a central point (Edwards 2017). This type of tornado has been observed in the past
fifty years (Fujita 1970, Agee et at. 1975, Agee et at. 1977, Ipauley and Snow 1988) and
the direct radar evidence of this type of tornado was first captured in the Spencer, SD
Tornado of 30 May 1998 (Wurman 1999). The following two tornadoes fall into the
category of multi-vortex tornadoes (Wurman 2002). The first one is the Joplin, MO
tornado of 22 May 2011. It killed 161 people, injured 1150 people and led to $2.8B of
property loss and was claimed to be the costliest tornado on record. Kuligowski et al.
(2014) reported that multiple subvortices were documented at the initial stages of the
Joplin Tornado touchdown. And it is acknowledged that the multiple subvortices may
result in some of the highest actual wind speeds in the Joplin Tornado. The second one is
the El Reno, OK tornado of 31 May 2013, which was claimed to be the largest tornado on
record with a width of 2.6 miles. It killed 8 people, injured 151 people and caused $40M
of property loss. In this tornado, swath marks and subvortices visually apparent in
photographs were identified as evidence of existing subvortices (Wakimoto et al. 2016).
During this tornado, three well-trained and experienced tornado researchers, Tim
Samaras, Paul Samaras and Carl Young, were tragically killed. Wurman et al. (2014)
pointed out that these three researchers were likely impacted by a subvortex within the
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larger circulation, which is almost impossible to be visually identified. This tragedy
reflects how dangerous this type of tornado is. To save lives and minimize property loss,
it is imperative to investigate the wind characteristics of multi-vortex tornadoes, which
justifies the significance of this study.
Based on previous theoretical analysis, a single tornado vortex may break into
several vortices under particular conditions (Davies-Jones 1973; Rotunno 1978; Snow
1978; Staley and Gall 1979; Gall 1983), becoming a multi-vortex tornado. The multivortex tornado may appear to be one column from the outside view, due to dust and
debris, but in close proximity, it may have several subvortices in contact with the ground.
Due to the presence of multiple subvortices, this type of tornado is likely to be more
dangerous and destructive than single-vortex tornadoes. For example, once a subvortex in
the tornado damages/destroys a structure and generates wind-borne debris, the other
subvortices may pick the debris up and carry them around to cause secondary damage.
Fujita (1981) found the width of extreme winds in multi-vortex tornado is very narrow
and located inside the subvortices. Therefore, the strong swirling nature of subvortices
could carry some wind-born debris after damaging buildings/trees and results in
secondary damage. As the multi-vortex tornado has less uniform pressure distribution in
the core than single-vortex tornadoes, also due to the limited size of subvortices, the wind
loads induced by multi-vortex tornadoes could be more complicated.
Considering the difficulty in collecting field data, researchers developed Tornado
Vortex Chambers (TVC) for laboratory simulations or applied CFD simulations to study
tornadoes (Wan and Chang 1972, Ward 1972, Davies-Jones 1973, Church et al. 1977,
Baker and Church 1979, Rotunno 1979, Lund and Snow 1993, Lewellen et al. 2000,
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Wang et al. 2001, Sarkar et al. 2005, Kuai et al. 2008). The research results have revealed
that as the swirl ratio increased, the tornado vortex developed into a double-celled single
vortex from a one-celled single vortex, and finally formed multiple vortices. The swirl
ratio has been considered as a dominant factor for the characteristics of tornadic wind
flow. Although the laboratory and numerical simulations revealed the relationship
between swirl ratio and tornadic flow structure, most previous research focused on the
single-vortex tornadoes, while only a few experimental study and numerical simulations
in small scale (i.e., numerical simulations of tornado vortex produced in laboratory
tornado simulators) reported that secondary vortices were found in the overall tornado
vortex (Natarajan and Hangan 2012; Nasir et al. 2014; Refan and Hangan 2018).
Although previous numerical research claimed that subvortices or secondary vortices
were produced, the size of subvortices were very small (Natarajan and Hangan 2012;
Nasir et al. 2014); these small subvortices nearly did not change the flow structure of the
overall vortex, and thus they still looked like single-vortex tornadoes from the horizontal
view (Refan and Hangan 2018). This could be due to the low Reynolds number in their
simulations. The characteristics of the multi-vortex tornadoes and the interaction between
this type of tornado and civil structures in a large/real scale are still worth investigating.
To bridge this research gap, the objective of this study is to simulate multi-vortex
tornadoes

using CFD simulations and investigate the wind flow characteristics of this

type of tornado, in order to properly determine the most critical loading scenario to
achieve tornado-resistant design. For comparison, a single-celled single-vortex tornado
and a double-celled single-vortex tornado are also simulated. It is noted that the tornadoes
simulated in this study are classified as single-vortex tornadoes and multi-vortex
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tornadoes. Single-vortex tornadoes are further classified as single-celled single-vortex
tornadoes and double-celled single-vortex tornadoes. The remainder of this paper is
organized as follows. First, swirl ratio, radial Reynolds number and their influence on the
inner structure of tornadoes are reviewed and discussed; second, the CFD simulation
model for tornadoes is introduced, as well as the setup; third, the numerical simulation is
validated by comparing with the field-measured velocity data of the Spencer, SD
Tornado of 30 May 1998 (hereafter “Spencer Tornado”); in the end, the inner structure of
the multi-vortex tornado is characterized by investigating the plane streamline,
distribution of static pressure and wind speed.

2. SWIRL RATIO AND RADIAL REYNOLDS NUMBER

Since swirl ratio and radial Reynolds number are two major factors that affect the
wind flow characteristics, the physical meaning and definition of these two parameters
are reviewed in this section. Swirl ratio was first introduced in a laboratory model of
tornado simulation, Ward’s apparatus (Ward 1972), as shown in Figure 1. In this
simulator, the wind flow is controlled by six parameters:
confluence region),

P (the

radial dimension of the

(the radial dimension of the convergence region), h (the height of

flow inlet), Q (the volume flow rate through the apparatus), R (the circulation at the outer

wall), and S (the kinematic viscosity of the fluid). They form the following four

independent non-dimensional parameters: P / , ℎ/

(known as aspect ratio, a),

R/2Q, and Q/Sℎ. In particular, the non-dimensional parameter

R/2Q is called as

Swirl Ratio, designated as S, as seen in Eq. (1). Essentially, it reflects the relative amount
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of angular momentum to radial momentum in the vortex chamber, which represents the
rotational energy to the convective energy in the vortex (Haan et al. 2008).
U=

7V

#W

(1)

Y. Herein, ,
Y
where Q denotes the volume flow rate, which can be expressed as Q = X # ,
denotes the space-averaged axial velocity through the interface between Convergent Area
and Convection Cell; M denotes the circulation at the flow inlet, which can be expressed
as R = 2X P Z P . Herein, Z P denotes the tangential velocity at the radius of P .
Substituting the expressions of Q and M into Eq. (1) yields
U=

7V

#W

=

7 #[ \ ]^\
#[ 7_ Ỳ

=

\ ]^\
7 Ỳ

(2)

Eq. (1) is applicable for any height. At the height of h, by applying the conservation of

angular momentum, P Z P =
the radius of

Z

, ℎ , where Z

, ℎ denotes the tangential velocity at

, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as
S=

\ ]^\
7 Ỳ

=

b^ 7 ,c
Ỳ

(3)

This expression is consistent with another definition of S: the ratio of the circulation
around the periphery of the vortex to the updraft strength at “corner turn” (Davies-Jones
1981). Considering that the volume flow rate through the inflow inlet is the same as that
through the exhaust, Q can be expressed in terms of the radial velocity d at P , Q =

2X P ℎdP , where dP denotes the radial velocity. Substituting the expressions of M and Q
into Eq. (1) yields
U=

7V

#W

=

7 #[ \ ]^\

#（#e \ cf\ ）

=

7 ]^\

#cf\

=

g^\
h\

#i

=

jkl

#i

(4)
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where D = , D/
c

7

=

b^\
f\

and

is the angle of inflow to the radial direction at P . It is

noted that in the above derivation of S, dP is assumed to be constant along the height of h

and Z P is assumed to be constant along the periphery, which may not hold true in the
real-world situation and thus S is an approximate expression to represent the swirling
degree of tornado vortices.

Figure 1. Ward’s laboratory tornado simulator.

It is worth noting that the value of the swirl ratio obtained for different laboratory
tornado simulators or numerical simulations may not be comparable, especially
considering its various formulation. This has been verified by Gairola and Bitsuamlak
(2019), where they indicated that the swirl ratio in Eq. (4) in an unbounded system may
not match the expectation based on the same swirl ratio in a bounded system. Therefore,
appropriate formulation of S should be selected for any specific applications. For
example, the expression of S in Eq. (4) is a function of the physical dimensions of the
chamber or the properties of inflow air, reflecting the physical setup of the domain. In the
current study, the computational domain is cylindrical, as shown in Figure 2. Herein, r_0
is taken as the radius of the pressure outlet and h is taken as the height of velocity inlet.
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That is, V_ts and ω_s at the velocity inlet are changed to adjust tan θ , and h and r_0 are
changed to adjust a.

b)

Tangential velocity(m/s)

a)

c)

d)

80
= 0.01 s
= 0.02 s
= 0.05 s

60
40
20
0
-20
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Radius(m)
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Figure 2. Geometry and mesh of the cylindrical computational domain, flow field of
Spencer Tornado, and independence studies on grid/time step/simulation duration for the
simulation. (a) Geometry. (b) Mesh. (c) Flow filed of Spencer Tornado obtained from
radar-measured data (Kosiba and Wurman, 2010). (d) Independence study on grid. (e)
Independence study on time step. (f) Independence study on simulation duration.
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Besides the above expressions of S, Haan et al. (2008) modified the expression of
S into Eq. (5) by using the properties in the generated tornado vortex to measure the
swirling degree

where

n

U=

[ m _ bm
W

= Un

(5)

and Zn are the core radius of the generated tornado vortex and the maximum

tangential velocity at the core radius, respectively. In this study, the swirl ratio of the

generated tornado vortex is calculated based on Eq. (5), designated as Un . To distinguish
the different forms of swirl ratio, the one in Eq. (4) is named as initial swirl ratio and

designated as Si. It should be noticed that Un may be different from Uo for each simulation
case. In addition, it is noted that vortex wandering affects the determination of rc, thus
affecting the obtained (Refan et al. 2019). Therefore, in this study, rc is obtained through
computing the space-averaged value (azimuthally averaged) of the time-averaged profile
over the last 100 s. It should be noted that rc at different heights may be different. To be

consistent with initial swirl ratio, rc and Zn are calculated at the height of 20 m.

Radial Reynolds number ( . ) is another factor that measures the dynamic

characteristics of tornadic wind flow. For boundary layer winds, the Reynolds number is
a dimensionless quantity that is the ratio of inertial force to viscous force, as expressed in
Eq. (6).
.=

where

bp

q

(6)

is air density, Z is the flow speed, L is a characteristic linear dimension and r is

the dynamic viscosity. When calculating the Reynolds number in tornadic winds along
the radial direction, the flow speed is taken as the radial velocity and the linear dimension
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is taken as radial dimension. In addition, the volume flow rate that represents the air
volume passing through the chamber per unit time, Q, is introduced as
Q=

c

d ℎ × 2X = d
Y ∗ ℎ ∗ 2X

(7)

where d denotes the radial velocity at the velocity inlet; r denotes the radius of the

Y denotes the averaged radial
velocity inlet; h denotes the height of velocity inlet; and d
velocity over the height of velocity inlet. Multiplying 2Xℎ on both the nominator and

denominator of Eq. (6) and taking d
Y as V, r as L yields the expression of radial Reynolds

number.
. =

bp

q

=

Y t∗c
∗#[∗f
#[∗q∗c

= #[qc
W

(8)

Essentially, . is a measure of the relative amount of the flow updraft strength to flow

viscosity. Based on Eq. (8), . is determined not only by the properties of air (density

and viscosity) but also by the volume flow rate (related to radial velocity and the radius
of the domain).

3. SETUP OF CFD SIMULATIONS

To characterize multi-vortex tornadoes, the Spencer Tornado is taken as the
baseline model and parameters are adjusted to generate a tornado with four subvortices.
For comparison, tornadoes with a single vortex, including single-celled and double-celled
flow structure, are also generated. In fact, the flow structure of the Spencer tornado at a
different time instant is different. For example, a multi-vortex flow structure was
observed at 0135:20 UTC, and a double-celled single-vortex flow structure was observed
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at 0134:23 UTC. In this study, the baseline model is to simulate the double-celled singlevortex tornado. All the simulated cases are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Case setting and the tornado parameters

Case

1

2

3

Flow
structure

Singlecelled
singlevortex
Doublecelled
singlevortex
(Baseline)
Multivortex

v at
d at
height height
of 20 of 20
m
m
(m/s) (m/s)

ℎ
(m)

(m)

300

250

20.3

32.11

0.632

0.263

0.107 0.82×109

300

465

20.3

32.11

0.632

0.490

0.420 0.82×109

200

800

20.3

32.11

0.632

1.264

0.942 1.02×109

tan

Uo

Un

Rer

Herein, transient, incompressible CFD simulations are conducted using ANSYS
FLUENT 18.1. To simulate swirling wind flow, a cylindrical computational domain is
applied, as shown in Figure 2a). To determine the dimensions of computational domain,
the flow field (800 m X 800 m) based on the radar-measured velocity data (Kosiba and
Wurman 2010, GBVTD method, as shown in Figure 2c)) is used as a reference, as the
tangential velocity profile extracted from the radar-measured data will be used to validate
the numerical simulation. The radius of the computational domain is set as 800 m, as the
radar-measured velocity data at the radius of 800 m is used to determine the velocity
input at the velocity inlet. The height of the velocity inlet (ℎ) is set as 300 m, as air
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mainly flows into the domain under 300 m at the radius of 800 m, as indicated by the
directions of arrows. Regarding the total height of the domain (ℎ

N), a height over 800

m is required in order to make better comparison between the numerical simulation and
the radar-measured data. In this study, the total height of the domain (ℎ

N ) is set as

1100 m. The inflow is set up as a velocity inlet on the side walls at the bottom. The outlet
is set up as a pressure outlet on the top wall. Since it is a cylindrical domain, structured
hexahedral grid is adopted for the entire domain, as shown in Figure 2b). In the region
near the ground surface, where boundary layers are present, the grid inflation technique is
applied to generate fine mesh. To be specific, 100 grid layers are applied, and the
thickness of the first grid layer is 0.01 m, with a 1.2 ratio of thickness growth to avoid
sudden change in grid size. The y plus value is approximately 20. The total number of
cells in each simulation is approximately 3.5 million. To examine the grid independence
of the simulations, two cases are simulated. In Case 1, the number of cells is 3.5 million
cells (Grid 1); In Case 2, the number of cells is 5.0 million cells (Grid 2). The spaceaveraged tangential velocity profile at the height of 80 m are extracted from the two
cases, as shown in Figure 2d). The two profiles follow the same trend and the difference
of core radius and the maximum tangential velocity are 6.5% and 9.5%, respectively. To
balance the computational cost and computational accuracy, Grid 1 is adopted for the
following simulations.
In all these simulations, the governing equations of the tornadic wind flow are
filtered time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations. Assuming that momentum and mass are
mainly transported by large eddies, the large eddy simulation (LES) with Wall-Adapting
Local Eddy-viscosity (WALE, Cwale = 0.325) subgrid model is adopted for turbulence
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modeling (Nicoud and Ducros, 1999). In the LES simulation, the segregated implicit
solver is used to solve the governing equations with a SIMPLEC (Semi-Implicit Method
for Pressure Linked Equation-Consistent) method for Pressure-velocity Coupling, as the
SIMPLEC scheme usually has a better convergence than PISO (Pressure–Implicit with
Splitting of Operators) (Van Doormaal and Raithby, 1984; Hangan and Kim 2008). In
addition, the simulation applies the Least Squares Cell Based scheme for Gradient, which
is used to discretize the convection and diffusion terms in the flow conservation
equations, the second-order discretization scheme for the pressure equation, and the
bounded central differencing scheme for momentum convection-diffusion equation
(Anderson and Bonhaus, 1994; Barth and Jespersen, 1989; Leonard, 1991). To determine
the time step for simulation, the independence study is conducted. Three cases with
different time steps (0.01 s, 0.02 s and 0.05 s) are simulated to evaluate whether the
results converge. By comparing the tangential velocity profile along the radial distance
(see Figure 2e)), the simulations with time steps of 0.02 s and 0.01 s provide similar
results. By compromising between calculation cost and convergence criteria, the bounded
second-order implicit method with a time step of Δt = 0.02s is used for time discretization
in all cases for better stability. Standard sea-level atmospheric conditions (pressure =
101,325 N/m2, density = 1.225 kg/m3, temperature = 288.15 K, and dynamic viscosity =
1.789×10-5 kg/(sm)) are adopted at the inlet and outlet and considered as the initial
condition for the entire computational domain. The simulation duration is determined by
observing whether the tornado vortex has formed and becomes steady. At 450 s, the
formation of the tornado vortex is observed. Another 50 s of tornado translation is run.
By comparing the tangential velocity profiles at 500 s and 450 s (see Figure 2f)), it is
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found that the distribution is similar, where the difference of core radius is 4.3% and the
difference of maximum tangential velocity is 1.3%. Therefore, the flow structure is
considered to be formed and steady at 450 s. Besides, another 50 s is run in order to
collect the nonstationary properties of tornadoes. Therefore, the total simulation duration
is set 500 s. As the total simulation duration is 500 s and the time step is 0.02 s, the total
number of simulation steps is 25000.

a)

b)

Figure 3. Tangential and radial velocity profiles extracted from radar-measured velocity
data during Spencer Tornado (Kuai et al. 2008). (a) Tangential velocity profile. (b) Radial
velocity profile.

For the baseline model, to determine the velocity input at the velocity inlet, a
regression analysis is applied on the tangential and radial velocity profiles extracted from
the radar-measured velocity data during the Spencer Tornado, as shown in Figure 3). In
Figure 3a), each graph represents the variation of tangential velocity along a radius at a
different height; in Figure 3b), each graph represents the variation of radial velocity along
the height at a different radius. To be specific, the regression analysis is only applied on
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the data points in Figure 3a) at the radius of 800 m to get the tangential velocity profile
along height (Eq. (9)), and the regression analysis is only applied on the data points in
Figure 3b) on the graph associated with the radius of 800 m. The obtained regression
equations of the tangential velocity (x) and radial velocity (d) profiles along height at the
radius of 800 m are
x = 20.3

#
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where z denotes the height. The vertical velocity (,) in Eq. (11) is derived from radial
velocity based on the mass continuity equations (Zhao et al. 2017). It should be noted that
Eqs. (8)-(10) are expressed in a dimensional form. The dimensionless expression of these
three equations will collapse with the dimensional expression. However, the dimensional
expression is needed for this full-scale simulation of the real-world tornado. Figure 4
shows that the obtained regression equations for tangential velocity and radial velocity
are well aligned with those extracted from the radar-measured data. The obtained
regression equations of the three velocity components will be applied at the velocity inlet
through User Define Function (UDF) to generate the baseline tornado (Case 2), the
Spencer Tornado (double-celled single-vortex tornado). Turbulence is introduced at the
velocity-inlet by setting turbulence intensity as 10% and turbulence viscosity ratio as 10.
In this study, turbulence intensity at the inlet is set as 10% based on two published
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papers. Haan et al. (2017) presented a radial profile of turbulence intensity, which
showed that turbulence intensity was very high inside the core and it decreased to 9% 10 % as the radius increases. Since this turbulence intensity is set at the velocity inlet,
where is far away from the core, 10% can be applicable here. In addition, the wind at the
velocity input could be close to that in the straight-line wind field. Under straight-line
winds, when the mean wind speed increases, the turbulence intensity nearly reached a
constant value (Ren et al., 2018). When the mean wind speed is over 15 m/s, the
turbulence intensity varies from 10% to 12%. Based on the previous research mentioned
above, the turbulence intensity is set as 10% at the velocity inlet. In fact, Eqs. (8) to (10)
will also be the velocity input of the simulations to generate the other two types of
tornadoes (Cases 1 and 3), while the height of velocity inlet (h) and the radius of pressure
outlet (

) are different in each case to achieve different flow structure, as listed in Table

1.

a)
b)
Figure 4. Validation of the obtained regression equations for tangential and radial
velocity. (a) Tangential Velocity. (b) Radial velocity.
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4. VALIDATION OF APPLIED CFD SIMULATION STRATEGIES

To validate the applied CFD simulation strategies, the obtained simulation results
from the double-celled single-vortex tornado (Case 2) are compared with the radarmeasured data during the Spencer Tornado in terms of the tangential velocity profile
along a radius and the flow structure. In Case 2, as shown in Table 1, the height of the
velocity inlet is 300 m and the radius of the pressure outlet is 465 m; The tangential
velocity (v) and radial velocity (d) at the height of 20 m are 20.3 m/s and 32.11 m/s,

respectively. With this setup, the swirl ratio Un of the generated tornado is calculated as

0.420 based on Eq. (5) and the radial Reynolds number is 0.82×109 based on Eq. (6). It
was found that the swirl ratio of real-world thunderstorm-tornado cyclones ranges from
0.02 to 2 and the Radial Reynolds number ranges from 1×109 to 1×1011 (Church et al.
1979). The simulation results fell into the range of real-world tornadoes in terms of Un

and . . In addition, Church et al. (1979) found that the double-celled tornado vortex
appeared with a moderate swirl ratio (around 0.5). Since the initial swirl ratio of the
baseline model is 0.49, it is expected to see a double-celled tornado vortex in this
simulation.

Figure 5 presents the space-averaged (azimuthally averaged) tangential velocity
profile at different elevations (80 m, 170 m and 270m) from the CFD simulation. The
space-averaged value here is calculated based on the polar coordinates containing angle α
and radial distance r. At each elevation, the horizontal plane is gridded with uniform
intervals (Δα = 1 degree, Δr = 10 m) and the tangential velocity at each node is exacted by
using the scattered linear interpolation method based on the simulation results. The
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values at the nodes having same radius are averaged, which means that 360 points of data
are used for averaging for each specified radial distance along the circumference, and 81
specified radial distance are considered along the radius. Then the averaged values are
plotted versus the radius. Figure 5 also presents the tangential velocity profile extracted
from the field radar-measured data. At the height of 50 m, from the distribution of
tangential velocity along the radial distance, the core radius is 220 m and the maximum
tangential velocity is 67 m/s, which match the radar-measured data reasonably well. To
further validate the tornado model, the tangential velocity profiles at two other heights
(170 m and 270 m) are also extracted and compared with those extracted from the related
radar-measured data. It shows that the maximum differences in core radius and in the
maximum tangential velocity between numerical simulation results and the radarmeasured data are 12.5% and 10.4%, respectively. It suggests that the numerical
simulation results match reasonably well with the radar-measured data at 170 m and 270
m, further validating the tornado model.

Figure 5. Comparison of tangential velocity profiles between the CFD simulation and
radar-measured data for the baseline tornado model (Case 2).
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Based on the previous study from the field of meteorology (Kosiba and Wurman
2010), the Spencer Tornado (the baseline tornado model simulated here) possesses a
double-celled single-vortex flow structure. To verify the developed CFD model in terms
of the generated flow structure, the streamlines on a horizontal plane and a vertical plane
are both extracted and presented. To verify the single-vortex flow structure, the
streamline on the horizontal plane at the height of 40 m is presented in Figure 6. In this
figure, the air at the outer edge flows inwards and the air at the tornado center flows
outwards, and they converge at a certain radius (here it happens to be at core radius) to
form one concentric airflow. Only one vortex is formed, verifying the single-vortex flow
structure. To verify the double-celled flow structure, the streamline on a vertical plane
that is through the center of the computational domain is extracted and presented in
Figure 7a). It shows that downdraft is formed at the center and touches the ground, while
updraft is formed in the surrounding area, forming two different regions, which is why it
is called “a double-celled flow structure”. This is consistent with the schematic diagram
of double-celled flow structure, as shown in Figure 7b) (Davies-Jones 1981).

Figure 6. Streamline of the baseline tornado on the horizontal plane at Z = 40 m (Case 2).
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Figure 7. Streamline on a vertical plan of the baseline tornado. (a) Simulation results
(Case 2). (b) Schematic diagram of double-cell flow structure (Davies-Jones, 1981).

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After verifying the applied CFD simulation strategies for the baseline tornado
modeling, some parameters are changed to produce tornadoes with different flow
structure. In the baseline model, the radius of the pressure outlet (r0) is 465 m and the
height of the velocity inlet (h0) is 300 m. As listed in Table 1, in Case 1, the radius of the
pressure outlet is decreased to 250 m, and accordingly, the initial swirl ratio is decreased
to 0.263, resulting in a single-celled, single-vortex tornado. In Case 3, the height of
velocity inlet is decreased to 200 m and the radius of the pressure outlet is increased to
800 m. In this case, the initial swirl ratio is calculated as 1.264, which results in a multivortex tornado with four subvortices. The velocity input at the velocity inlet remains the
same in all these three simulated cases.
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5.1. FLOW STRUCTURE OBSERVED ON HORIZONTAL PLANES TO
DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF SUBVORTICES
Figure 8 presents the streamline and the contour of resultant velocity on the
horizontal plane of 40 m above the ground for all three simulated cases. Because the
orbiting subvortices lead the multi-vortex tornado to have a non-axisymmetric flow
structure, which are nonstationary and non-uniform, it is not appropriate to use mean
values or averaged values to present the simulation results. Therefore, all the parameters
presented in these figures are instantaneous values. The resultant velocity represents the
resultant value of tangential velocity and radial velocity. In addition, it should be noted
that the magnitude scale is different in each figure, in order to easily locate the peak
values in each figure. From Figures. 8a) and 8b), for Case 1 and Case 2, only one vortex
is observed in the central area, verifying that both tornadoes possess a single vortex; from
Figure 8c), for Case 3, four subvortices are observed, representing a multi-vortex tornado.
Since all three cases share the same velocity input profile, the wind flow near the velocity
inlet has similar velocity magnitude and direction.
From Figure 8a) to 8b), as the swirl ratio increases, from 0.107 to 0.420,
although both Cases 1 and 2 remains single-vortex flow structure, the core region
enlarges and the core radius increases, while the maximum resultant velocity decreases,
from 240 m/s to 90 m/s. This can be qualitatively explained by the conservation of
angular momentum. From Figure 8b) and 8c), as the swirl ratio further increases, from
0.420 to 0.942, the single vortex changes into one large vortex with four subvortices; the
flow pattern at the core radius changes from the approximately circular to the
approximately rectangular with rounded corners.
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a)

b)

c)
Figure 8. Streamline and contour of resultant velocity magnitude on the horizontal plane
at Z = 40 m. (a) Single-cell, single-vortex tornado (Sc = 0.107). (b) Double-cell, singlevortex tornado (Sc = 0.420). (c) Multi-vortex tornado (Sc = 0.942).

From Figure 8c), for the multi-vortex tornado, the airflow around the small vortex
slows down on the side of the tornado center and speeds up on the other side. This is due
to the fact that the air not only flows around the center of the entire domain but also flows
around the center of its own subvortex. When the air flows on the side of tornado center,
the direction of the airflow is opposite from the main flow direction. Therefore, the air is
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decelerated. On the other side of each subvortex, the airflow is accelerated, as the
direction of the airflow is the same as the main flow. Based on these observations,
compared with single-vortex tornadoes, the multi-vortex tornado tends to have a nonuniform velocity distribution and less rounded core region due to the presence of small
subvortices.

5.2. FLOW STRUCTURE OBSERVED ON VERTICAL PLANES
Church et al. (1979) indicated that in the laboratory simulation, the main
difference between a single-celled vortex and a double-celled vortex lies in whether or
not the downdraft touches the ground, which can be verified by the flow structure on a
vertical plane. To capture the difference in the flow structure among all three cases, the
streamline and contour of tangential velocity on a vertical plane at X = 0 m are presented
in Figure 9. Both streamline and contour are based on instantaneous values at t = 500 s in
these plots. In addition, it should be noted that the magnitude scale is different in each
figure, in order to easily locate the peak values in each figure. As shown in Figure 9a),
the core region for single-celled single-vortex tornado (Case 1) is very narrow; No
downdraft is formed in the core region of this type of tornado; Individual vortices are
found in the core region, which may be caused by turbulence. From Figure 9b), the core
region for a double-celled single-vortex tornado is wider; downdraft from the pressure
outlet touches the ground. From Figure 9c), for a multi-vortex tornado (Case 3),
downdraft from the pressure outlet is also observed. Compared with Cases 1 and 2, the
core region for a multi-vortex tornado in Case 3 is significantly larger and it has clearer
and stronger downdraft in the core region.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 9. Streamline and contour of tangential velocity on a vertical plane at X = 0. (a) Sc
= 0.107, single-cell, single-vortex tornado. (b) Sc = 0.420, double-cell, single-vortex
tornado. (c) Sc = 0.942, multi-vortex tornado.

From the uniformity of the color in Figures. 9a) and 9b), for both Case 1 and Case
2, the region near the inner edge of updraft has nearly uniform velocity distribution along
the height in terms of velocity magnitude. Note that the core radius is defined based on
the location where the maximum tangential velocity is reached. In Case 1 and Case 2, the
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core radius does not vary significantly along the height. On the contrary, in Case 3, the
location of maximum tangential velocity changes significantly along the height and thus
the core radius at different elevations changes significantly. This observation may
indicate that the wind flow in multi-vortex tornadoes is more turbulent and less stable
than that in single-vortex tornadoes.

5.3. PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON HORIZONTAL PLANES
From the different flow structure between the multi-vortex tornado and the singlevortex tornado, the distribution of pressure coefficient is expected to be different among
these cases. To demonstrate the difference in pressure coefficient distribution between a
single-vortex tornado and a multi-vortex tornado, Figure 10 presents the contour of
pressure coefficient on a horizontal the plane at Z = 40 m. All these figures are based on
instantaneous data at t = 500 s. In addition, it should be noted that the magnitude scale is
different in each figure, in order to easily locate the peak values in each figure. From
Figure 10a), the pressure coefficient in the core region of a single-vortex tornado is all
negative and the minimum pressure coefficient is about -1.519. From Figure 10b), a
double-celled single-vortex tornado has a larger negative pressure area with two small
peak negative pressure areas inside. The pressure coefficient in most areas inside the core
region is around -0.276, while in the two small dark blue areas, the pressure values are
lowered to be -1.714. This non-uniform distribution in the tornado core may explain why
a double-celled tornado has a less rounded core region than a single-celled tornado.
Compared with the two types of single-vortex tornadoes, a multi-vortex tornado presents
clear pressure deficit at the center of each small vortex. The maximum negative pressure
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coefficient at one subvortex center is -3.000, while the pressure coefficient in the other
area of the core region is just around 0. Based on these observations, for multi-vortex
tornadoes, the largest negative pressure coefficient is located at the center of each
subvortex and the pressure coefficient in the rest area of the core region is much higher
than that at the center of subvortices. It is worth noting that the maximum value of
negative pressure coefficient is almost two times the one in single-vortex tornadoes.
However, between single-celled single-vortex tornado and double-celled single-vortex
tornado, this difference is not significant. Meanwhile, in the outer area of tornado
domain, the positive pressure coefficient in single-vortex tornadoes is higher than multivortex tornado.
Although the pressure distribution based on the instantaneous data reveals the
characteristics of multi-vortex tornadoes, the pressure distribution based on the averaging
value can explain why a multi-vortex tornado may be more unfavorable to civil structures
when being compared to single-vortex tornadoes. Figure 11 presents the contour of timeaveraged pressure coefficient and streamline. The streamline in Figure 11 is plotted based
on the time-averaged velocity. The total duration for averaging is 50 s (from 450 s to 500
s). In addition, it should be noted that the magnitude scale is different in each figure, in
order to easily locate the peak values in each figure. From Figures. 11a) and 11b), it is
noted that for both the single-celled single-vortex tornado and double-celled single-vortex
tornado, the highest negative pressure coefficient is located at the tornado center.
However, for the multi-vortex tornado, the highest negative pressure coefficient occurs
near or along the core radius of the overall vortex, instead of the tornado center. For this
type of tornado, at the core radius, the tangential velocity reaches its maximum, while the
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negative pressure also reaches its maximum. With the combination of both effects, a
multi-vortex tornado may be more unfavorable to civil structures. On the contrary, for a
single-vortex tornado, the critical loading scenario could be either the high wind speed at
the core radius or the high negative pressure at the tornado center.

a)

b)

c)
Figure 10. Contour of pressure coefficient on the horizontal plane at Z = 40 m. (a) Singlecelled single-vortex tornado (Sc = 0.107). (b) Double-celled single-vortex tornado (Sc =
0.420). (c) Multi-vortex tornado (Sc = 0.942).
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a)

b)

c)
Figure 11. Time-averaged streamline and contour of pressure coefficient on the
horizontal plane at Z = 40 m. (a) Single-cell, single-vortex tornado (Sc = 0.107). (b)
Double-cell, single-vortex tornado (Sc = 0.420). (c) Multi-vortex tornado (Sc = 0.942)

As indicated in Figures. 9, the maximum velocity is lower than single-vortex
tornadoes. This is due to the fact that the velocity input for all the simulated cases is
identical. In reality, it may not be true. If a multi-vortex tornado has the same maximum
tangential velocity as a single-vortex tornado, the wind effects induced by multi-vortex
tornadoes may be larger due to the fact that the highest wind speed and the largest
negative pressure in the multi-vortex tornado occur at the same location. Another reason
is that several subvortices in a multi-vortex tornado may attack the same civil structure
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sequentially. Therefore, the total wind effects should be the superimposition of the wind
effects from each subvortex. The number of the subvortices that will attack the civil
structure may depend on the size of the civil structure, and the translating speed and the
size of the tornado. In addition, the highest negative pressure region is located at the
center of subvortices and translates with them together. Around each subvortex, the
tangential velocity reaches its maximum and the negative pressure may also reach its
maximum. If the civil structure is on the path of subvortices, the wind effects will be
based on the combination of large wind velocity and negative pressure. This situation
might be more complicated and serious than a single factor.

5.4. TANGENTIAL VELOCITY PROFILE ALONG A RADIUS
Figure 13 presents the distribution of normalized tangential velocity along the
radial direction on the horizontal plane at the height of 40 m. In this figure, both spaceaveraged values (azimuthally averaged) and instantaneous values are presented. All
values here are from the last time step of the simulation, which is the same as Figures. 8,
9 and 10. The normalized values are calculated by using the instantaneous value divided
by the maximum value of space-averaged tangential velocity in each case, Vmax (e.g., for
Case 2, Vmax = 67.3 m/s at core radius r = 210 m). When normalizing the radius, the
radius of domain is taken as the reference value. It is designated as Rmax, which is 800 m
for all the three simulated cases. For each case, the instantaneous tangential velocity
profiles are extracted along four radii. For the two single-vortex tornadoes (Cases 1 and
2), the four radii are selected as: X > 0, Y = 0; X = 0, Y > 0; X < 0, Y = 0, and X = 0, Y < 0,
as indicated by Line 1, Line 2, Line 3 and Line 4 in Figure 12a). For Case 3, the selected
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four radii are the radii that are through the centers of the four subvortices, as indicated by
Line 1, Line 2, Line 3 and Line 4 in Figure 12b).

2

2

1
1
3

3
4

4

a)
b)
Figure 12. Schematic diagram of sampling instantaneous data. (a) Single-vortex tornado.
(b) Multi-vortex tornado.

As shown in Figure 13a), the instantaneous tangential velocity profile of the
single-celled single-vortex tornado (Case 1) along the four radii do not show remarkable
difference between each other and from the averaged values. The maximum
instantaneous value is about 1.06, while the average value is 1.0, locating at almost the
same radius. For the double-celled single-vortex tornado (Case 2), the maximum value of
the normalized instantaneous tangential velocity is 1.22 at the normalized radius of 0.22.
The minimum value of the normalized instantaneous tangential velocity is -0.25 at the
normalized radius of 0.12. It is noted that a negative value of the tangential velocity
denotes the flow direction is clockwise. The maximum value of space-averaged
tangential velocity is 1.0 at the radius of 0.25 and there is no negative value appearing.
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Therefore, for a single-vortex tornado, the difference between instantaneous and averaged
velocity is minimal.

a)

b)

c)
Figure 13. Distribution of normalized tangential velocity along radii on the plane at Z =
40 m. (a) Sc = 0.107, single-cell, single-vortex tornado, normalized space-averaged
tangential velocity and instantaneous tangential velocity of lines (X = 0, Y > 0; X = 0, Y
< 0; Y = 0, X > 0; Y = 0, X < 0). (b) Sc = 0.420, double-cell, single-vortex tornado,
normalized space-averaged tangential velocity and instantaneous tangential velocity of
lines (X = 0, Y > 0; X = 0, Y < 0; Y = 0, X > 0; Y = 0, X < 0). (c) Sc = 0.942, multivortex tornado, normalized space-averaged tangential velocity and instantaneous
tangential velocity of lines through small vortices.
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However, for the multi-vortex tornado, the situation is completely different. As
shown in Figure 13c), the maximum normalized instantaneous tangential velocity is 1.75
at the normalized radius of 0.48. The minimum normalized instantaneous tangential
velocity is -0.60 at the normalized radius of 0.33. As a contrast, the maximum
normalized space-averaged value is 1.0 at the normalized radius of 0.5 and no negatives
value is present in the distribution. Therefore, the maximum instantaneous value is almost
two times of the space-averaged tangential velocity and their locations are also different.
For the minimum value, the space-averaged plot shows a portion with almost zero
velocity at small radial distances. The distribution of instantaneous tangential velocity has
two peaks, one negative, and one positive. The negative peak is inside the core region,
and its magnitude is about one-third of the positive peak. Therefore, for a multi-vortex
tornado, the difference between instantaneous and space-averaged tangential velocity is
remarkable. As discussed above, the presence of negative velocity is due to the
subvortices. When the airflow around subvortices is on the side of the center of the
overall vortex, its flow direction is opposite to the rotating direction of subvortices.
According to this observation, when considering the wind effects on civil structures
induced by a multi-vortex tornado, the maximum value in the space-averaged velocity
profile may not be used to calculate the wind pressure, forces and moments in reality to
get the design tornadic wind loadings, which is completely different from a single-vortex
tornado.
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5.5. PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ALONG A RADIUS
Figure 14 presents the distribution of the normalized static pressure along the
normalized radius on the plane at the height of 40 m. The normalizing approach is the
same as the one used in Figure 13 and all the data are extracted from the same positions
as in Figure 13. Pmax, which is used for calculating the normalized pressure, is the
maximum space-averaged static pressure in each case. As shown in Figure 14a), similar
to the distribution of tangential velocity, the difference between the space-averaged and
instantaneous static pressure is minimal for the single-celled single-vortex tornado. For a
double-celled single-vortex tornado, the difference is mainly found in the core region
where the negative pressure is located. The minimum value of the normalized spaceaveraged static pressure is -0.3 at the normalized radius of 0.17, while the minimum
normalized instantaneous pressure reaches up to -0.8 at the same radius, which reflects
that the pressure distribution in a double-celled tornado is not as uniform in the core
region as in a single-celled tornado.
For a multi-vortex tornado, as shown in Figure 14c), the minimum value of the
normalized space-averaged static pressure is 0.7 at the normalized radius of 0.38, while
the minimum normalized instantaneous value is -5.3 at the normalized radius of 0.4,
which is almost eight times the space-averaged value. This suggests that the averaged
pressure data may not reflect the real characteristics of the wind field of a multi-vortex
tornado. In addition, some areas inside the core region, especially around the center of the
computational domain, do not have very high negative pressure, which does not accord
with the traditional understanding (the core region always maintains a very high negative
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pressure). In fact, the maximum negative pressure is located at the center of each
subvortex, instead of the center of the overall tornado.

a)

b)

c)
Figure 14. Distribution of normalized static pressure along radii on the plane at Z = 40 m.
(a) Sc = 0.107, double-cell, single-vortex tornado, normalized space-averaged pressure
and instantaneous pressure of lines (X = 0, Y > 0; X = 0, Y < 0; Y = 0, X > 0; Y = 0, X <
0). (b) Sc = 0.420, double-cell, single-vortex tornado, normalized space-averaged
pressure and instantaneous pressure of lines (X = 0, Y > 0; X = 0, Y < 0; Y = 0, X > 0; Y
= 0, X < 0). (c) Sc = 0.942, multi-vortex tornado, normalized space-averaged pressure
and instantaneous pressure of lines through small vortices.
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5.6. NONSTATIONARY CHARACTERISTICS OF SIMULATED TORNADOES
To investigate nonstationary characteristics of a multi-vortex tornado, the time
histories of the normalized tangential velocity and static pressure at the height of 40 m
are extracted, as shown in Figures. 15, 16 and 17. In addition, the 3-s mean value and 1-s
mean value are calculated for comparison. The reference values used for normalizing are
the maximum mean tangential velocity and the maximum mean static pressure. The
recording points include a point where the maximum velocity is located (core radius) and
a point where the maximum negative pressure is located. These points are selected on a
pre-determined radius (X = 0 ~ 800 m, Y = 0, Z = 40 m) at the time step of 22500 (t =
450 s). In addition, for a multi-vortex tornado, the location of the maximum negative
tangential velocity is also considered.
For a single-celled single-vortex tornado (Figure 15), the velocity varies very
frequently, but the changes in magnitude are not remarkable. The static pressure profile
displays a similar pattern and the pressure keeps negative all the time. The maximum and
minimum values of the normalized tangential velocity profile are 1.1 and 0.71,
respectively. The static pressure time history displays a similar pattern to the velocity plot
and the pressure at all time instants is negative at the two selected locations. In Figure
15b), the velocity time history at the location where the largest negative static pressure is
found is presented (herein, a spot that is very close to the tornado center). From this
figure, the maximum value of the normalized tangential velocity is 0.17 and the largest
negative is almost zero. In addition, at this spot, the fluctuation in tangential velocity is
less significant than that at the core radius. The maximum value of the normalized static
pressure is up to -1.5 and the pressure at this spot (close to the tornado center) is less
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fluctuated than the static pressure at core radius. Comparing to 1-s mean value and 3-s
mean value, the peaks in the 1-s mean value profile are closer to the instantaneous value
in terms of magnitude and peak location, while the 3-s mean value profile is a lot
smoother and the peak values are much smaller.

a)

b)

Figure 15. Time histories of tangential velocity/static pressure over the last 50 s: Case 1,
Z=40 m. (a) At the core radius. (b) At the location where the maximum negative static
pressure is found.
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a)

Figure 16. Time histories of tangential velocity/static pressure over the last 50 s: Case 2,
Z=40 m. (a) At the core radius. (b) At the location where the maximum negative static
pressure is found.

For a double-celled single-vortex tornado (Figure 16), the time history of the
normalized tangential velocity at the core radius is less fluctuated than that of the singlecelled one. The maximum value is 1.22 and the minimum is 0.83. By comparing
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Figures. 16a) and 15a), the static pressure time history at the core radius exhibits positive
values in the double-celled single-vortex tornado, instead of negative values in Case 1.
This verifies that the core radius of the double-celled single-vortex tornado is larger and
the atmospheric pressure drop around the tornado center does not result in negative
pressure at the core radius. The maximum and minimum values are 0.28 and 0.02,
respectively. At the location where the largest negative static pressure is found, the
maximum tangential velocity is 0.85 and the largest negative one reaches -0.20. Several
large negative peaks are present in the static pressure time history and the largest negative
value reaches up to -2.05. The two large negative pressure peaks in Figure 16 suggest
that the flow is not as stable as Case 1. At this location, the maximum tangential velocity
is slightly smaller than that at the core radius, but the maximum negative pressure is
significantly larger. In this case, the peak values in the 1-s mean value profile is still
closer to those in the instantaneous values, while the 3-s mean value also presents peaks
near where are found in the instantaneous value. For the multi-vortex tornado, at the core
radius, as shown in Figure 17a), the velocity does not change very frequently (graph is
smoother) but large magnitude change is present. The maximum tangential velocity is
1.54 and the minimum is 0.65, respectively. Although small fluctuations are not present
in the time history of tangential velocity during this period and varies steadily, the
magnitude range becomes much larger, as indicated by the two large peaks and several
troughs. The corresponding static pressure has the similar trend, and it varies slowly
between 0 and 1. These large variances are believed to be mainly caused by the
translation of subvortices. As the subvortex approaches the monitor point (core radius of
the overall vortex), the velocity gradually increases while the pressure decreases.
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a)

b)

c)
Figure 17. Time histories of tangential velocity/static pressure over the last 50 s: Case 3,
Z=40 m. (a) At the core radius. (b) At the location where the maximum negative static
pressure is found. (c) At the location where the maximum negative velocity is found.

Figure 17b) presents the time history at the location where the largest negative
static pressure is found. At this location, the tangential velocity varies more frequently
than the one at the core radius, but the pressure profile presents similar behavior. The
maximum velocity is 1.15 and the minimum value is 0.22, while the maximum and
minimum values of static pressure are 0.45 and -3.8, respectively. At the point where the
instantaneous velocity presents the negative velocity peak, the maximum tangential
velocity is 0.65 and the minimum value is -0.53. The static pressure profile still shows a
similar pattern as in Figures. 17a) and 17b), where the maximum pressure is 0.36 and the
minimum is -2.6. The corresponding static pressure has the similar trend as the location
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where the maximum negative static pressure is found (see Figure 17b)). In addition, in
the multi-vortex tornado, both 3-s mean value and 1-s mean value present the
characteristics of the instantaneous value very well.
By comparing Figure 17 with Figure 15, the magnitude range for the multi-vortex
tornado is more spread out than single-vortex tornadoes in terms of tangential velocity
and static pressure. The largest difference of tangential velocity between peak and trough
is 1.18 in the multi-vortex tornado, which is only 0.4 in the single-celled single-vortex
tornadoes. The change in static pressure is even more significant, which is 3.0 for the
multi-vortex tornado comparing to 0.62 for the single-celled single-vortex tornado. The
large variance in velocity and pressure means that the wind flow in a multi-vortex
tornado is more turbulent than a single-vortex tornado, which may lead to significant
dynamic responses in some types of civil structures. Regarding the sources of
fluctuations, small-magnitude-range, high-frequency fluctuations may be contributed
from flow turbulence, and large-magnitude-range, low-frequency fluctuations may be
contributed from vortex wandering or the translation of subvortices. To be specific, for
the single-celled single-vortex tornado, the fluctuations for both tangential velocity and
pressure experience small magnitude ranges and high frequency, indicating that
fluctuations are mainly caused by flow turbulence. For the double-celled single-vortex
tornado, the fluctuations experience a large magnitude range imposed by smallmagnitude-range, high-frequency signals, indicating that fluctuations are caused by both
vortex wandering and flow turbulence. For the multi-vortex tornado, fluctuations
experience a large magnitude and a low frequency, indicating that fluctuations are mainly
caused by the translation of subvortices, which is also verified by the fact that the peak
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velocity occurs when the subvortex passes through the monitor point. To quantify the
fluctuations, the turbulence intensity of the single-celled single-vortex tornado, doublecelled single-vortex tornado and multi-vortex tornado are calculated, which are 12.6%,
21.6% and 26.4%, respectively. Meanwhile, inside the multi-vortex tornado, both
negative and positive pressure show in all three locations. It means a civil structure at one
location may experience a transition from suction to pressure, when different subvortices
pass through the same spot, making the wind effects more complicated and unpredictable.
In addition, for a multi-vortex tornado, both 3-s mean and 1-s mean values could be used
in wind load design as they can capture the peak values in the time history of wind speed.
However, in the single-vortex tornado, the 3-s mean value might not be appropriate to use
since it cannot capture the peak wind speed as the 1-s mean.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, the wind flow characteristics of multi-vortex tornadoes are
investigated and compared with those of single-celled, single-vortex tornadoes and
double-celled, single-vortex tornadoes, by using CFD simulations. The simulation results
reveal that the inner wind flow structure of a multi-vortex tornado is completely different
from a single-vortex tornado, as detailed below.
First, more than one vortex, four subvortices in this case, are present inside the
domain, and the subvortices not only flow around their own center but also swirl with the
main flow at the core radius of the overall vortex.
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Second, the core radius of a multi-vortex tornado is much larger than the singlevortex tornado, which may mean that this type of tornado may cause severe damage in a
larger area.
Third, the maximum negative pressure does not occur at the tornado center of the
overall vortex. Instead, it occurs at the center of each subvortex, which is very close to
the core radius of the overall vortex. This means that the highest negative pressure and
highest wind speed occur at the same location in a multi-vortex tornado, while largest
negative pressure and highest wind speed occur at different location in a single-vortex
tornado. This may mean that a multi-vortex tornado may lead to a worse loading scenario
than a single-vortex tornado with similar tangential velocity.
Fourth, for a multi-vortex tornado, the difference between instantaneous values
and space-averaged values of parameters is remarkable. Therefore, the space-averaged
value for a multi-vortex tornado may not reflect the real wind flow characteristics and
thus should be carefully used for determining design tornadic wind loads for civil
structures. However, for the time-averaged value, both 3-s mean and 1-s mean values
could be used in wind load design as they can capture the peak values in the time history
of wind speed.
Fifth, the wind flow of a multi-vortex tornado is more turbulent than a singlevortex tornado, which may lead to significant dynamic responses in some types of civil
structures. The fluctuations in tangential velocity and pressure in a multi-vortex tornado
is mainly caused by the translation of subvortices, while the fluctuations in a single-celled
single-vortex tornado is mainly caused by flow turbulence and the fluctuations in a
double-celled single-vortex tornado are caused by flow turbulence and vortex wandering.
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Although the maximum velocity or pressure deficit for multi-vortex tornadoes are
lower than single-vortex tornadoes in the current simulations, it may not be true in reality.
The current results are obtained based on the assumption of the same velocity input for
all the three simulated cases. In reality, if a single-vortex tornado and a multi-vortex
tornado have similar velocity magnitude, according to our findings on the inner structure
of the multi-vortex tornado, the wind effects induced by multi-vortex tornadoes might be
larger and more complicated. It is worth noting that when evaluating the wind effects
induced by tornadoes on civil structures, for single-vortex tornado, the worst-case
scenario could be either due to the largest tangential velocity at the core radius or due to
the highest negative pressure in the core region. However, for a multi-vortex tornado, the
worst-case scenario might be the combination of high tangential velocity and high
negative pressure around the core radius of the overall vortex. The load and deformation
accumulation may also need to be considered due to the potential attacking of multiple
tornado subvortices in sequence during a short period. The number of the subvortices that
will attack the civil structure may depend on the size of the civil structure, and the
translating speed and the size of the tornado.
In future studies, parametric studies will be conducted to investigate the
parameters to control the number of subvortices in the wind field and the size of each
subvortex. In addition, the civil structures with different sizes and shapes will be placed
in the simulated wind fields of multi-vortex tornadoes to systematically characterize the
wind effects induced by this type of tornado and identify the most critical loading
scenario, which will eventually lead to a proper tornado-resistant design.
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III. INFLUENCE OF SWIRL RATIO AND RADIAL REYNOLDS NUMBER ON
WIND CHARACTERISTICS OF MULTI-VORTEX TORNADOES

Yi Zhao, Guirong Yan, Ruoqiang Feng, Houjun Kang, and Zhongdong Duan

ABSTRACT

In this study, systematic numerical simulations are conducted to investigate how
swirl ratio and radial Reynolds number affect the wind characteristics of multi-vortex
tornadoes. By properly controlling boundary conditions, multi-vortex tornadoes are
produced in a cylindrical computational domain. Six cases with different swirl ratios are
studied to examine the influence of swirl ratio, while five cases with different radial
Reynolds number are studied to investigate the influence of radial Reynolds number. To
facilitate the characterization, the core size and rotational speed of subvortices, as well as
the relative distance between the subvortex and the core radius of the main vortex, are
defined. The results demonstrate that the increase in swirl ratio leads to the increase in the
number of subvortices. For the overall vortex, the increase in swirl ratio decreases the
maximum tangential velocity but increases the core radius of the overall flow. For
subvortices, for the case where four subvortices are produced, the increase in swirl ratio
increases the core size of subvortices but decreases the rotational speed of subvortices.
While the increase in radial Reynolds number does not change the number of subvortices
produced, it decreases the core size of subvortices, but increases the rotational speed of
each subvortex.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A multi-vortex tornado is a tornado that contains two or more than two small
vortices (called subvortices in the following) swirling around a central point (Edwards
2017). Multi-vortex tornadoes have been observed and recorded in the past fifty years
(Fujita 1970; Agee et at. 1975; Agee et at. 1977; Ipauley and Snow 1988; Wurman 2002;
Kosiba and Wurman 2008; Wurman et al. 2014). The recent two devastating tornadoes,
the Joplin, MO tornado of 22 May 2011 and the El Reno, OK tornado of 31 May 2013,
which had been reported to contain multiple vortices inside, are categorized as multivortex tornadoes (Kuligowski et al. 2014; Wakimoto et al. 2016). The Joplin tornado was
claimed to be the costliest tornado on record, which killed 161 people, injured more than
1000 and caused $2.8B of property damage (NOAA 2011). The El Reno tornado was
claimed to be the largest tornado ever documented and three well-trained, experienced
tornado researchers were killed by the subvortex of this tornado (Wurman et al. 2014;
Bluestein et al. 2015). Due to the presence of multiple subvortices, this type of tornado
has more complicated inner flow structure. In addition, inside these tornadoes, the width
of extreme winds was found to be very narrow and almost located inside or around the
subvortices (Fujita, 1981). Therefore, if some buildings were damaged by the multivortex tornadoes, the swirling subvortices could carry wind-born debris and attacked
surrounding buildings, resulting in secondary damage.
In order to study tornadoes and their flow characteristics, researchers developed
Tornado Vortex Chambers (TVCs) to simulate tornadoes in the lab environment (Wan
and Chang 1972; Ward 1972; Davies-Jones 1973; Church et al. 1977; Baker and Church
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1979; Church et al. 1979; Rotunno 1979; Lund and Snow 1993; Wang et al. 2001; Sarkar
et al. 2005; Haan et al. 2008). Through testing in these TVCs, researchers found that
tornadic wind characteristics were controlled by the following three non-dimensional
parameters: swirl ratio, radial Reynolds number and aspect ratio. These three parameters
were actually first introduced by Lewellen (1962) in a solution for three-dimensional
vortex flow with strong circulation. Among these three parameters, swirl ratio was
considered as the dominant one and its influence has been discussed (Church et al, 1979;
Ward, 1972; Davies-Jones 1973; Lewenllen et al. 2000). As swirl ratio increased, a jetlike flow turned into a single-celled vortex and then formed a double-celled vortex by
following the formation of a stagnation point and vortex breakdown; Finally, the increase
in swirl ratio led to the development of multiple subvortices due to the instability of
cylindrical shear layers. Davies-Jones (1973) studied the influence of swirl ratio on core
radius of a single axisymmetric vortex by using experimental simulation and found that
core radius increased with swirl ratio and that the volume flow rate was an important
factor in producing intense vortices. Church et al. (1979) pointed out that the transitions
between the different types of core flow structure is independent of radial Reynolds
number at very large radial Reynolds numbers.
Although previous studies have discussed the relationship between swirl ratio and
tornado vortex, only a few experimental studies and numerical simulations in small scale
(e.g., numerical simulations of tornado vortex produced in laboratory tornado simulators)
reported that secondary vortices were found in the main tornado vortex (Natarajan and
Hangan 2012; Nasir et al. 2014; Refan and Hangan 2018). For a multi-vortex tornado,
how swirl ratio affects the properties of subvortices (e.g., the rotational speed and the
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core size of each subvortex, and so on) has not been systemically studied. In addition, it
is worth noting that most studies in laboratory experiments produced low Reynolds
number and nearly laminar flow (Rotunno, 2013). The Reynolds number in most
laboratory experiments and numerical simulation is between 104 to 106, compared to 109
or even higher in natural tornadic wind flows (Monji, 1985; Refan and Hangan, 2016 &
2018; Tang et al. 2018). Therefore, how does radial Reynolds number (109) affects
subvortices is unknown. Meanwhile, based on the radar observation of a multi-vortex
tornado (Wurman 2002), although several subvortices are present at the same time in the
wind field, they swirl with the overall vortex. Therefore, whether the increase in swirl
ratio or radial Reynolds number results in the change in the relationship between
subvortices and the overall vortex is not clear.
To bridge these knowledge gaps, the objective of this study is to investigate how
swirl ratio and radial Reynolds number affect wind characteristics of multi-vortex
tornadoes using systematic CFD simulations. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. First, the definitions of swirl ratio and radial Reynolds numbers are reviewed
and the properties of subvortices in a multi-vortex tornado (i.e., rotational speed of each
subvortex, core size of each subvortex, as well as the relative distance between the
subvortex and the core radius of the overall vortex) are defined. Then, the CFD
simulation setup is described. To be specific, six cases with different swirl ratios are
simulated to investigate the influence of swirl ratio; and five cases with different radial
Reynolds numbers are simulated to examine the influence of radial Reynolds number.
Next, the simulation results of tornadic wind field are extracted to illustrate the influence
of different swirl ratio and radial Reynolds number on properties of subvortices. Finally,
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the force balance in radial direction is conducted to reveal the essential reason of changes
in wind characteristics of multi-vortex tornadoes compared to single-vortex tornadoes.

2. REVIEW ON SWIRL RATIO AND RADIAL REYNOLDS NUMBER, AND
DEFINITIONS ON PROPERTIES OF INDIVIDUAL SUBVORTICES IN A
MULTI-VORTEX TORNADO

In this section, after reviewing the definitions of Swirl Ratio (S) and Radial
Reynolds Number (Rer), the properties of individual subvortices in a multi-vortex tornado
(i.e., the rotational speed and the core size of each subvortex, as well as the relative
location of each subvortex in the overall vortex) are defined.
Physically, swirl ratio (S) is a measure of the ratio of the circulation strength
around the periphery of the vortex to the updraft strength (Davies-Jones, 1981). It was
first introduced to measure the properties of the tornado vortex generated in the Wardtype laboratory tornado simulator (see Figure 1), as shown in Eq. (1).

Figure 1. Ward’s laboratory tornado simulator (Ward, 1972).
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is the inflow angle,
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is the radius of the flow outlet, 2XQ is the volume flow

rate through the apparatus, 2XR is the circulation at

, and D is the aspect ratio, as

expressed in Eq. (2).
D=

c

(2)
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where h is the height of the flow inlet. All these parameters used in Eq. (1) are either physical
dimensions or properties that can be adjusted by changing the initial experiment setup. Therefore,
swirl ratio can reflect the initial setup of the simulated tornadoes.
Radial Reynolds number is another parameter that controls the dynamics of the air flow.
It is defined as

. =

where

W

qc

(3)

is the air density, r is the dynamic viscosity, and ℎ is the height of the flow inlet.
To investigate the characteristics of individual subvortices, the rotational speed

and the core size of each subvortex, as well as the relative location of each subvortex in
the main flow, are defined, as illustrated in the schematic diagram of a multi-vortex
tornado in Figure 2. The large circle represents the core radius of the overall vortex, with
n

denoting the core radius and dn denoting the maximum tangential velocity of the

overall vortex; the small circle represents one of its subvortices, with dP denoting the
rotational speed of this subvortex. This subvortex not only rotates around their own
center but also swirls with the main vortex near the core radius ( n ).
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of a multi-vortex tornado (only one subvortex shown).

If it is assumed that the distribution of rotational speed (tangential velocity) of the
main vortex along the radius follows Rankine Vortex model, the tangential velocity of the
main vortex at Point A is linearly proportional to dn , which is the same case for the
tangential velocity of the main vortex at Point B, as expressed in
dz =

where

z

and

|

d| =

{
m

}
m

dn

dn

(4)
(5)

denote the radii where Points A and B are located. In fact, this

assumption has been validated by the present authors, as shall be shown in Figure 5 of
Section 4.
At Point A, the air flow of the overall vortex and the subvortex rotates in the same

direction, the total velocity is the sum of dz and dP , which is actually the maximum

tangential velocity along that radius and designated as Z~i• . At Point B, the air flow of

the overall vortex and the subvortex rotates in opposite directions, the total velocity is the
difference between d| and dP , which is the minimum tangential velocity along that
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radius and designated as Z~o€ . The above analysis can be expressed using the following
two equations.

Z~i• = dP

Z~o€ = −dP

dz

(6)

d|

(7)

By substituting Eqs. (4) and (5) into Eqs. (6) and (7), dP , the rotational speed of the

subvortex (dP ) can be solved from Eqs. (6) and (7) as
dP =

} b•‚ƒ 8 { b•„…
{† }

(8)

When applying Eq. (8) to obtain dP of a specific subvortex in a simulated tornadic wind
field, the tangential velocity distribution along the radius that is through the center of that

specific subvortex should be extracted first; then Z~i• and Z~o€ can be easily obtained by
looking for the peak and trough values on the extracted tangential velocity distribution
along the radial distance;

z

and

|

are identified as the radii at which Z~i• and Z~o€ are

found.
Let us use

P

to represent the core radius of this subvortex, which can be

calculated by
P

=

{8 }

#

(9)

In addition, the relative location of the subvortex in the main vortex can be represented
by the relative distance (RD) between the center of the subvortex and the core radius of
the main vortex, which can be calculated as
‡=

P

n

−

z

(10)

The normalized expression of RD is designated as normalized relative distance (NRD)
and calculated as
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m

Then the defined roatational speed, core size of subvortex, relative distance and
normalized relative distance will be used in following sections to characterize the
subvortices.

3. CFD SIMULATION SETUP

In the authors’ previous work, the Spencer, SD Tornado of 30 May 1998, which is
a double-celled single-vortex tornado, has been successfully simulated and validated
based on the radar-measured velocity data. Based on this model, the boundary conditions
of the computational domain were modified to produce a multi-vortex tornado and major
differences between multi-vortex tornadoes and single-vortex tornadoes were identified
(Zhao et al. 2021). In this study, to investigate the influence of swirl ratio (S) and radial
Reynolds number (Rer) on the wind characteristics of multi-vortex tornadoes, upon the
previous model, the boundary conditions are further modified to produce multi-vortex
tornadoes with different S and Rer.
Similar to the authors’ previous work, a cylindrical computational domain is
applied to simulate tornadic wind field, as shown in Figure 3. The radius of the
computational domain is

= 800 M and the total height is ℎ

ℎ

= 1100 M. The

inflow is simulated by a velocity-inlet on the side wall with a height of ℎ. The outflow is
set up on the top wall, which is considered as a pressure-outlet. Except the velocity inlet
and pressure outlet, all other boundary surfaces are set up as no-slip walls. In the region
near the ground surface, where boundary layers are present, the grid inflation technique is
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applied to generate fine mesh. To be specific, 100 grid layers are applied, and the
thickness of the first grid layer is 0.01 m, with a 1.2 ratio of thickness growth to avoid
sudden change in grid size. The y plus value is around 20. The total number of cells in
each simulation is approximately 3.5 million. Standard sea-level atmospheric conditions
(pressure = 101,325 N/m2, temperature = 298 K, and dynamic viscosity = 1.715×10-5
kg/(s*m) are adopted at the inlet and outlet.

Figure 3. Cylindrical computational domain to simulate a multi-vortex tornado.

A transient, incompressible CFD simulation is conducted to obtain the velocity
and pressure data in wind field. To be specific, large eddy simulation (LES) with the
WALE (Cwale = 0.325) subgrid model (Nicoud and Ducros 1999) is applied.It assumes
that momentum and mass are mainly transported by large eddies, while small eddies are
numerically modeled by subgrid model. The governing equations are filtered timedependent Navier-Stokes equations, which are solved by a segregated implicit solver,
with a SIMPLEC (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equation-Consistent)
method for Pressure-velocity Coupling, as the SIMPLEC scheme usually has a better
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convergence than PISO (Pressure–Implicit with Splitting of Operators) (Van Doormaal
and Raithby 1984; Hangan and Kim 2008). In addition, the simulation applies the Least
Squares Cell Based scheme for Gradient, which is used to discretize the convection and
diffusion terms in the flow conservation equations, the second-order
discretization scheme for the pressure equation, and the bounded central
differencing scheme for momentum convection-diffusion equation (Anderson and
Bonhaus 1994; Barth and Jespersen 1989; Leonard 1991). The time step size is set as Δt
= 0.02 s and the total simulation duration is 500 s.
The velocity input at the velocity inlet are indicated by Eqs. (12) - (14), which
were obtained from the radar-measured velocity data, as detailed in (Zhao et al. 2017).
The radial, tangential, and vertical velocities applied on the velocity-inlet surface are
input using User Define Function (UDF).
x = 21.97
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49.26
d=y
,=y

. #
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#
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−32.11
#
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#
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#
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.=>1

(13)
0.1236

0.7017

#

6.7923,
. 1#2

,

≥ 20

< 20

(14)

To investigate the influence of S on properties of individual subvortices, six cases
are simulated, as listed in Table 1. To separate the influence of S from the influence of
Rer (to ensure S to be the single variable in the parametric study), only the radius of
pressure-outlet

is adjusted from 465 m to 800 m, which leads S to increase from 0.735

to 1.264, while Rer remains the same.
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Similarly, to investigate the influence of Rer on properties of individual
subvortices, five cases are simulated, as listed in Table 2. To ensure Rer to be the single
variable in this group of cases, the radial velocity and tangential velocity at the velocity
inlet are both scaled in 1.25 times, 1.5 times, 1.75 times and 2 times in each case. This
adjustment leads Rer to increase from 1.02×109 to 2.04×109, where S remains the same.
It is noted that the tangential and radial velocities listed in Tables 1 and 2 are the
velocities at the elevation of 20 m. These values are used to calculate S and Rer.

Table 1. Setup of simulated cases for investigating influence of swirl ratio
d
(m/s)

Case
#

ℎ (m)

1

200

465

0.43

20.3

32.11

2

200

500

0.40

20.3

3

200

550

0.36

4

200

600

5

200

700

v
(m/s)

tan

S

Rer

0.632

0.735

1.02×109

32.11

0.632

0.790

1.02×109

20.3

32.11

0.632

0.878

1.02×109

0.33

20.3

32.11

0.632

0.948

1.02×109

0.29

20.3

32.11

0.632

1.090

1.02×109
1.02×109

a

(m)

* ℎ- height of velocity inlet; - radius of pressure outlet; a-aspect ratio; v-tangential
velocity at velocity inlet; d-radial velocity at velocity inlet; -inflow angle; S-swirl ratio;
Rer-radial Reynolds number.
6

200

800

0.25

20.3

32.11

0.632

1.264

Table 2. Setup of simulated cases for investigating influence of radial Reynolds number
Case #

ℎ (m)

a

v (m/s)

d (m/s)

1

200

800

0.25

20.3

32.11

2

200

800

0.25

20.3×1.25

3

200

800

0.25

4

200

800

5

200

800

(m)

tan

S

Rer

0.632

1.264

1.02×109

32.11×1.25

0.632

1.264

1.28×109

20.3×1.5

32.11×1.5

0.632

1.264

1.53×109

0.25

20.3×1.75

32.11×1.75

0.632

1.264

1.76×109

0.25

20.3×2

32.11×2

0.632

1.264

2.04×109
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4. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: INFLUENCE OF SWIRL
RATIO ON WIND CHARACTERISTICS OF OVERALL VORTEX AND
PROPERTIES OF INDIVIDUAL SUBVORTICES

Inside a multi-vortex tornado, the maximum negative pressure does not occur at
the center of the overall vortex. Instead, it occurs at the center of each subvortex, which is
very close to the core radius of the overall vortex. This has been observed in the authors’
previous study (Zhao et al. 2018). Meanwhile, the subvortices present their own
circulation (rotation) inside the overall tornado vortex. Therefore, one convenient way to
find out how many subvortices are produced in the domain is to plot 3D flow of tornadic
wind field. Another approach is to draw the static pressure contour with the associated
streamlines on a horizontal plane. Figure 4 presents the 3D view of the generated tornadic
wind field starting from the horizontal plane at the elevation of 5 m, and the contour of
static pressure on the same horizontal plane. Figure 5 presents the contour of static
pressure and the streamlines on the horizontal plane at the elevation of 80 m. Both
Figures. 4 and 5 are drawn based on the instantaneous pressure data at t = 500 s. As
shown in Figures. 4(a) to 4(c), three swirling subvortices are produced inside the overall
vortex near the ground. These subvortices are tilted. In addition, some vortices, which are
much smaller and shorter than these three subvortices, are also found near the ground.
These vortices are considered as local vortices, not tornado subvortex, due to their small
sizes. From Figure 4(d) to Figure 4(e), four subvortices are produced in the overall vortex
and they present wider rotating air columns than the ones in Figures. 4(a) to 4(c).
Furthermore, small local vortices are not found in these three tornadoes.
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As shown in Figure 5, the maximum negative pressure occurs at the center of
each subvortex instead of the domain center, and small intense circular streamlines are
present inside the core of the overall vortex, which verify the presence of multiple
subvortices in the computational domain. Same as observed in Figure 4, from Figures.
5(a) to 5(c), three subvortices are produced; In Figure 5(d) to Figure 5(f), four subvortices
are produced. This phenomenon suggests that when swirl ratio (S) increases, the number
of subvortices increases (from 3 to 4), which shows the critical S should be between
0.878 and 0.948. In addition, when S increases, the core size of the overall vortex also
increases, based on the gradual enlargement of the intense circular streamlines of the
overall vortex.
When the increased range in S is low, the increase in S does not increase the
number of subvortices. This can be observed in the first three cases (from S=0.735 to S=
0.878), as shown in Figures. 4(a)-4(c) and Figures. 5(a)-5(c). It indicates that the increase
in circulation strength is not high enough to break the flow into more subvortices. A
similar observation can be found for Cases 4-6 (from S=0.948 to S=1.264). However, in
any case, the increase in S does increase the size of subvortices. In addition, for Cases 13, when only three subvortices are produced, the sizes of the three subvortices are
significantly different and some small local vortices are produced. In Cases 4-6, when
four subvortices are produced, the sizes of the four subvortices are similar and no small
local vortices are observed, which indicates that the layout of four subvortices is more
stable.
To investigate how S affects the overall vortex, the azimuthally averaged
tangential velocity along the radial distance is extracted and presented in Figure 6. It
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shows that the increase in S increases the core radius of the overall vortex (consistent
with the observation in Figure 4 and Figure 5), while it decreases the magnitude of the
maximum tangential velocity.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)
f)
Figure 4. 3D flow structure starting from the horizontal plane at Z = 5 m, with contour of
static pressure on the same horizontal plane presented, to study the influence of S. (a) S =
0.735, (b) S = 0.790, (c) S = 0.878, (d) S = 0.948, (e) S = 1.090, (f) S = 1.264.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)
f)
Figure 5. Contour of static pressure and streamlines on the horizontal plane at Z = 80 m
to study the influence of S. (a) S = 0.735, (b) S = 0.790, (c) S = 0.878, (d) S = 0.948, (e) S
= 1.090, (f) S = 1.264.

Tangential Velocity (m/s)
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Figure 6. Comparison of azimuthally averaged tangential velocity distribution along
radial distance under different values of S.

To characterize the properties of individual subvortices, Eqs. (8) - (11) are applied
to calculate the rotational speed, the core size and the relative location of each subvortex.
It is noted that the derivation of these equations is based on the following two
assumptions: 1) the rotational speed of the overall vortex follows the Rankine Vortex
model (linear relationship from tornado center to core radius of the overall vortex); and 2)
the subvortex is located inside the core of the overall vortex. Before describing the results
for each case, these two assumptions are verified using Case 6 (S=1.264). To verify the
first assumption, the azimuthally averaged tangential velocity profile in the area without
subvortices, which is between Line 1 and Line 4 (-43o ~ 16o, as shown in Figure 7(a)), is
extracted and presented in Figure 7(b). Obviously, the tangential velocity profile of the
overall vortex still follows the trend of the Rankine Vortex model. In addition, as shown
in Figure 5, the subvortex is always located inside the core region of the overall vortex,
which verifies the second assumption.
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To examine the influence of increased S on subvortices, for each simulated case,
the instantaneous tangential velocity distribution along the radius, which are through the
center of each subvortex (Lines 1-4, as shown in Figure 7(a)), is averaged over 1 second
and the mean values are presented in Figure 8. In addition, all properties of a subvortex
defined in Section 2 are calculated based on Eqs. (8) – (11) for each subvortex, and the
maximum negative pressure at the center of each subvortex is also extracted, as listed in
Tables 3-8. For comparison, the azimuthally averaged tangential velocity profile is also
provided in Figures. 8&13.

2
1

3

4

a)

b)

Figure 7. Validation of the tangential velocity profile of the overall vortex still following
Rankine Vortex model. (a) Only the data between the two dashed lines are used for
obtaining the azimuthally averaged tangential velocity profile, (b) Comparison of the
obtained tangential velocity distribution along the radial distance with Rankine model

As shown in Figure 8 and Table 3, when S is relatively small (S=0.735), all three
subvortices have relatively large rotational speeds (around 44 m/s), while one subvortex
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has significantly smaller core size than the other two, but the rotational speed of this
subvortex is much larger than the other two subvortices. It shows that the tangential
velocity distribution along the radius through all three subvortices is very close each
other and also very close to the azimuthally averaged tangential velocity profile, which
means that the subvortices do not affect the overall vortex too much. This may be due to
the multi-vortex tornado just transiting from a single-vortex tornado. As S increases, three
subvortices start to show strong diversity. For example, in Case 3 (S=0.878), the largest
rotational speed is 1.6 times the smallest one. In addition, in almost all cases, the
subvortex with the largest rotational speed also possesses the largest maximum negative
pressure among all the generated subvortices. For Cases 2 and 3, the instantaneous values
show significant deviation from the azimuthally averaged value, which suggests that the
flow of the overall vortex is significantly changed in the area where the subvortex is
involved.
Among these three cases (Cases 1 to 3), as S increases, the relative distance
between subvortex and the core radius of the overall vortex gradually increases, which
means that the subvortices get closer to the center of the overall vortex when S increases.
On the contrary, the maximum negative pressure in subvortices decreases as S increases.
From Cases 4 to 6 (S=0.948, 1.090 and 1.264), as S increases, the core sizes of
subvortices mainly increase, while the rotational speeds decrease. This trend is the same
as the change of the azimuthally averaged tangential velocity and core radius of the
overall vortex with the increase in S. Meanwhile, as S increases, the relative distance
decreases, which means that the subvortices get closer to the core radius in higher S. The
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subvortex possessing the largest rotational speed is always the one presenting the largest
maximum negative pressure, which is the same as Cases 2 and 3.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)
f)
Figure 8. 1-s averaged tangential velocity along radii on the horizontal plane at Z = 80 m.
(a) S = 0.735, (b) S = 0.790, (c) S = 0.878, (d) S = 0.948, (e) S = 1.090, (f) S = 1.264.
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Table 3. Properties of subvortices for all six cases simulated to investigate influence of S
Subvortex #

Case #
SV#1

SV#2

SV#3
Rotational Speed (m/s)

SV#4

Mean

1
2
3
4
5
6

38.7
57.9
49.8
42.0
35.9
29.2

43.2
39.1
42.8
41.9
38.7
37.4

50.4
51.3
31.9
39.6
34.6
32.7
Relative Distance (m)

42.7
34.7
32.1

44.1
49.4
41.5
41.5
36.0
32.8

1
2
3
4
5
6

39.0
89.0
129.0
103.0
70.0
141.0

1
2
3
4
5
6

71.3
90.7
59.7
61.2
55.9
45.5

79.0
50.0
75.0
90.0
129.0
115.0
126.0
124.0
105.0
89.0
103.0
135.0
91.0
78.0
91.0
Maximum Tangential Velocity (m/s)
69.6
76.8
67.7
62.7
67.2
52.6
62.8
66.2
59.1
62.2
57.6
61.3
62.5
52.3
53.4

56.0
84.7
124.3
114.5
99.3
100.3
72.6
73.7
59.8
62.3
59.3
53.4

Core Size (m)
1
2
3
4
5
6

33.8
51.3
46.3
55.0
75.0
91.3

1
2
3
4
5
6

223.0
211.7
215.5
296.0
390.6
379.8

46.3
20.0
32.5
55.0
46.3
47.5
48.8
53.8
55.0
78.8
70.0
80.0
71.3
67.5
68.8
Radius of Maximum Tangential Velocity (m)
205.7
213.5
202.3
211.8
236.8
253.9
304.2
274.6
286.8
389.6
372.6
344.7
381.5
401.1
390.8

33.3
46.3
46.7
53.1
75.9
74.7
214.1
208.6
235.4
290.4
374.4
388.3
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Table 3. Properties of subvortices for all six cases simulated to investigate influence of S
(cont.)
1
2
3
4
5
6

5.61
5.85
1.81
2.53
1.76
1.27

Lowest Negative Pressure (x-103 Pa)
3.81
3.79
4.30
2.98
3.06
2.18
2.20
2.34
1.73
1.47
2.17
2.06

2.13
1.65
1.60

4.40
4.38
2.35
2.30
1.65
1.78

Figure 9 presents the variation of the averaged values of properties of subvortices
with S. As shown in Figure 9(b), the increase in S leads to the increase in the core size of
subvortices no matter whether three or four subvortices are present. As shown in Figures.
9(c) and 9(d), the increase in S results in the subvortices leaving the core radius of the
overall vortex when the number of subvortices is three, but results in the subvortices
approaching to the core radius of the overall vortex when the number of subvortices is
four. As shown in Figure 9(a), when three subvortices are present, no clear trend is found
on the rotational speed of subvortices as S increases. However, when four subvortices are
present, the increase in S decreases the rotational speed of subvortices. Overall, the
rotational speed mainly decreases as S increases.
To illustrate the variance of subvortices in one tornado, the boxplots of the
properties of subvortices are presented in Figure 10. In the generated multi-vortex
tornadoes with three subvortices, the variance of subvortices in terms of rotational speed
and core size is more significant than the multi-vortex tornado with four subvortices,
which may suggest that the tornadoes with four subvortices is more stable than the one
with three subvortices. However, no matter whether three or four subvortices are present,
the increase in S results in the increase in the variance of rotational speed and core size.
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No clear trend is observed on the variance of both relative distance and normalized
relative distance.

Figure 9. Variation of mean rotational speed, core size, relative distance and normalized
relative distance of subvortices with swirl ratio.

Figure 10. Boxplot of rotational speed, radius, relative distance and normalized relative
distance of subvortices with different swirl ratios.
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5. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: INFLUENCE OF RADIAL
REYNOLDS NUMBER ON WIND CHARACTERISTICS OF OVERALL
VORTEX AND PROPERTIES OF INDIVIDUAL SUBVORTICES

For all the cases listed in Table 2, the streamlines of the wind flow and the
contour of static pressure on the horizontal plane at Z = 80 m are presented in Figure 11.
All these figures are based on the instantaneous data at t = 500 s. In all the simulated
cases, four subvortices are produced in the domain. The layout of tornado core and
subvortices is very similar among all the five cases. The difference mainly lies in that the
core region and subvortices become less symmetric when Rer increases. Figure 12
presents the azimuthally averaged tangential velocity along the radial distance. It shows
that the increase in Rer does not change the core radius of the overall vortex (as S remains
the same), but it increases the maximum tangential velocity of the overall vortex.
To explore the influence of Rer on properties of individual subvortices, for each
simulated case, the 1-s averaged tangential velocity profile along the radius that is
through the center of each subvortex is extracted and presented in Figure 13. For
comparison, the azimuthally averaged tangential velocity profile of the overall vortex is
also included in Figure 13. The properties of individual subvortices are calculated based
on Eqs. (8) - (11) and listed in Table 4. The averaged value of each property is provided
in each table and plotted in Figure 14. As Rer increases, the averaged rotational speed of
subvortices mainly increases, while the averaged core size of subvortices decreases. In
addition, in each case, the largest rotational speed and the largest maximum negative
pressure are always found in the same subvortex. This trend is also observed in the cases
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simulated to study the influence of S. No clear trend is observed on the relative location
of subvortices.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)
Figure 11. Streamlines and contour of static pressure on a horizontal plane at Z = 80 m to
study influence of Rer. (a) Re = 1.02×109, (b) Re = 1.28×109, (c) Re = 1.53×109, (d) Re =
1.76×109, (e) Re = 2.04×109.
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Table 4. Properties of subvortices for all five cases simulated to investigate influence of
Rer
Case #

Subvortex #
SV#1

SV#2

SV#3
Rotational Speed (m/s)

SV#4

Mean

1
2
3
4
5

29.2
40.7
48.8
52.7
54.9

37.4
39.8
61.9
70.0
64.1

32.7
55.7
50.0
62.2
67.9
Relative Distance (m)

32.1
48.4
55.8
72.1
65.4

32.8
46.2
54.1
64.3
63.1

1
2
3
4
5

91.3
52.5
71.3
52.5
73.8

74.7
65.0
62.2
51.9
58.8

1
2
3
4
5

45.5
65.4
80.8
91.9
140.0

71.3
67.5
68.8
90.0
43.8
73.8
58.8
47.5
71.3
46.3
56.3
52.5
51.3
60.0
50.0
Maximum Tangential Velocity (m/s)
62.5
52.3
53.4
68.2
82.4
64.6
91.1
90.7
85.2
96.9
99.4
114.2
90.9
107.4
109.0
Core Size (m)

1
2
3
4
5

91.3
52.5
71.3
52.5
73.8

1
2
3
4
5

379.8
336.4
369.0
357.5
344.0

1
2
3
4
5

1.27
1.53
4.01
10.46
16.63

71.3
67.5
68.8
90.0
43.8
73.8
58.8
47.5
71.3
46.3
56.3
52.5
51.3
60.0
50.0
Radius of Maximum Tangential Velocity (m)
381.5
401.1
390.8
392.3
386.7
376.8
365.4
354.6
388.3
346.7
391.3
360.1
313.2
364.3
389.7
3
Lowest Negative Pressure (x-10 Pa)
2.17
2.06
1.60
2.96
5.03
3.51
7.29
4.29
5.23
10.27
8.47
8.45
8.01
9.60
8.34

53.4
70.2
86.9
100.6
111.8
74.7
65.0
62.2
51.9
58.8
388.3
373.0
369.3
363.9
352.8
1.78
3.26
5.21
9.41
10.64
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Figure 12. Comparison of azimuthally averaged tangential velocity distribution along
the radial distance under different Rer.

a) Re = 1.02×109

b) Re = 1.28×109

c) Re = 1.53×109
d) Re = 1.76×109
Figure 13. Tangential velocity along radii on the horizontal plane at Z = 80 m. (a) Re =
1.02×109, (b) Re = 1.28×109, (c) Re = 1.53×109, (d) Re = 1.76×109, (e) Re = 2.04×109.
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e) Re = 2.04×109
Figure 13. Tangential velocity along radii on the horizontal plane at Z = 80 m. (a) Re =
1.02×109, (b) Re = 1.28×109, (c) Re = 1.53×109, (d) Re = 1.76×109, (e) Re = 2.04×109.
(cont.)

In addition, the subvortices show a large variance in rotational speed when a
higher Rer is reached, as shown in Figure 15. As Rer increases, no significant change is
observed on the variance of core sizes of subvortices. However, the variance itself is
rather large in all cases. As to the variance of relative distance, it does not show clear
trend when Rer increases.

Figure 14. Variation of 1-s averaged rotational speed, core size, relative distance and
normalized relative distance of subvortices with radial Reynolds number.

100
80

Core Size (m)

Rotational Speed (m/s)
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60
40

60
40

20
1.02

1.28

1.53

1.76

2.04

1.02

1.28

1.53

1.76

2.04

Radial Reynolds Number ( X 10 9)

Radial Reynolds Number ( X 10 9)

a)

b)

180

Normalized Distance

Relative Distance (m)

80

160
140
120
100
80
1.02

1.28

1.53

1.76

2.04

0.4
0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
1.02

1.28

1.53

1.76

2.04

Radial Reynolds Number ( X 10 9)

Radial Reynolds Number ( X 10 9)

c)

d)

Figure 15. Boxplot of rotational speed, radius, relative distance and normalized relative
distance of subvortices with different radial Reynolds numbers.

6. FORCE BALANCE ANALYSIS

For any civil structures subjected to straight-line winds, if the winds exhibit as a
steady and incompressible flow, the wind pressure acting on civil structures can be
predicted using Bernoulli’s Equation. However, the complicated flow characteristics of
tornadoes make Bernoulli’s equation unsuitable for predicting the pressure acting on civil
structures induced by tornadoes. Therefore, to capture the tornado-induced wind pressure
on civil structures, the Bernoulli’s equation needs to be tracked back to its original form,
the Navier-Strokes equation (Eq. (15)). The Navier-Strokes equation in cylindrical polar
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coordinates (r, ,z) along the radial direction with three velocity components (u, v, w) is
shown in Eq. (15)
Š

where

Š

‹

,

Š

Š

−

Œ_

− 2Ωx = −

Ž

•

_Š
_

is the variation of the radial velocity with time, ‹

advection term and the vertical advection term, −

Œ_

Š
Š

−

Š

_

and ,

_Š

Š

_

(15)

are the radial

is the centrifugal force, and −

Ž

is the radial pressure gradient force. The external source term (−2Ωx < 0.1 and the
diffusion term (•

_Š
_

Š

−

Š

_

< 1081 ) in this case are small enough to be

_Š
_

negligible.
To demonstrate the contribution of each term in the force balance, all these terms
are calculated along the radius through the center of one subvortex in the multi-vortex
tornadoes at the height of 80 m and presented in Figure 17.

Š

is calculated from the

instantaneous values of the last two time steps of simulation results. All other terms are
calculated from the instantaneous values of the last time step of simulation results (t=500
s).
For comparison, all these terms are also calculated along a radius in the related
single-vortex tornado, as shown in Figure 16. From Figure 16, the pressure gradient force
and centrifugal force are the only dominated forces acting in the tornadic wind field and
they balance each other. Therefore, the Navier-Strokes equation (Eq. (15)) can be
simplified into the cyclostrophic balance, as expressed in Eq. (16)
Ž

=

Œ_

(16)

Force (m/s2)
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Figure 16. Forces in radial direction of a single-vortex tornado along radial distance.

Between a multi-vortex tornado and a single-vortex tornado, three major
differences in the force balances are observed: 1) in a multi-vortex tornado, the pressure
gradient force exhibits one large negative spike and one large positive spike, verifying the
pressure change along radius around the subvortex. Along the radius, before the
subvortex center, pressure changes from positive to negative resulting a positive pressure
gradient force, while after subvortex center, pressure changes from negative to positive
resulting a negative pressure gradient force; 2) in a multi-vortex tornado, besides the
centrifugal force and the pressure gradient force, the variation of the radial velocity with
time, the radial advection term and the vertical advection term are also significant, which
suggests that the variation of radial velocity with respect to time and space is significant,
demonstrating the wind flow in a multi-vortex tornado is more transient. In addition, the
increase in S makes the radial advection term less significant, while the increase in Rer
makes the radial advection term more significant; and 3) in a multi-vortex tornado, the
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large forces occur far away from the domain center. To be specific, they are around the

Force (m/s2)

Force (m/s 2)

core of the subvortex.

b)

Force (m/s 2)

Force (m/s2)

a)

c)
d)
Figure 17. Forces in radial direction of four multi-vortex tornadoes. (a) S = 0.735, Rer =
1.02×109, (b) S = 0.878, Rer = 1.02×109, (c) S = 1.264, Rer = 1.02×109, (d) S = 1.264, Rer
= 2.04×109.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, systematic CFD simulations are conducted to investigate how swirl
ratio and radial Reynolds number affect the wind characteristics of multi-vortex
tornadoes. To facilitate the characterization, the rotational speed and the core size of each
subvortex, as well as the relative location of each subvortex in the overall vortex are
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defined. In terms of the influence of swirl ratio, the following conclusions are obtained.
First, the increase in swirl ratio (from 0.70 to 1.25) leads to the increase in the number of
subvortices (from 3 to 4). Second, as swirl ratio increases, the core radius of the overall
vortex increases, while the maximum tangential velocity decreases. Third, the increase in
swirl ratio decreases the rotational speed of subvortices when four subvortices are present
and increases the core size of subvortices no matter whether three or four subvortices are
present. Fourth, the increase in swirl ratio results in the subvortices leaving the core
radius of the overall vortex when three subvortices are present, but results in the vortices
approaching to the core radius of the overall vortex when four subvortices are present.
Fifth, the fact that the variance of subvortices in terms of rotational speed and core size is
more significant in the multi-vortex tornado with three subvortices may suggest that the
multi-vortex tornado with four subvortices is more stable. The increase in radial
Reynolds number does not change the layout of multi-vortex tornado (the number of
subvortices), but it significantly affects the characteristics of subvortices. To be specific,
the increase in radial Reynolds number increases the rotational speed of each subvortex,
but decreases the size of subvortices.
Through the force balance analysis, it demonstrates that: 1) in a single-vortex
tornado, the pressure gradient force and centrifugal force are the only dominated forces
acting in the tornadic wind field and they balance each other. Therefore, the NavierStrokes equation (Eq. (15)) can be simplified into the cyclostrophic balance; and 2) in a
multi-vortex tornado, the pressure gradient force exhibits one large negative spike and
one large positive spike. In addition, the variation of the radial velocity with time, the
radial advection term and the vertical advection term are also significant. Furthermore,
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the large forces occur around the core of the subvortex, which is far away from the
domain center.
In future studies, civil structures with different archetypes will be placed in the
simulated wind fields of multi-vortex tornadoes to characterize the wind effects of this
type of tornado on civil structures. In addition, structural dynamic analysis will be
conducted to find the structural responses of civil structures under the wind loads induced
by multi-vortex tornadoes, which will indicate the failure mechanisms of civil structures
under multi-vortex tornadoes. Deformation accumulation and damage accumulation may
have to be considered in structural analysis, as a civil structure may be attacked by
different subvortices sequentially. Based on the obtained wind effects and failure
mechanisms of civil structures, the pressure equation specified in ASCE 7 can be
properly modified for a proper tornado-resistant design.
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IV. WIND EFFECTS INDUCED BY MULTI-VORTEX TORNADOES ON A
LOW-RISE BUILDING

Yi Zhao, Guirong Yan, and Ruoqiang Feng

ABSTRACT

Although many deadly, costly tornadoes were multi-vortex tornadoes, the
research on their wind effects on civil structures is rare. Our previous research shows that
the flow structure of a multi-vortex (two-celled) tornado is completely different from that
of a single-vortex (one-celled) tornado. The presence of subvortices leads to reverse flow
in the tangential direction. The highest wind speed and largest negative pressure are
located in a small area (around a subvortex), which may be more dangerous to civil
structures. This study compares the wind loading on civil structures by a single-vortex
tornado and a multi-vortex tornado using CFD simulations. First, one single-vortex
tornado and one multi-vortex tornado are simulated. Then, a gable-roofed building is
placed in the tornadic wind field to obtain the wind loads induced by each tornado. The
simulation results reveal that the multi-vortex tornado leads to higher wind loads on the
low-rise building and is more dangerous than the single-vortex tornado.

1. INTRODUCTION

Based on the building code, the design wind loads acting on low-rise buildings are
assumed to be caused by the atmospheric boundary layers (ABL), which are straight-line
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winds. The wind load coefficients are determined in the low-speed boundary layer wind
tunnels, which can produce straight-line winds to obtain the wind pressure. However, the
wind loads induced by extreme wind events such as tornadoes are significantly different
from the conventional atmospheric straight-line wind events. Comparing to straight-line
wind fields, tornadoes also present strong rotational velocity (tangential velocity) and
vertical velocity components. But this unique wind flow characteristics is not considered
in current wind design practice. Unfortunately, tornadoes strike the United States (US)
very frequently, about 1200 tornadoes per year based on the NOAA statistics (Grazulis
1993). They have killed more people than hurricanes and resulted in significant property
loss each year. In recent years, the annual average tornado-induced property loss has
reached $10B.
Although tornadoes caused significant damage to the buildings, especially the
common low-rise buildings, currently most buildings are not considered to withstand the
wind loads caused by tornadoes. To reduce tornado-induced fatalities and property loss, it
is essential to improve our understanding of the wind characteristics of tornadoes and
their wind effects on civil structures. In the past, the wind effects caused by single-vortex
tornadoes have been widely studied (Haan 2010; Hu et al. 2011; Rajasekharan et al.
2013; Case et al. 2014; Liu & Ishihara 2015; Liu & Ishihara 2015; Roueche et al 2015;
Standohar-Alfano et al. 2017; Masoomi et al. 2018; Cao et al. 2018; Refan & Hangan
2018; Razavi & Sarkar 2018; Jaffe & Kopp 2021), either single-celled or double-celled,
while the multivortex tornadoes are rarely considered.
In fact, many previous deadly, costly tornadoes involved multiple vortices, such
as the Mulhall, OK tornado of 3 May 1999 (Lee & Wurman, 2005), and the El Reno, OK
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tornado of 31 May 2013 (Seimon et al., 2016; Wakimoto et al., 2016). In a single-vortex
tornado, the induced uplift force was significant, which was caused by the atmospheric
pressure drop at tornado center (Haan et al., 2010). Unlike the low pressure showing
around the central area in single-vortex tornadoes, the low pressure in a multivortex
tornado was found around the center of subvortices (Zhao et al., 2021), which is one of
the differences that lead to different wind effects.
To systematically investigate the differences in wind effects between a
multivortex tornado and a single-vortex tornado, in this study, a multivortex tornado and
a single-vortex tornado are simulated using CFD (computational fluid dynamics)
simulations, and the force coefficients, moment coefficients, as well as airflow around the
building induced by the two types of tornadoes are extracted and compared. The
difference in loading scenarios between the two types of tornadoes are also discussed.
The simulation setup and the results are presented in the following sections.

2. CFD SIMULATION SETUP AND VALIDATION

In this study, the computational software ANSYS FLUENT 19.1 is used. In the
authors’ previous work, the Spencer, SD Tornado of 30 May 1998 (hereafter “Spencer
Tornado”), for the stage with the flow structure of double-celled single-vortex, has been
successfully simulated and validated by using the radar-measured velocity data; Based on
this model, the boundary conditions of the computational domain are modified to produce
a multi-vortex tornado (Zhao et al., 2018, 2019). In this study, the same cylindrical
computational domain is applied to simulate a multi-vortex tornado, as shown in Figure
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1a). The radius of the computational domain is

= 800 M and the total height is ℎ

N = 1100 M. The inflow is simulated by the velocity-inlet on the side wall through the

height of ℎ. The outflow is set up on the top wall, which is considered as the pressure-

outlet. A one-story, gable-roofed building is placed inside the computational domain and
set up as rigid body, as shown in Figure 1b). The length and width of the building are 20
m and 10 m, respectively. The eave height is 5 m and the roof ridge height is 6.34 m. The
orientation of this building with respect to the x direction is 0 degree, which means the
long side of the building is parallel to the x direction. A transient, incompressible CFD
simulation is conducted.

c)
a)
b)
Figure 1. Computational domain and sketch of a rectangular gable-roofed low-rise
building. (a) Computational domain, (b) Sketch of gable-roofed building, (c) Tornado
translation.

Haan et al. (2010) concluded that the vortex translating speed had a significant
influence on the magnitude of wind loads acting on the building, which indicates that
slow-moving tornadoes may cause more damage than the fast-moving tornadoes.
Therefore, it is necessary to include the tornado translation in the simulation in order to
obtain the wind effects on structures more accurately. Considering the difficulty of
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moving the computation domain with a moving velocity-inlet, the translation of tornado
is simulated by moving the civil structure in the opposite direction, as shown in Figure
1c). To accommodate this, the computational domain is divided into several zones, with
the zone including the building as “a rigid body zone”. The translation of civil structure is
achieved by applying a constant moving speed on the rigid body zone and applying the
layering dynamic mesh technique on the two zones before and after the “rigid body zone”
along the long strip, which are treated as deforming zones, as shown in Figure 2. In this
way, the “rigid body zone” with the building translates through the two deforming zones
and the deforming zones are adjusted automatically. The remaining zones on the bottom
wall are set up as “moving wall” with the same speed in the same direction as the
building to keep the relative movement to the ground. The upper zone is set up as a
stationary domain. As to the translating speed, “the average translating speed of a tornado
is 13.4 m/s but may vary from nearly stationary to 31.3 m/s”, reported by the National
Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL) (1995). In this study, the translation speed is select as
15 m/s, which is close to the mean value. There are two stages in the simulation,
stationary stage that is the duration when the tornado does not translate and translating
stages that is the duration of the tornado passing through the building. The center of the
gable-roofed building is set up at x = 500 m at first and then it translates along the x
direction in the translating stage.
The mesh of the computational domain is developed in the software Pointwise
and the hybrid mesh strategy is adopted. The structured hexahedral grid is adopted for
almost all zones except the “rigid body zone”, as shown in Figure 2b), where
unstructured mesh is applied. In the region near the ground surface and structural surface,
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where boundary layers are present, the grid inflation technique is applied to generate fine
mesh. To be specific, 100 grid layers are applied, with 1.2 as thickness growth ratio to
avoid a sudden change in grid size. Around the ground surface, the thickness of the first
grid layer is 0.01 m and the y plus value is approximately 20; around the building surface,
the thickness of the first layer is 0.001 m and the y plus value is approximately 2. The
total number of cells in each simulation is approximately 3.5 million.

a)
b)
Figure 2. Simulation setup of translation. (a) Horizontal view, (b) Vertical view.

In all these simulations, the governing equations of tornadic wind flow are filtered
time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations. Assuming that momentum and mass are mainly
transported by large eddies, the large eddy simulation (LES) with the WALE (Cwale =
0.325) subgrid model is adopted for turbulence modeling (Nicoud and Ducros, 1999). In
the LES simulation, the segregated implicit solver is used to solve the governing
equations with a SIMPLEC (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked EquationConsistent) method for Pressure-velocity Coupling, as the SIMPLEC scheme usually has
a better convergence than PISO (Pressure–Implicit with Splitting of Operators) (Van
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Doormaal and Raithby, 1984; Hangan and Kim 2008). In addition, the simulation applies
the Least Squares Cell Based scheme for Gradient, which is used to discretize the
convection and diffusion terms in the flow conservation equations, the second-order
discretization scheme for the pressure equation, and the bounded central
differencing scheme for momentum convection-diffusion equation (Anderson and
Bonhaus, 1994; Barth and Jespersen, 1989; Leonard, 1991). The bounded second-order
implicit method with a time step of Δt = 0.02s is used for time discretization in all cases
for better stability. Standard sea-level atmospheric conditions (pressure = 101,325 N/m2,
density = 1.225 kg/m3, temperature = 288.15 K, and dynamic viscosity = 1.789×10-5
kg/(s*m)) are adopted at the inlet and outlet and considered as the initial condition for the
entire computational domain. A 400 seconds stationary analysis is performed at first to
generate a stable tornadic wind filed while the structure is placed far away from the
tornado core region. After the initial tornadic wind flow is generated, the building is set
to move until passing through the tornado core region.
The velocity input at the velocity inlet for all simulated cases are expressed by
Eqs. (1) - (3) (Zhao et al. 2017). They represent the tangential, radial and vertical velocity
profiles along height, and they are applied on the velocity-inlet surface using User Define
Function (UDF). These velocity profiles are obtained based on the radar-measured data
of the Spencer Tornado.
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This above simulation setup has been applied to simulate the Spencer tornado
with a stationary condition that does not translate (Zhao et al., 2017). Figure 3 presents
the comparison of the space-averaged tangential velocity profile along a radial distance at
the height of 80 m obtained from the CFD simulation and the tangential velocity profile
extracted from the field radar-measured data. As shown in Figure 3, the simulation results
match the radar-measured data reasonably well in terms of the core radius and the
maximum tangential velocity.

Figure 3. Comparison of tangential velocity profile between the CFD simulation and
radar-measured data.
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3. TORNADIC WIND FIELDS WITH DIFFERENT FLOW STRUCTURES
SIMULATED IN THIS STUDY

In this study, tornadoes with four different flow structures are simulated, as shown
in Table 1. To be specific, three multi-vortex tornadoes and a single-vortex tornado are
simulated. Considering Swirl Ratio and Radial Reynolds number, two non-dimensional
parameters, control the flow structure, their definitions are reviewed here. Swirl ratio was
first introduced by Ward (1972) for a laboratory tornado simulator and was expressed as
S=

7V

#W

=

jkl

#i

(4)

where Q denotes the volume flow rate; R is the circulation at the outer wall;

is the

radius of convergent area; D = , which is also known as the aspect ratio; ℎ is the height
c

7

of flow inlet;

is the angle of inflow to the radial direction at flow inlet. In this study,

the second expression in Eq. (4) is adopted to calculate swirl ratio of different simulated
cases, as it is easy to change and control during initial setup. Herein,

, h,

are taken as

the radius of the pressure outlet, the height of velocity inlet and the inflow angel. Radial
Reynolds number is defined as
. =

where

W

qc

(5)

is air density, r is the dynamic viscosity.
Previous research proved that the increase in swirl ratio led the tornado to change

from a single-vortex tornado to a multi-vortex tornado (Church et al, 1979; Ward, 1972;
Davies-Jones 1973; Lewenllen et al. 2000). From Case 1 to Case 4, swirl ratio is
gradually increased in order to achieve different types of tornadoes. In Case 1, a singlecelled single-vortex is simulated, with the swirl ratio of 0.316, which is simulated for
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comparison with multi-vortex tornadoes; In Case 2, a multi-vortex tornado containing
two subvortices is simulated, with the swirl ratio of 0.461. In Case 3, a multi-vortex
tornado containing four subvortices is simulated, with the swirl ratio of 0.878; And in
Case 4, a multi-vortex tornado containing four subvortices is simulated, with the swirl
ratio of 1.264 and a larger core region compared to the one in Case 3.

Table 1. Case setting and the tornado parameters
Case ℎ (m)
1
2
3
4

300
300
200
200

(m)
300
465
550
800

a
1.00
0.65
0.36
0.25

v (m/s) d (m/s) tan
20.3
20.3
20.3
20.3

32.11
32.11
32.11
32.11

0.632
0.632
0.632
0.632

S

Rer

0.316
0.461
0.878
1.264

0.82×109
0.82×109
1.02×109
1.02×109

It should be noted that the simulation setup in Case 2 was applied to simulate a
stationary wind filed of the Spencer tornado in the previous study (Zhao et al., 2017). In
this study, with the same simulation setup, after introducing the moving condition to
simulate the translation of this tornado, the flow structure changes into a multi-vortex
tornado from the previous a double-celled single-vortex tornado. In fact, Diamond and
Wilkins (1984) performed laboratory simulations of translating tornado vortices and
observed secondary vortices. Then they concluded that the translation of tornado caused a
local increase in swirl ratio, causing a single vortex to become multiple vortices. This
verifies that the simulation in this study is reasonable.
To demonstrate the tornadoes with different flow structures are produced
successfully, the streamline and contour of pressure are extracted on a horizontal plane at
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the height of 5 m, as shown in Figure 4. In Case 1, as shown in Figure 4a), a single vortex
is observed in the center of computational domain and the maximum negative pressure is
observed at domain center (the center of the single vortex, forming a single-vortex
tornado. In both Cases 3 and 4, as shown in Figures. 4c) and 4d), four subvortices are
found in the central area, forming a multi-vortex tornado; These four subvortices not only
rotate about their own center, but also flow with the overall vortex; The maximum
negative pressure is found in the center of each subvortex, instead of in the center of the
overall vortex.).
In Case 2, two subvortices are found in the smaller central area, forming a multivortex tornado as well. All the observations here are consistent with the author’s previous
findings (Zhao et al., 2021). In addition, the distribution of space-averaged tangential
velocity along the radial distance is extracted on the same horizontal plane and presented
in Figure 4. From Case 1 to Case 4, the core radius of the overall vortex gradually
increases, while the maximum tangential velocity decreases. It is noted that the core
radius for a multi-vortex tornado is defined as the radius where the maximum averaged
tangential velocity is found. The maximum velocity in each case will be used to calculate
the force coefficients and moment coefficients in the following section.

Tangential Velocity (m/s)
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Tangential Velocity (m/s)

a) Case 1, single-vortex tornado

Tangential Velocity (m/s)

b) Case 2, multi-vortex tornado with two subvortices

Tangential Velocity (m/s)

c) Case 3, multi-vortex tornado with four subvortices

a) Case 4, multi-vortex tornado with four subvortices
Figure 4. Streamline, contour of static pressure and tangential velocity distribution on a
horizontal plane. (a) Case 1, (b) Case 2, (c) Case 3, (d) Case 4.
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4. WIND EFFECTS OF A MULTI-VORTEX TORNADO ON A LOW-RISE
BUILDING

4.1. TOTAL FORCES/MOMENTS ACTING ON THE ENTIRE BUILDING
To find the action of the multi-vortex tornado on the entire building, the
instantaneous force/moment coefficients are extracted when the building moves from one
side of the tornado to the other side.
The total forces and moments exerted on the building are calculated by integrating
the static pressure acting on the surface of the building. Then, the force coefficients along
the x, y and z axes (see Figure 1b)) and the moment coefficients about the three axes are
calculated as follow
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where Fsub is the total force along each axis, Msub is the total moment of each axis at the
building center,

is the air density, V is the maximum space-averaged resultant

horizontal wind velocity at core radius of each tornado, S is the projected area along y
direction, h is the height of roof ridge, and b is the longer dimensions of the building on
the surface perpendicular to the x direction.
Figure 6 presents the coefficients of the forces and moments acting on the
building. Instead of using time as the horizontal axis, these coefficients are plotted
against the relative distance between the building and tornado center. On the horizontal
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axis, the positive sign represents that the building approaches tornado center, while the
negative sign represents that the building leaves tornado center. This sign definition is
also applicable to the other figures in Section 4. The two red vertical lines in Figure 6
mark the core radius calculated based on the space-averaged tangential velocity profile
presented in Figure 4.
As shown in Figure 6a), as the building approaches tornado center (the translating
direction is from positive x to negative x), the force coefficients gradually increase and
reach the first peaks (CFx = -0.84 at x = 58.04; CFy = 1.80 at x = 55.64; CFz = 2.67 at x =
55.64) at around the core radius. After the building passes the core radius and approaches
tornado center, the absolute values of all three force coefficients decrease gradually with
the decreasing relative distance to tornado center. After the building passes tornado
center, these values switch to increase with increasing relative distance and reach the
peaks when the building reaches the core radius on the other side of the tornado (CFx =
0.95 at x = -61.89; CFy = -1.83 at x = -62.79; CFz = 2.16 at x = -62.49). It worth noting
that the sign of CFx changes from negative (pointing to the negative x direction) to
positive (pointing to the positive x direction) when the building passes tornado center
from the right side to the left side. That is to say, CFx always points to tornado center,
which means that tornado always tends to pull the building toward tornado center. In
addition, the sign CFy changes from positive (pointing to the positive y direction) to
negative (pointing to the negative y direction) when the building passes tornado center
from one side to another side. In fact, they are consistent with the direction of the
tangential wind (a counterclockwise vortex in the North Hemisphere). The schematic
diagram of the direction of the resultant horizontal force are presented in Figure 5a). This
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may be used to explain treefall patterns; This may also be used to explain the damage
patterns of low-rise buildings, that is, along the tornado path of a counterclockwise
vortex, the damaged components on a building located on the left side of the path tend to
fly/fall right and downward and those on a building located on the right side of the path
tend to fly/fall left and upward. In addition, inside tornado core, the relatively low wind
speed results in low drag forces acting on the building.
Between 129.1 m and -139.8 m (about 5.4 times of core radius), CFz remains
positive (pointing upward, along the positive z direction), which is an uplift force,
associated with negative pressure on the building roof. The negative pressure is attributed
from both large atmospheric pressure drop at tornado center and aerodynamic force. A
significant uplift force may cause damage to the roof structure or even lift the roof off the
wall.
By comparing the peak values of the three forces, CFz is dominated, that is, the
uplift force is more significant than drag forces. This finding is consistent with the fact
that the damage to roof is one of the most common failure mechanisms during tornado
incidents. This is one of the major differences in wind effects between tornadic winds and
straight-line winds. In straight-line winds, CFx (in the along-wind direction) is
dominated. The obtained results here are consistent with the previously published
tornadic wind effects (Bluestein and Golden 1993, Karstens et al. 2013).
As shown in Fig 6b), when the building moves from the right side of the tornado
to the left side, the changing trend of the magnitudes of CMx and CMy is similar to that of
CFy and CFx , respectively. This is because CMx is calculated from CFy, while CMy is
calculated from CFx. From the right to the left, the sign of CMy changes from negative to
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positive when the building passes tornado center (because CFx changes its direction),
which indicates that the low-rise building is always bended toward tornado center.
Similarly, the sign of CMx changes from negative to positive when the building passes
tornado center, because CFy changes its direction. It is worth noting that CMz is very
small due to the symmetry of the pressure distribution on the building surface, which
shall be shown in Figure 7a). Accordingly, the two overturning moments are much
greater than rotational moment. The fact that all force and moment coefficients present
peak values near the core radius demonstrate that this building is likely to experience
more severe damage when the buildings passes the core radius (in reality, when the
tornado passes through the building). All the results obtained here show similar trend to
previous studies (Haan et al, 2010; Hu et al, 2011).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the direction of the resultant horizontal force and Treefall
direction in the Joplin, MO Tornado of May 22 2011 (Karstens et al. 2013).

Figures 6c) – 6h) present the force/moment coefficients as a function of relative
distance to tornado center in the cases with multi-vortex tornadoes. Since these cases
follow similar trends, Case 4 is taken as an example to characterize the wind effects of
multi-vortex tornadoes on the building. First, by comparing Figure 6g) with Figure 6a),
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the first group of peaks in Figure 6g) look like the compressed version of all peaks in
Figure 6a) (with the sign change of CFx/CFy when the building passes subvortex center
and with CFz greater than CFx/CFy). This means, the action of a subvortex is like the
action of a single-vortex tornado. However, the acting period is much shorter, as the core
of a subvortex is much smaller. Second, in Figures. 6c) – 6h) two groups of peaks are
observed, demonstrating that this building is attacked by two subvortices sequentially. A
slight difference between the two groups of peaks can be observed. This is due to the fact
that the intensity of subvortices in the same tornado can be different and the subvortex
associated with the lower peak group may not fully attack the building. Third, between
the two groups of peaks, the force coefficients and moment coefficients in the core area
(between the two core radii of the overall vortex) are really small, close to zero, due to
the fact that the significant atmospheric pressure drop does not occur at tornado center of
the overall vortex. Instead, it occurs at the center of each subvortex. Fourth, the
magnitude of the peaks of all force/moment coefficients exerted by the multi-vortex
tornado are much greater than those exerted by a single-vortex tornado. Especially, CFz
in Figure 6c), 6e) and 6f) induced by a multi-vortex tornado are 2.5, 2.63 and 2.9 times of
CFz in Figure 6a) induced by a single-vortex tornado. Among Cases 2-4, the peak values
increase with increasing swirl ratio and core radius.
What causes the significant increase in the magnitude of the peak values of CFz
under the multi-vortex tornado? This can be explained by the unique characteristics of
wind flow in multi-vortex tornadoes. Inside a multi-vortex tornado, each subvortex not
only rotates around its own center but also swirls along the core radius of the overall
vortex. The significant atmospheric pressure drop does not occur at the center of the
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overall vortex; Instead, it occurs at the center of each subvortex, which is very close to
the location of the maximum wind speed (at the core radius of the subvortex). These two
locations are very close to each other due to the small size of a subvortex. Accordingly,
when the subvortex attacks the building, the action on the building should be the
superposition of the maximum negative pressure due to atmospheric pressure drop (see
pressure contour in Figure 9d)) and the aerodynamic force due to the maximum wind
speed (see velocity contour in Figure 8d)). On the contrary, in the single-vortex tornado,
the significant atmospheric pressure drop occurs at tornado center, while the aerodynamic
force due to the maximum wind speed occurs at the core radius. These two locations are
relatively far away from each other and thus the superposition may not be that important.
The force/moment coefficients induced by multi-vortex tornadoes are affected by
the size of subvortices and the size of buildings. As indicated in Table 2, if the ratio of the
length of the building to the core size of the subvortex is introduced as a factor and
applied on the force coefficients, the modified force coefficients in the multi-vortex
tornadoes are very similar. This finding indicates that the relative size between subvortex
and building affects the force/moment coefficients. If this ratio is applied, the peak value
of modified uplift force coefficient in multi-vortex tornado is around 7.5.

Table 2. Impact of Size Effect on Force Coefficients
Case

CFz_max

#
2
3
4

7.74
8.12
9.57

Core size of

Length of the

subvortex (r)

building (L)

20
22.16
24.29

20
20
20

CFz*(L/r)

7.74
7.36
7.87
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)
h)
Figure 6. Coefficients of forces and moments acting on the low-rise building induced by
the four different tornadoes. (a) Case 1, (b) Case 2, (c) Case 3, (d) Case 4.
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4.2. PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON BUILDING SURFACE AND FLOW FIELD
AROUND BUILDING
Figure 7 presents the pressure distribution on the building surface at the moment
when the maximum value of CFz is observed, as CFz is the dominated one among the
three force coefficients. Figures 8 and 9 present velocity contours/pressure contour with
streamlines around the building on a horizontal plane at the elevation of 2 m in four
different tornadoes.
In Case 1, the pressure on the bottom wall is positive in almost all areas and the
pressure on the top wall is all negative. The maximum value of negative pressure occurs
on the edge of bottom roof near the bottom wall and the right edge of top wall and roof.
As indicated by Figure 8a), the positive pressure on the bottom wall is mainly from
approaching wind. The negative pressure on top wall and roof is mainly attributed from
the occurrence of flow separation (see Figure 8a) and Figure 9a)) and aerodynamic force.
The positive pressure on the bottom wall and negative pressure on the top wall would
result in the drag force along positive y direction that is the same as the tangential
velocity, which is consistent with the direction of CFy observed in Figure 6a) (associated
with the time instant with peak CFz). The pressure on right sidewall presents positive
values at the left-bottom corner but changes to negative at the right-top corner, which is
due to the combination of approaching wind flow, flow separation near the edge between
top roof and left sidewall. For the left sidewall, the pressure presents negative sign due to
flow separation and atmospheric pressure drop of tornado. The larger negative pressure
on left sidewall and the smaller combined negative/positive pressure on the right sidewall
result in drag force acting on the building toward tornado center (along positive x
direction), which is consistent with the direction of CFx observed in Figure 6a)
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(associated with the time instant with peak CFz). Since the pressure acting on the bottom
wall and top wall is in the same direction and the magnitude of pressure coefficients is
larger than the one on sidewalls, the resultant force coefficient is CFy larger than CFx. In
addition, all pressure on the roof is all negative due to atmospheric pressure drop of
tornado and flow acceleration (would show in Figure 11), which forms an uplift force
that can potentially tear the roof off. This is consistent with the direction CFz observed in
Figure 6a). In addition, the magnitude of pressure coefficient is significantly larger than
the one on other walls, so the uplift force (CFz) is dominated.
In the cases of multi-vortex tornadoes, the pressure on the building surface and
the flow structure around the building present significant difference from the singlevortex tornado. The distribution of pressure on the building surface is less symmetric in
the multi-vortex tornadoes because subvortices are too small so the attacking angle might
not be very uniform (far different from single-vortex tornado/straight-line wind).
Meanwhile, the approaching wind/the occurrence of flow separations could act/appear on
more areas (could occur anywhere on bottom wall, top wall, and left/right sidewall,
depending on the relative location between the subvortex and the building, as shown in
Figures. 8b) - d)). In the single-vortex tornado case, the approaching wind is similar to
straight-line wind but lightly less symmetric. In the multi-vortex tornado cases, the fact
that the direction of tangential velocity changes to the reversed direction on the side of
subvortex near tornado center, leads to possible approaching wind on any wall, instead of
bottom wall and right sidewall.
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a)

b)

c)
d)
Figure 7. Pressure coefficients on the low-rise building induced by the four different
tornadoes. (a) Case 1, (b) Case 2, (c) Case 3, (d) Case 4.

a)

b)

c)
d)
Figure 8. Resultant velocity contour with streamlines around the building at the elevation
of 2 m in four different tornadoes (Horizontal view). (a) Case 1, (b) Case 2, (c) Case 3,
(d) Case 4.
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a)

b)

c)
d)
Figure 9. Pressure contour (coefficients) around the building at the elevation of 2 m in
four different tornadoes. (a) Case 1, (b) Case 2, (c) Case 3, (d) Case 4.

In Case 2, since this multi-vortex tornado is close to the transition from singlevortex tornadoes to multi-vortex tornadoes, the pressure distribution on structure surface
looks similar to the one in Case 1, but less symmetric. In Cases 3 and 4, as the building is
surrounded by the subvortex, the pressure surface is significantly affected by the pressure
drop in subvortex and unpredictable approaching wind, which results in that the negative
pressure on inner sidewall is smaller than the pressure on outer sidewall. The unbalanced
pressure on the two sidewalls would lead to a drag force pointing to the center of
subvortex, instead of the center of the overall vortex, which has been observed from the
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sign change of CFx and CFy in Figure 6. In addition, the negative pressure inside
subvortex and accelerated wind around the building makes the positive pressure on the
wall with approaching wind become smaller or even change into negative, especially in
the tornado with larger subvortex (Case 4 in Figure 6c)). Moreover, the attack angle of
approaching wind is also affected in the multi-vortex tornadoes and it can either a large
angle or a small angle depending on the location of subvortices.
Figure 10 shows the wind flow around the building on the vertical plane (XZ
plane, Y = 0 m). In Case 1, the approaching wind from tornado core and outer side
combine together on the top of the building and then flow upward. From Case 2 to Case
4, as the swirl ratio of the multi-vortex tornado increases, the approaching wind from the
outer side is weaker than the wind from inner side, which results in the combined wind
pointing outward. As shown in Figure 10d), the incoming wind from outer region reaches
the building at first, then it changes the direction and flow backward and upward. The
peak values of velocity magnitude mainly occur near the sidewall, instead of roof in Case
1 (Figure 9a)). So the presence of subvortex has changed the distribution of pressure and
velocity around the building and then leads to different forces/moments.
Figure 11 shows the wind flow over the building on a vertical plane (YZ plane, X
= 0 m) and associated pressure coefficients. In Figure 11a), the single-vortex tornado
shows similar pattern to the atmospheric boundary layer wind and it is easy to distinguish
the windward direction and leeward direction. The flow separation occurs on the right
roof and a small vortex forms behind the right wall. The stagnation point is on the left
wall and apparently the approaching wind results in high positive pressure on the
windward wall. Compared to the single-vortex tornado, the multi-vortex tornadoes cause
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more complicated flow around the structure and it is not easy to judge which direction is
the windward direction, especially for the cases with higher swirl ratio. As shown in
Figure 10b), the location of stagnation point is similar to that in Figure 10a). But the
separation occurs on the left roof, instead of right roof in Case 1. In addition, two vortices
appear behind the leeward roof and leeward wall and result in a larger negative pressure
area. In Figure 10c), the subvortex moves from right to left, however, on both left wall
and right wall the approaching wind is identified. The stagnation point on the right side is
near the corner of right wall and the separation point is near the edge between the right
roof and right wall. Meanwhile, several small vortices are found over the whole roof and
even partially cover the wall on the left side. In addition, there is another stagnation point
existing on the left side and resulting another small vortex near the left wall. As shown in
Figure 10d), the incoming flow on both sides is even than the one in Figure 10c) and both
stagnation points are located at the corner of the two walls. In addition, there are two
separation points near the edge between wall and roof and some small vortices are
located on the roof.
Based on the above observation, it can be concluded that the negative pressure
acting on structure roof is due to different causes in single-vortex tornadoes and multivortex tornadoes. In single-vortex tornado, it is mainly due to the accelerated wind over
the roof; in the multi-vortex tornadoes, the small vortices over the roof, the accelerated
wind or both of them might result in the negative pressure on the roof. The negative
pressure in subvortex center dominates the pressure on structure surface, while the
unpredictable approaching wind on any walls would change the pressure distribution.
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a)

b)

c)

d)
Figure 10. Wind flow structures around the low-rise building in four different tornadoes
(Vertical view). (a) Case 1, (b) Case 2, (c) Case 3, (d) Case 4.
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a)

b)

c)

d)
Figure 11. Wind flow structures around the low-rise building along tangential direction in
four different tornadoes (Vertical view). (a) Case 1, (b) Case 2, (c) Case 3, (d) Case 4.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The wind loads acting on a low-rise building induced by multi-vortex tornadoes is
investigated using CFD simulation. Three multi-vortex tornadoes are simulated and one
single-vortex tornado is used for comparison. The force coefficients and moment
coefficients, flow structure around the building, as well as the pressure distribution on the
building walls and flow filed are obtained to find out the unique interaction between the
low-rise building and multi-vortex tornadoes.
The results of force and moment coefficients reveal that the wind loads acting on
the low-rise building induced by multi-vortex tornadoes are more complicated than
single-vortex tornadoes. The peak values are significantly higher in the multi-vortex
tornadoes. The force coefficients and moment coefficients in the multi-vortex tornadoes
decreases from peaks to zero rapidly as the building moves from core radius to tornado
center. In addition, around the core radius, the drag forces and overturning moments
present two peaks with opposite sign. The simulation results of wind flow around the
low-rise building indicates the unique change due to subvortices. The distribution of
pressure on the low-rise building in the multi-vortex tornadoes is less symmetric than the
single-vortex tornado. Due to the nature of subvortices, flow separations appears on more
wall and the approaching wind flow may also acts on leeward wall, not just windward
wall.
The complicated interaction between the low-rise building and multi-vortex
tornadoes makes the building more vulnerable to multi-vortex tornadoes. The presence of
subvortices not only increases the maximum value of force and moment coefficients, but
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also lead to more dynamic loads on the building. The relative position between subvortex
and the low-rise building results in different wind loads.
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V. UNDERSTANDING TORNADIC WIND EFFECTS OF MANUFACTURED OR
MOBILE HOMES THROUGH HIGH-FIDELITY CFD SIMULATIONS

Yi Zhao, Guirong Yan, John van de Lindt, Ji Yun Lee, Cassandra Shivers, and Daphne S.
LaDue

ABSTRACT

Tornado fatality rates in the Southeast United States are higher than those in
Tornado Alley, despite Tornado Alley having a higher frequency of tornadoes. A major
contributing factor is the large number of mobile and manufactured homes (MMHs) in
the Southeastern states. For example, during a Southeast US tornado outbreak on January
20-22, 2017, 21 people were killed, the majority of whom were in MMHs (NOAA-NCEI,
2019). Forensic engineering assessments of tornado damage have consistently shown that
inadequate or absence of anchorage of MMHs was the primary cause of failure. To
properly design the anchorage system for tornado resistance, it is imperative to find
tornadic wind effects on MMH. In this study, tornado-MMH interactions is investigated
using numerical simulations. The pressure distribution on the MMH surface and the total
forces/moments on the entire MMH included by tornadic winds have been obtained. In
addition, extra simulations are also conducted to reveal the difference in tornadic wind
effects between a MMH and its associated permanent home (PH), and the difference in
wind effects on the MMH between tornadic winds and the equivalent straight-line winds,
as the current wind design of MMHs is based on straight-line winds.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, tornadoes have caused $10B in property losses annually (NWS
2018), although the potential is much higher. In the 2011 tornado outbreak, tornadoinduced property loss exceeded $20B and 550 people were killed (FEMA 2012; Lott et
al. 2012). The tornado fatality rate is highest in the Southeast (SE) US, because of the
high percentage of mobile and manufactured homes (MMHs). Fatalities are 15–20 times
greater in a MMH than in a permanent home (PH; Sutter and Simmons 2010), with
statistics for the past 8 years showing 20–68% of fatalities in MMHs (NWS 2019).
Because MMHs are factory-built and/or capable of being moved, they are
generally more physically vulnerable than other types of housing units. Beginning 15
June 1976, the Department of Housing and Urban Development began to regulate the
construction of all MMHs built in the US through the enforcement of Manufactured
Home Construction and Safety Standards (HUD codes). However, state, local, and
regional building codes (e.g., International Building Code, ASCE 7, ACI 318, etc.) are
not mandatory and structural approval by a local inspector is generally not required. In
addition, the current design wind loads for MMH is using wind loads modification from
ASCE 7, which is determined using straight-line wind. Thus, it is perhaps not a surprise
that many of these homes are inadequately anchored to resist tornadoes, which is
consistently shown in post-tornado forensic engineering assessments as the primary cause
of failure (Guo et al. 2019). Even though many counties in Alabama have community
tornado shelters, those shelters can only house 2–17% of residents (LaDue 2019a), which
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is a small portion of the individuals living in the 13% MMHs there (U.S. Census Bureau
2019).
More work is needed to determine whether MMH anchoring systems are
sufficiently strong to withstand devastating tornadoes. Previous studies have simulated
tornadoes in laboratory tornado simulators or using CFD simulations to study tornadic
wind effects on PHs (Haan 2009; Hu et al. 2011; Mishra et al. 2008a; Refan 2014;
Selvam and Millett 2003; Sengupta et al. 2008), but scant research has investigated these
wind effects on MMHs. To reduce fatalities, it is crucial to understand tornadic wind
effects on MMHs. To bridge this research gap, the objective of this study is to investigate
the wind effect on MMHs induced by tornadoes and provide guidance for future wind
resistance design for MMHs. The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows. First, the
simulated tornado is reviewed and CFD simulation’s setup and simulated cases are
introduced; Second, the force coefficients and moment coefficients for each case are
present, as well as the pressure contour on MMH’s surface and the pressure/velocity
contour in the wind field surrounding MMH. Third, the difference in force/moment
coefficients between cases are identified and the possible reason causing the difference is
discussed by looking into contours in different cases. Last, the MMH’s anchorage system
design for tornado resistance is discussed.
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2. SIMULATION SETUP

2.1. SIMULATED TORNADO
In order to investigate the wind effects on MMHs induced by tornadoes, the
Spencer, SD Tornado of 30 May 1998 (hereafter, referred to as “Spencer Tornado”) is
simulated to generate tornadic wind field. The Spencer Tornado initiated in the west of
Spencer, SD and tore through the heart of the town on the night of May 30, 1998. It was
rated as a F4 tornado and had a double-celled, single-vortex inner structure during most
of its lifecycle. The radar-measured velocity data of Spencer Tornado were collected by
Doppler on Wheels radar (Wurman, 2001) and the radar-measured data at 0134:23 UTC
are used to generate the tornadic wind field, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Velocity field of Spencer Tornado on a vertical plane (Kosiba and Wurman,
2010).
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To simulate swirling wind flow, a cylindrical computational domain is applied, as
shown in Figure 2a). The radius of the computational domain is 800 m and the total
height is 1100 m. The inflow is set up as the velocity inlet on the side; the outlet is set up
as the pressure outlet on the top. A single-wide MMH structure is placed inside the
computational domain and set up as rigid body, as shown in Figure 2a). As shown in
Figure 2c), the length and width of the building are 21.336 m (70 ft) and 4.2672 m (14 ft),
respectively. The eave height is 2.7432 m (9 ft) and the roof ridge height is 4.1148 m
(13.5 ft). The height of crawl space is set as 1.016 m (40 in) and it is set as a fluid domain
that allows the air to flow freely. The orientation of this building with respect to the x
direction is 0 degree, which means the long side of the building is parallel to the x
direction, as shown in Figure 2b). A transient, incompressible CFD simulation is
conducted.

a)

b)

c)
Figure 2. Computational domain, tornado translation path and an MMH structure of
interest. (a) Computational domain, (b) Tornado translation path, (c) Sketch of a singlewide MMH structure.
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To simulate that a tornado translates and passes by the MMH, a relative motion is
established by moving the MMH in the opposite direction, at the same speed as tornado
translation, as shown in Figure 2b). To be specific, the entire computational domain is
divided into several zones, with the zone including the MMH as “a rigid body zone”. The
translation of MMH is achieved by applying a constant moving speed on the “rigid body
zone” (to the left in this case) and applying the layering dynamic mesh technique on the
two zones before and after the “rigid body zone” along the long strip, which are treated as
deforming zones, as shown in Figure 3. In this way, the “rigid body zone” with the MMH
translates through the two deforming zones and the deforming zones are adjusted
automatically. The remaining zones on the bottom wall are set up as “moving wall” with
the same speed in the opposite direction as the tornado translation to keep the relative
movement to the ground. The upper zone is set up as a stationary domain (i.e., no mesh
would be changed or updated). In this study, the translation speed is selected as 15 m/s,
which falls in the range of general tornado’s translation speed (10m/s to 30 m/s). First,
the simulation is run for 500 s with the MMH staying at the original place (stationary
stage) to simulate the action of a stationary tornadic wind field on the MMH. Then, the
MMH is moved to pass through the tornado (translating stage). The center of the MMH is
initially set up at x = 500 m in the stationary stage and then it translates along the x
direction in the translating stage. The mesh of the computational domain is developed in
Pointwise v18.4 and the hybrid mesh strategy is adopted. The structured hexahedral grid
is adopted for almost all zones except the “rigid body zone”, as shown in Figure 3b),
where unstructured mesh is applied. In addition, for the “rigid body zone”, t-rex mesh
technique is performed around the building and above the ground.
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a)
b)
Figure 3. Mesh of the computational domain and simulation setup of tornado translation.
(a) Horizontal view, (b) Vertical view.

In the study, the Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) is applied with the filtered timedependent Navier-Stokes equations as governing equations of the tornadic wind flow. By
applying LES, the momentum and mass are assumed to be mainly transported by large
eddies, and small eddies are numerically modelled using the WALE (Cwale=0.325) subgrid model (Nicoud and Ducros, 1999). The segregated implicit solver is used to solve
the transient, incompressible flow with a SIMPLEC (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure
Linked Equation-Consistent) method for Pressure-velocity Coupling, as the SIMPLEC
scheme usually has a better convergence than PISO (Pressure–Implicit with Splitting of
Operators) (Van Doormaal and Raithby, 1984; Hangan and Kim 2008). In addition, the
simulation applies the Least Squares Cell Based scheme for Gradient, which is used to
discretize the convection and diffusion terms in the flow conservation equations, the
second-order discretization scheme for the pressure equation, and the bounded central
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differencing scheme for momentum convection-diffusion equation (Anderson and
Bonhaus, 1994; Barth and Jespersen, 1989; Leonard, 1991). The bounded second-order
implicit method with a time step of Δt = 0.02s is used for time discretization for the
stationary stage and then the second-order implicit method is used for the translating
stage. Standard sea-level atmospheric conditions (pressure = 101,325 N/m2, density =
1.225 kg/m3, temperature = 288.15 K, and dynamic viscosity = 1.789×10-5 kg/(s*m)) are
adopted at the inlet and outlet and considered as the initial condition for the entire
computational domain. The simulation durations for the stationary stage and the
translating stage are 500 s and 80 s, respectively.

2.2. SIMULATED CASES
In order to characterize tornadic wind effects on MMHs, three cases are simulated
in this study, as listed in Table 1. Case 1 includes a MMH with open crawl space in
tornadic wind field to investigate tornado-MMH interaction. Case 2 includes the
associated permanent home (PH) in the same tornadic wind field in order to reveal the
difference in tornadic wind effects between a MMH and a PH. In Case 3, the MMH is
placed in an equivalent straight-line wind field to investigate the difference in wind
effects on the MMH between tornadic winds and straight-line winds, as the current wind
design of MMHs is based on straight-line winds. For Case 2, the translation of PH is set
up in the same way as in Case 1.
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Table 1. Simulated cases to investigate characterize wind effects on MMHs.
Case #
Case 1

Simulation Description
MMH with open crawl space (no skirting) is placed in a tornadic wind
field

Case 2

The associated PH is placed in the same tornadic wind field

Case 3

MMH with open crawl space (no skirting) is place in the equivalent
straight-line wind field

2.3. INDEPENDENCE STUDY OF GRID
To examine the grid independence, three simulations were run. In the first
simulation, the number of cells is about 3 million (coarse mesh); In the second
simulation, the number of cells is about 5 million (fine mesh); In the third simulation, the
number of cells is about 8 million (finer mesh). The space-averaged tangential velocity
profile at the height of 10 m is extracted from each simulation, and is presented in Figure
4. The three profiles follow the same trend and the difference of the maximum tangential
velocity are 2.57% and 2.98%, respectively, when taking “Coarse mesh” as the baseline,
while all the three simulations achieve the same core radius. To balance the
computational cost and computational accuracy, the “Coarse mesh” is adopted for the
following simulations.
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a)

b)

c)
Figure 4. Tangential velocity profiles extracted from the simulations with different cell
numbers for independence study of grid. (a) Coarse mesh, (b) Fine mesh, (c) Finer mesh.

3. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. SIMULATED TORNADIC WIND FIELD
To demonstrate the flow structure of the simulated tornadic wind field, the
streamlines and contour of pressure on the horizontal plane at z = 80 m and on a vertical
plane through tornado center (at x = 0) m are extracted and presented in Figure 5. In
Figure 5a), only one large vortex is observed in the central area, verifying that the
tornado possesses a single vortex. In Figure 5b), it is observed that downdraft is formed
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at the center and touches the ground, while updraft is formed in the surrounding area,
forming two different circular regions, which indicates a double-celled flow structure.
Based on the above observations, the simulated tornado is a double-celled single-vortex
tornado, which is consistent with the radar-measured data for the simulated time instant
(Kosiba and Wurman, 2010). However, it should be noted that as the MMH’s height is
relatively small, close to the ground, the wind field around the MMH may be more
turbulent than that at higher elevations, with more complicated flow structure.

a)
b)
Figure 5. Streamlines and contour of pressure in wind field. (a) On a horizontal plane, (b)
On a vertical plane.

3.2. TORNADIC WIND EFFECTS ON MMH (CASE 1)
3.2.1. Force and Moment Coefficients. To find the total actions of the tornado
on the MMH, the instantaneous force/moment coefficients are obtained when the MMH
moves from one side of the tornado to the other side. The total forces and moments
exerted on the entire MMH are calculated by integrating the static pressure acting on the
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surface of the building. Then, the force coefficients along the x, y and z axes and the
moment coefficients about the three axes are calculated as follow,
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where Fsub is the total force along each axis, Msub is the total moment about each axis
through the building center,

is the air density, V is the maximum space-averaged

resultant horizontal wind velocity at the height of 10 m and at core radius of the tornado
(determined when no buildings are present in the tornadic wind field), S is the projected
area on the longer side, h is the height of roof ridge, and b is the longer dimension of the
MMH.

a)

b)

Figure 6. Force Coefficients when the MMH moves from one side of the tornado to the
other side (Case 1). (a) CF in the x, y, z directions, (b) CF in the z direction.
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Figure 6 presents the coefficients of the forces acting on the MMH in Case 1. CFx
and CFy are the force coefficients along the x and y directions (horizontal directions),
while CFz represents the coefficient of the total force along the z direction (vertical
direction) acting on the entire building (the sum of the force acting on the top of the roof
and the force acting under the bottom floor). The horizontal axis of Figure 6 represents
the duration of tornado translation (i.e., the period during the MMH moves from one side
of the tornado to the other side in the simulation). As shown in Figure 6a), as the MMH
moves to the left (towards tornado center), the three force coefficients gradually increase
and reach their respective first peaks simultaneously at around t = 25 s, when the MMH is
very close to the core radius. After the building passes the core radius and approaches
tornado center, the absolute values of all three force coefficients decrease gradually with
the decreasing relative distance to tornado center. The tornado arrives at tornado center at
t = 33.33 s. After the building passes tornado center, these values switch to increase with
increasing relative distance and reach their peaks when the MMH reaches the core radius
on the other side of the tornado (at around t = 40 s). Among all the three force
coefficients, CFz is not dominant, which is a major difference compared to that observed
on a permanent house, as shall be elaborated in Section 3.3; In fact, CFy is much greater
than CFx and CFz. In addition, the sign of CFy changes from positive (pointing to the
positive y direction) to negative (pointing to the negative y direction) when the building
passes tornado center from one side of the tornado to the other side, which are consistent
with the direction change of the tangential velocity component (a counterclockwise
vortex in the North Hemisphere).
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From the above results, CFy is the dominated force coefficient, while CFz is
much smaller. Does this mean that the uplift force (the force in the vertical direction) is
too small to damage the MMH? To answer this question, CFz acting on the roof
(designated as “CFz roof”) and CFz acting under the bottom floor (designated as “CFz
bot”) are extracted and presented in Figure 6b), along with CFz (the sum of the CFz roof
and CFz bot). Compared to CFz, CFz roof and CFz bot present much larger peak values
(2.6 and -2.8, respectively). During the entire period, CFz roof and CFz bot are applied in
the opposite direction, while the magnitudes are very similar, which indicates that the
pressure on the surface is mainly caused by the atmospheric pressure in the tornadic wind
field, no matter whether it is positive or negative. From t = 0 s to t = 20 s and from t = 50
s to 80 s, CFz roof remains negative, which is a downward force, while CFz bot remains
positive, which is an upward force to push the floor bottom upward. The downforce force
acting on the roof and the upward force acting on bottom floor of MMH are associated
with positive pressure on the two surfaces. It is induced by the positive pressure in the
wind field when the MMH is located in the outer region of the tornado. From t = 20 s to t
= 50 s, the sign of CFz roof and CFz bot changes to produce an uplift force acting on the
roof and a downward force acting on (under) the bottom floor, which are associated with
negative pressure on the two surfaces. The negative pressure here is attributed from the
large atmospheric pressure drop at tornado center and the aerodynamic force due to the
flow acceleration when the flow passes above and underneath the MMH. In summary,
although the total force along the z direction acting on the entire MMH is not large, it
does not mean that the MMH is not damaged by the force in the vertical direction. In fact,
the structural body of the MMH experiences one pair of large tensile force along the
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vertical direction for a certain period; The significant uplift force on the roof and the
downward force on the bottom floor may cause severe damage to the roof, the floor
bottom and roof-wall and floor-wall connections. The damage to the roof and roof-wall
connection can result in opening on the roof of MMH, which may further damage
properties inside the building. This finding is consistent with the fact that the damage to
roof is the most common failure mode for MMHs during tornado incidents.
3.2.2. Pressure Distribution and Streamlines in Wind Field Around the
MMH. Figure 7 presents the contour of pressure, velocity magnitude and streamline on a
vertical plane and a horizontal plane through the MMH when the MMH moves to the
core radius the first time. In Figure 7a), it is observed that partial incoming air flows the
crawl space, while the other parts of incoming air flow over the roof and on the two sides
of the building. The stagnation point is nearly at the middle point of the windward wall
and the maximum positive pressure is found at this stagnation point, which is around
3600 Pa. Behind the MMH, a large turbulent area is formed near the leeward wall and
negative pressure is present in this area, which is about -3500 Pa. The disturbed airflow
area by the presence of the MMH (Wake Area) is above the crawl space and the
maximum height of this area is a little higher than the MMH’s ridge. In Figure 7b), the
speed of incoming air decreases due to the blockage of the MMH as it approaches the
windward wall, and then it accelerates to flow over the MMH. The maximum velocity is
found over the roof and in the crawl space, which is about 90 m/s. The wind speed in the
Wake Area is lower than 10 m/s (near the leeward wall and leeward roof).
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a)

b)
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e)
Figure 7. Contour of pressure, velocity and streamline when the MMH is near the core
radius: a) Contour of pressure and streamline on the YZ plane through MMH; b) Contour
of velocity magnitude and streamline on the YZ plane through MMH; c) Contour of
pressure and streamline on the XY plane through MMH at the heigh of 2 m; d) Contour
of velocity magnitude and streamline on the XY plane through MMH at the heigh of 2 m;
e) Contour of pressure on MMH’s surface.
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Figure 8. Contour of pressure, velocity and streamline when the MMH is at the tornado
center: a) Contour of pressure and streamline on the YZ plane through MMH; b) Contour
of velocity magnitude and streamline on the YZ plane through MMH; c) Contour of
pressure and streamline on the XY plane through MMH at the height of 2 m; d) Contour
of velocity magnitude and streamline on the XY plane through MMH at the height of 2
m; e) Contour of pressure on MMH’s surface.
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On the horizontal plane, as shown in Figure 7c) and Figure 7d), winds attack the
MMH with an angle of 30 degree and accelerate to pass the two corners of the MMH,
with the vortex shedding formed behind the two corners. This results in positive pressure
on the windward wall (Wall AB) and negative pressure on all other surfaces, as shown in
Figure 7e). It is noted that the maximum negative pressure occurs at the corner between
windward wall and roof, the corner between windward wall and bottom floor, and the
corner at the roof ridge due to the fact that vortex shedding is formed when air flows over
these corners.
Figure 8 presents the contour of pressure, velocity magnitude and streamline on a
vertical plane and a horizontal plane through the MMH when at the MMH moves to
tornado center. On the YZ plane, the flow pattern is similar to the one in Figure 7.
However, the pressure and velocity magnitudes are much smaller than the values when
the MMH is near the core radius. On the XY plane, the flow does not show regular
pattern as the velocity magnitude is very small, which is lower than 20 m/s. As shown in
Figure 8e), all the pressure on the MMH’s surface is negative, which indicates that it is
mainly dominated by the atmospheric pressure drop in the central area of the tornado.

3.3. COMPARISON OF TORNADIC WIND EFFECTS BETWEEN MMH AND
PERMANENT HOUSE (PH) (BETEWEEN CASE 2 AND CASE 1)
Figure 9 presents the coefficients of the forces/moments acting on the associated
PH (Case 2) under the same tornadic wind field as in Case 1. CFx and CFy are the force
coefficients along the x and y directions, while CFz represents the coefficient of the total
force along the z direction on the roof. As shown in Figure 9a), as the MMH moves to the
left (towards tornado center), CFx, CFy and CFz gradually increase and reach the first
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peaks simultaneously at around t = 22 s. After the building passes the tornado center
(arrives at the tornado center at t = 33.33 s), CFy and CFz keep increasing with increasing
relative distance and reach the maximum peaks when the MMH reaches the core radius
on the other side of the tornado (at around t = 42 s). Among all the three force
coefficients, peak CFz is dominant, which has been observed in previous studies on
general residential house (Haan et al., 2010) and forms a distinct difference in tornadic
wind effects between a MMH and a PH. This is because CFz in Case 2 only needs to
account for the force acting on the roof since a PH sits on the ground, while CFz in Case 1
accounts for the forces on both the roof and the floor bottom since there is an air gap
between the MMH and the ground. In fact, CFz in Case 2 is similar to CFz_roof in Case 1.
Compared to Case 1, the CFx and CFy in Case 2 are about 1.28 times and 1.57 times of
CFx and CFy in Case 1, respectively, which shall be reasoned later. Figure 9b) shows the
moment coefficients of MMH and all three components presents similar magnitude. The
peak values also occur near the core radius.

a)
b)
Figure 9. Force/Moment Coefficients on PH induced by tornadic winds (Case 2). (a)
Force coefficients, (b) Moment coefficients.
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Figures 10 and 11 present the distribution of pressure, velocity magnitude, and
streamline when the PH is at the core radius and at the tornado center, respectively. In
Figure 10, it is observed that the stagnation point is nearly at 1/3 of the eave height, lower
than in Case 1. After the air passes the PH, a large turbulent area is formed on the
leeward wall side than in Case 1. Unlike Case 1, all the incoming air passes the PH
through the roof. In addition, it results in a higher peak value of velocity magnitude over
the roof, which is close to 110 m/s. This is because air is compressed more significantly
in Case 2 than in Case 1 since air has more paths to pass through in Case 1. As shown in
Figure 10c) and Figure 10d), the flow pattern on the horizontal plane is similar to the
MMH case. However, the maximum values of positive pressure, negative pressure and
velocity magnitude in the wind field around the PH are all larger than the values in the
MMH case, for the same reason as explained above. Accordingly, as shown in Figure
10e), both positive pressure and negative pressure on the building surface are higher in
the PH case. To be exact, peak positive and peak negative pressure in Case 2 are 45.9%
and 60.9% higher, respectively. This difference is caused by the existence of the open
crawl space that allows air to flow through in Case 1. The lower value in CFy in Case 1 is
because the upstream velocity in front of the windward wall (Wall AB) will not be
reduced that much due to the fact that air has one more path to flow through (underneath
the MMH); The lower value in CFx in Case 1 is because the incoming air can flow
through roof, two sides of the MMH, and underneath the MMH, and thus the acceleration
of velocity on the two sides (Wall AD and Wall BC) of the MMH will not be that much
(streamlines on the two sides of the building will not be compressed that much). Then the
positive pressure on Wall AB decreases due to the change of stagnation points and the
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negative pressure on Wall CD decreases due to the decreased pressure in the leeward
direction since the speed of incoming flow decreases.
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Figure 10. Contour of pressure, velocity and streamline when the PH is near the core
radius: a) Contour of pressure and streamline on the YZ plane through PH; b) Contour of
velocity magnitude and streamline on the YZ plane through PH; c) Contour of pressure
and streamline on the XY plane through PH at the height of 2 m; d) Contour of velocity
magnitude and streamline on the XY plane through PH at the height of 2 m; e) Contour
of pressure on PH’s surface.
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Figure 11. Contour of pressure, velocity and streamline when the PH is at the tornado
center: a) Contour of pressure and streamline on the YZ plane through PH; b) Contour of
velocity magnitude and streamline on the YZ plane through PH; c) Contour of pressure
and streamline on the XY plane through PH at the height of 2 m; d) Contour of velocity
magnitude and streamline on the XY plane through PH at the height of 2 m; e) Contour
of pressure on PH’s surface.

When the PH is at the tornado center (Figure 11), the distribution is similar to the
MMH, that is, the negative pressure at tornado center is dominated. However, as the flow
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around the PH is not as smooth as the MMH, the flow in this area is more turbulent.
Overall, it is difficult to indicate a certain trend in the area due to the turbulent flow.

3.4. COMPARISON OF WIND EFFECTS ON MMH INDUCED BY TORNADIC
WINDS AND EQUIVALENT STRAIGHT-LINE WINDS (BETWEEN CASE 1
AND CASE 3)
3.4.1. Simulation Setup for Producing Equivalent Straight-line Wind Field.
For comparison, an equivalent straight-line wind field is established. The height, width
and length of the flow field are 100m, 400m and 600m, respectively. The center of the
MMH is 200 m away from the velocity inlet and 400 m away from the pressure outlet.
Large eddy simulation (LES) is applied to obtain the wind effects of straight-line winds
on the MMH. The velocity profile applied at the velocity inlet (V) is governed by
Z=Z ×

™š

.#

(4)

where › denotes the reference height. In this case, it is the same height (10m) to capture

the space-averaged velocity in tornadic wind field. Z is the velocity at the reference

height › . In this simulation, Z = 73.82 M/œ, which is the same as the horizontal

resultant velocity at the height of 10m in tornadic wind field (as shown in Figure 4a).
3.4.2. Comparison of Wind Effects Induced by Tornadic Winds and
Equivalent Straight-line Winds. The force/moment coefficients on the MMH in Case 3
are collected over 20 s, as shown in Figure 12. Under the equivalent straight-line wind
field, the flow is relatively stable, the force coefficients mainly fluctuate around a certain
level (0.8 for CFx that is in the along-wind direction, 0 for CFy that is in the across-wind
direction, and -0.4 for CFz that is in the vertical direction). It is found that all the
force/moment coefficients in Case 3 are much smaller than those in Case 1. To be exact,
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CFx and CFy in Case 1 are 56% and 0.4 higher than those in Case 3. These findings
indicate that the MMH may not be able to survive from tornado attacking based on the
current wind design code, which is based on straight-line winds, although many
manufacture companies state that the MMH is safe to resist hurricane winds. In addition,
the force acting on the bottom floor is much greater than the force acting on the roof in
the straight-line wind field, as shown in Figure 12b). This is because the pressure under
straight-line wind field is mainly caused by aerodynamic force, related to the flow pattern
modification and accordingly velocity change. To be specific, the air flow under the
bottom floor is compressed more severely than that over the roof, leading to higher
velocity acceleration under the bottom floor and accordingly lower pressure (larger
negative pressure).

a)

b) CF in the z directions

c)
Figure 12. Force/Moment Coefficients on MMH induced by equivalent straight-line
winds (Case 3). (a) CF in the x, y, z directions, (b) CF in the z directions, (c) CM around
the x, y, z axes.
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Figure 13 present the distribution of pressure, velocity magnitude and streamline
for the MMH in the straight-line field. Compared to Case 1, the maximum values of
positive pressure and negative pressure in the straight-line field (-3100 Pa and 1800Pa
from Figure 13a)) are much smaller than the respective values in the tornadic wind field(10773 Pa and 3686 Pa). This is due to the different flow nature of tornadic wind field and
straight-line wind field. For the tornadic wind field, partial air through open crawl space
goes up near the leeward wall due to the vertical velocity components and therefore the
wind speed in the turbulent area is higher. Since the straight-line does not have the
vertical velocity as in the tornadic wind field, the air keeps flowing horizontally after
passing the crawl space. This results in the low wind speed in the vortex shedding area
(negative pressure presents) and this area is much larger than the tornadic wind field. On
the horizontal plane, vortex shedding mainly occurs at Corner A and Corner B, and also
occurs behind Wall CD. In addition, the wind flow is symmetric, which results in CFy to
be close to Zero. The pressure on the MMH’s surface in the straight-line wind field is
similar to the distribution in the tornadic wind field but the magnitude is smaller. The
similar distribution is because in the tornadic wind field the flow at core radius presents
nearly symmetric pattern in the horizontal direction, which is closed to the straight-line
wind field. However, the pressure in the tornadic wind filed is more significant and it is
also one of the main reasons causing the wind load on MMH. Therefore, the magnitude
of pressure on MMH in tornadic wind field is larger.
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Figure 13. Contour of pressure, velocity and streamline when the MMH is in the straightline wind field: a) Contour of pressure and streamline on the YZ plane through MMH; b)
Contour of velocity magnitude and streamline on the YZ plane through MMH; c)
Contour of pressure and streamline on the XY plane through MMH at the height of 2 m;
d) Contour of velocity magnitude and streamline on the XY plane through MMH at the
height of 2 m; e) Contour of pressure on MMH’s surface.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the wind load induced by a tornado on MMH is investigated using
CFD simulation and then compared with PH as well as MMH in a straight-line wind
field. After comparing force/moment coefficients, pressure contour and velocity contour
in each case, the following conclusions are drawn.
When a tornado passes an MMH, the total forces in the x and y direction
(horizontal directions) are greater than the total force in the z direction (vertical
direction). Although the total force along the vertical direction acting on the entire MMH
seems small, the uplift force acting on the roof and the downward force acting on the
bottom floor are significant. They can cause damage to the roof and bottom floor; they
can apply significant tensile forces along the vertical direction on the structural body.
Compared to a permanent home (PH) under tornadic winds, the total force along
the horizontal direction is smaller for MMH under the same tornadic winds, because the
existence of crawl space under MMH provides more space for the air to pass the MMH,
leading to less pressure; peak positive/negative pressure on a PH under tornadic winds is
smaller because the higher wind speed around PH.
Compared to a MMH under straight-line winds, the force along the horizontal
direction on a MMH under tornadic winds is larger, as the pressure on MMH’s surface is
caused by both high wind speed (leading to aerodynamic pressure) and atmospheric
pressure drop (leading to low negative pressure) in tornadic wind field. Related to the
design wind load for MMH, a factor should be introduced to compensate for the
underestimated wind load caused by tornadoes.
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In the future, the obtained findings on MMH in both tornado and straight-line
fields will be used to modify the current wind design for MMH and to design the inground anchoring system for MMHs.
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SECTION

2. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1. CONCLUSIONS
This study has addressed a significant research gap in tornado research by
characterizing multi-vortext tornadoes and understanding their interactions with buildings
using numerical simulations and validation using radar-measured velocity data. By
deriving the vertical velocity components from the tangential and radial velocities
extracted from radar-measured velocity data, the numerical simulation of a tornado has
been improved. In addition, to reduce tornado fatalities, the interaction of a tornado and a
mobile home has been systematically studied. The following conclusions are drawn.
With regard to the deviation of vertical velocity component in tornadoes and its
influence on tornadic wind field (Paper I), an approach to derive the vertical velocity
component is developed based on … equation. The following conclusions are drawn:
•

This approach, combined with the GBVTD technique, can be used to
produce a three-dimensional tornadic wind field, including the complete
velocity information, while the radar-measured velocity data can only
provide radial and tangential velocity components.

•

For the distribution of tangential velocity along the radial distance in the
tornadic wind field, including vertical velocity component makes the
results closer to the real-world situation at higher elevations outside the
core region. For the distribution of radial velocity along height, including
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vertical velocity makes the results closer to the real-world situation at
lower elevations outside the core region.
•

As indicated by the comparison on the results between the two simulated
cases and the case based on radar-measured data, including the vertical
velocity component as part of velocity input can improve the simulation in
certain regions. However, whether it is necessary to include the vertical
velocity component as part of velocity input depends on the purpose of
simulation. If the goal of simulation is to investigate the impact of
tornadoes on civil buildings with low heights (e.g., below 100 m), the
negligence of vertical velocity component as part of velocity input will not
adversely affect the results. If the goal of simulation is to investigate the
impact of tornadoes on higher civil buildings (above 200 m or on elevated
ground) or the flow characteristics of the entire tornado, the vertical
velocity component should be included as part of velocity inlet.

With regard to the wind flow characteristics of multi-vortex tornadoes (Paper II),
the following conclusions are drawn:
•

More than one vortex are present inside the domain, and each subvortex
not only rotates around their own center but also swirls with the main flow
at the core radius of the overall vortex.

•

The core radius of a multi-vortex tornado is much larger than the singlevortex tornado, which may mean that this type of tornado may cause
severe damage in a larger area.
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•

The maximum negative pressure does not occur at the tornado center of
the overall vortex. Instead, it occurs at the center of each subvortex, which
is very close to the core radius of the overall vortex. This means that the
highest negative pressure and highest wind speed almost occur at the same
location in a multi-vortex tornado, while largest negative pressure and
highest wind speed occur at different locations in a single-vortex tornado.
This may mean that a multi-vortex tornado may lead to a worse loading
scenario than a single-vortex tornado with similar tangential velocity.

•

For a multi-vortex tornado, the difference between instantaneous values
and averaged values of parameters is remarkable. For example, based on
instantaneous values, multiple low pressure spots represents the presence
of multiple subvortex; based on averaged values, the multiple low perssuer
spots become a low pressure ring. Therefore, the space-averaged values
for a multi-vortex tornado may not provide as much flow characteristics as
instantaneous values and thus should be carefully used.

•

The wind flow of a multi-vortex tornado is more turbulent than a singlevortex tornado, which may lead to significant dynamic responses in some
types of civil structures. The fluctuations in tangential velocity and
pressure in a multi-vortex tornado are mainly caused by the rotation of
subvortices, while the fluctuations in a single-celled single-vortex tornado
are mainly caused by flow turbulence and the fluctuations in a doublecelled single-vortex tornado are caused by flow turbulence and vortex
wandering.
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•

Although the maximum velocity or pressure deficit for multi-vortex
tornadoes are lower than single-vortex tornadoes in the current
simulations, it may not be true in reality. The current results are obtained
based on the assumption of the same velocity input for all the three
simulated cases. In reality, if a single-vortex tornado and a multi-vortex
tornado have similar velocity magnitude, according to our findings on the
inner structure of the multi-vortex tornado, the wind effects induced by
multi-vortex tornadoes might be larger and more complicated. It is worth
noting that when evaluating the wind effects induced by tornadoes on civil
structures, for a single-vortex tornado, the worst-case scenario could be
either due to the largest tangential velocity at the core radius or due to the
highest negative pressure in the core region. However, for a multi-vortex
tornado, the worst-case scenario might be the combination of high
tangential velocity and high negative pressure around the core radius of
the overall vortex. The load and deformation accumulation may also need
to be considered due to the potential attacking of multiple tornado
subvortices in sequence during a short period. The number of the
subvortices that will attack the civil structure may depend on the size of
the civil structure, and the translating speed and the size of the tornado.

With regard to the influence of swirl ratio and radial Reynolds number on multivortex tornadoes (Paper III), the following conclusions are drawn:
•

The increase in swirl ratio (from 0.70 to 1.25) leads to the increase in the
number of subvortices (from 3 to 4). As swirl ratio increases, the core
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radius of the overall vortex increases, while the maximum tangential
velocity decreases. The increase in swirl ratio decreases the rotational
speed of subvortices when four subvortices are present and increases the
core size of subvortices no matter whether three or four subvortices are
present. The increase in swirl ratio results in the subvortices leaving the
core radius of the overall vortex when three subvortices are present, but
results in the subvortices approaching to the core radius of the overall
vortex when four subvortices are present.
•

The fact that the variance of subvortices in terms of rotational speed and
core size is more significant in the multi-vortex tornado with three
subvortices may suggest that the multi-vortex tornado with four
subvortices is more stable. The increase in radial Reynolds number does
not change the layout of multi-vortex tornado (the number of subvortices),
but it significantly affects the characteristics of subvortices. To be specific,
the increase in radial Reynolds number increases the rotational speed of
each subvortex, but decreases the size of subvortices.

•

Through the force balance analysis, it demonstrates that: 1) in a singlevortex tornado, the pressure gradient force and centrifugal force are the
only dominant forces acting in the tornadic wind field and they balance
each other. Therefore, the Navier-Strokes equation can be simplified into
the cyclostrophic balance; and 2) in a multi-vortex tornado, the pressure
gradient force exhibits one large negative spike and one large positive
spike. In addition, the variation of the radial velocity with time, the radial
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advection term and the vertical advection term are also significant.
Furthermore, the large forces occur around the core of the subvortex,
which is far away from the domain center.
With regard to the wind effects on a low-rise building induced by multi-vortex
torandoes (Paper IV), the following conclusions are drawn:
•

The obtained force and moment coefficients reveal that the wind loads
acting on the low-rise building induced by multi-vortex tornadoes are
more complicated than single-vortex tornadoes. The peak values are
significantly higher in the multi-vortex tornadoes. The force coefficients
and moment coefficients in the multi-vortex tornadoes decrease from
peaks to zero rapidly as the building moves from the core radius to the
tornado center. In addition, around the core radius, the drag forces and
overturning moments present two peaks with opposite signs. The
simulation results of wind flow around the low-rise building indicate the
unique change due to subvortices. The distribution of pressure on the lowrise building in the multi-vortex tornado is less symmetric than the singlevortex tornado. Due to the nature of subvortices, flow separations appear
on more walls and the approaching wind flow may also act on the leeward
wall, not just the windward wall.

•

The complicated interaction between the low-rise building and multivortex tornadoes makes the building more vulnerable to multi-vortex
tornadoes. The presence of subvortices not only increases the maximum
value of force and moment coefficients but also leads to more dynamic
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loads on the building. The relative position between the subvortex and the
low-rise building results in different wind loads.
With regard to the wind effects on manufactured or mobile homes (MMHs)
induced by tornadoes (Paper V), the following conclusions are drawn:
•

When a tornado passes an MMH, the total forces in the x and y direction
(horizontal directions) are greater than the total force in the z direction
(vertical direction). Although the total force along the vertical direction
acting on the entire MMH seems small, the uplift force acting on the roof
and the downward force acting on the bottom floor are significant. They
can cause damage to the roof and bottom floor; they can apply significant
tensile forces along the vertical direction on the structural body.

•

Compared to a permanent home (PH) under tornadic winds, the total force
along the horizontal direction is smaller for MMH under the same tornadic
winds, because the existence of crawl space under MMH provides more
space for the air to pass the MMH, leading to less pressure; peak
positive/negative pressure on a PH under tornadic winds is smaller
because the higher wind speed around PH.

•

Compared to a MMH under straight-line winds, the force along the
horizontal direction on a MMH under tornadic winds is larger, as the
pressure on MMH’s surface is caused by both high wind speed (leading to
aerodynamic pressure) and atmospheric pressure drop (leading to low
negative pressure) in tornadic wind field. Related to the design wind load
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for MMH, a factor should be introduced to compensate for the
underestimated wind load caused by tornadoes.

2.2. RECOMMENDATIONS
Despite systematical studies in multi-vortex tornadoes, in order to improve the
fidelity of tornado simulations and tornado-building interaction simulations, the
following aspects are recommended for future research.
1

High-fidelity tornado simulation by combining CM1 and CFD. Current CFD
simulations of tornadoes in civil engineering only cover a limited area (1 km to 2
km as the diameter of the domain) and the simulated tornadoes are controlled by
the initial setup of pressure and velocity at the boundary conditions. On the
contrary, in Meteorology, tornadoes are simulated using the mesoscale numerical
weather prediction system (e.g., WRF or CM1), which covers much larger areas
(generally in a range between 10 km and 1000 km). Meteorological models
introduce more realistic variables (e.g., temperature, landscape), but cannot
present the details of airflow in a small area, which is important for the tornado
resilience design of civil structures. To make CFD simulations of tornadoes closer
to the real-world situation but still keep the capacity to capture small-scale
airflow, it is recommended to introduce a new coupling simulation system (e.g.,
CFD & CM1). Using this coupling system, the real-time data exchange at the
boundaries of CFD simulation will facilitate the accuate and realistic simulation
of tornadoes.
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2

Development of a theoretical model for multi-vortex tornadoes that can be used
ofr a tornado resistance design. The current theoretical models are mainly
developed for single-vortex tornadoes. Due to the complicated non-stationary
characteristics and unique flow structure of multi-vortex tornadoes, these models
may underestimate the maximum tangential velocity and overestimate the
tangential velocity in the core region. Therefore, it is important to quantify the
wind flow characteristics of multi-vortex tornadoes and reveal their dependence
on dimensionless variables. Then theoretical model can be developed in threedimension, instead of the traditional one-dimension form. This model can be used
to calculate the wind pressured induced by a multi-vortex tornado, forming a
tornado resistance design.

3

Improvement of turbulence characterization. LES cannot resolve small-scale
turbulence eddies as it filters out the turbulence eddies smaller than the mesh size
in the simulation model. For the application of full-scale tornado simulations, it is
very difficult to use a very small mesh size, considering the calculation cost. This
will miss the high-frequency portion of spectrum, which may lead to the improper
estimation of peak pressure value on structural surface. In the future, the Direction
Numerical Simulation can be used to evaluate the accuracy of LES with a certain
mesh size. For the situations where small-scale turbulence eddies play an
important role, the nesting technique should be used to improve the mesh quality
near the civil structures.

4

Improvement of the current wind design for MMHs and retrofitting of existing
MMHs by improving their in-ground anchoring system. The current design wind
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loads for MMH use wind loads modification from ASCE 7, which is determined
using straight-line winds. Although the newest version of ASCE 7 (ASCE7-22)
includes the specifications for a tornado resistance design, a tornado resistance
design is only required for Risk Categories III and IV structures, which do not
include MMHs. In fact, for MMHs, if the in-ground anchorage system is installed
properly or reinforced, the integrity of MMHs will be significantly improved,
increasing the survival of MMHs under a low-intensity torndo.To inform the
retrofit the in-ground anchorage system, it is important to systematically study the
interaction between tornadoes and MMHs, and the dynamic response of the inground anchoring system, including the vertical and diagonal ties. This will help
to design new in-ground anchoring systems that can increase the integrity of
MMHs under tornadoes.
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